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ABSTRACT
LINDA KEENER WEST. Utilizing Public Risk Perception To Improve Siting
Strategies For Medical Waste Incinerators. (Under The Direction of Dr.
ALVIS G. TURNER)
A telephone survey was conducted in a community facing a proposed
medical waste incinerator  (Hall County,  Georgia)  to identify
concerns that shape the overall opinion toward the facility.  The
results indicate Hall County respondents:
1) acknowledge the need for a facility in Georgia, but oppose one
for Hall County;
2) perceive that the newspaper is the main source of information
about the plant, is primarily unbiased and has more influence on
their opinion;
3) have not been previously involved in public meetings but believe
they can influence private industry;
4) are concerned about potential health, aesthetic, economic, and
environmental effects, including proper transportation of untreated
medical waste and adequate operation and inspections of the plant;
5) believe environmental groups are more credible than other
officials involved in the siting process;
6) recognize components and generators of medical waste;
7) oppose compensation;
8) believe the state should first reduce waste; and
9) are aware of possible consequences of not building a treatment
facility.
Involving the public early in the siting process through increased
education/communication, using the media to increase the public's
knowledge about medical waste treatment technologies and risks,
enforcing environmental regulations, and funding ideas on
reduction/reuse of medical waste will help to foster credibility of
the siting process and those involved and will help facilitate the
siting process.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a strong opinion in this country that infectious as well as
hazardous waste materials should be controlled, regulated, and disposed of
properly. Yet when sites for these facilities are sought, there is often
a strong public expression of "not in my backyard" (NIMBY) or "not in my
community". This strong reaction, increasingly being encountered by state
agencies and private industries, is a direct result of the American
people demanding greater knowledge of potential risks involved and
increased participation in the siting process of such facilities. As a
result, citizens across the country have politically organized to block
permits for such facilities (Amaral, et. al, 1990; Glaberson, 1988;
Lichtveld, et. al., 1990; Wright, 1991).
Many factors, besides the two above, influence the acceptance of or
opposition to treatment and disposal facilities. These may include the
siting strategy used (Amaral et. al., 1990; Robbins, 1989; and Susskind,
1990), the lack of community involvement in the siting process (Hance et.
al., 1988), citizens' distrust and perceived lack of credibility of
private industry and federal and state officials (Health and Welfare
Canada, 1984; Slovic, 1987; Whyte and Burton, 1982; Wright, 1991), and the
increased environmental contamination of water, soil, and air despite
billions of dollars spent for clean up (Wright, 1991) . Coverage of the
siting process by the media, coupled by current environmental events, may
also be a factor (Health and Welfare, 1984 and Wright, 1991). Additional
factors that serve to catalyze public opposition are the perceived impacts
of the facility on the host community (including health, aesthetics, and
economic issues) and perceived management of medical waste (Amaral et.
al., 1990, Glaberson, 1988; Kreski, et. al., 1987; and Lichtveld, et. al. ,
1990) .
With those factors in mind, a telephone survey was designed and conducted
to characterize the opposition to and support for a treatment facility in
a county recently considered as the location for a medical waste facility.
Objectives of this thesis are the following:
1) identify the overall opinion towards the proposed facility;
2) classify which type(s) of information sources have the
greatest influence on the respondents' opinion toward the
plant;
3) determine the survey respondents' involvement in and perceived
influence on the siting process;
4) characterize which uncertainties/issues about medical waste
treatment/disposal most concern the public;
5) identify concerns and attitudes reflected toward environmental
groups, private industry, and federal and state officials
involved in the siting process;
6) evaluate public awareness of the components and generators of
medical waste;
7) determine existing attitudes toward some types of
compensation;
8) classify opinions toward types of treatment methods; and
9) determine public awareness of possible consequences of not
building this facility.
Given the exploratory nature of this survey, several general hypotheses
relating to opposition/acceptance of the proposed facility will be tested.
Studies presented in the literature review section lead me to expect the
following:
1) Respondents who have heard about the facility will be more opposed
to it than those who have not heard about it.
2) Respondents residing in Gainesville will be more opposed to the
facility than residents living in other communities in Hall County.
3) Women will be more opposed to the facility than men.
4) Respondents who are young (in their twenties) and middle aged (in
their forties and fifties) will be more opposed to the facility than
other ages.
5) Blacks will be more opposed to the facility than other races.
6) Residents in the occupational category of "professionals" will be
more opposed to the facility than those in the remaining categories.
7) Respondents with children in their household will be more opposed to
the facility than those that do not have children in their
household.
8) Respondents with a college education or higher education will be
more opposed than those without a college education.
9) Residents with middle to high incomes will be more opposed than
those with lower incomes.
10) Respondents who are homeowners will be more opposed to the facility
than renters.
The results of this study will be used in conjunction with previous risk
perception studies to suggest ways to improve the siting strategy for
medical waste incinerators and similar projects.
REPORT ORGANIZATION
The first section will provide a literature review of pertinent
information about medical waste and previous public opinion surveys. The
next two sections will explain how this study was conducted and furnish
the results of this study, followed by summaries of the main findings. A
final section lists the conclusions and recommendations pertaining to
improving the siting strategy for the management of medical waste.
References and appendices then follow.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Concern for Management of Medical Waste
Since the early 1980's, the public has become increasingly concerned about
medical waste due to a specific fear of AIDS (Acquired Immuno-Deficiency
Syndrome), coupled with a general fear of spread of disease and an intense
dislike of body parts, fluids, and used bandages (Lichtveld, et. al.,
1991). This concern escalated during the summers of 1987 and 1988 when
various medical-related material washed up along several beaches. A flood
of medical waste, (including syringes, bandages, and vials of blood)
common garbage, and sewage polluted miles of beaches from New Jersey to
Massachusetts. Besides the northeast, other areas were involved. Medical
debris washed up on beaches along Lake Erie and Lake Michigan; syringes
were found on several beaches in Spain; and in the Soviet Union, health
officials were forced to close beaches on the Baltic, Pacific, and Black
Sea because of poor sanitary conditions (Reynolds, 1989).
However, medical waste was but a small portion of the total waste that
appeared on the east coast beaches. According to Bleckman, Doucet, and
Sales (1989) , the medical waste that washed up on our beaches came
primarily from six sources: mismanagement of municipal solid waste,
including medical waste; sewer discharge and combined sewer overflows;
illegal drug use; beach litter, including reflotables; commercial and
military shipping and pleasure boating; and illegal dumping activities.
The Medical Waste Tracking Act
These occurrences caused the public, and subsequently the congress, to
question the adequacy of current medical waste management practices as
well as the public health implications of medical waste. In response.
Congress passed the Medical Waste Tracking Act of 1988 (MWTA) (Lichtveld,
et. al., 1990).  It required the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental
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Protection Agency (EPA) to create regulations establishing a demonstration
program for tracking medical waste (including separating, packaging, and
labeling) and listing the types of medical waste to be tracked under this
program. Under this program, the EPA is the sole federal agency
responsible for enforcement and monitoring activities. Participating in
this program were the States of Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, and
Rhode Island, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The program became
effective beginning July 24, 1989 and continued for two years. At that
time, EPA was to evaluate the success of the program, present the results
to the Congress, and determine whether such a program should be extended
nationwide.  The final report has not yet been released.
The MWTA created a comprehensive tracking system for the collection,
treatment, and disposal of infectious waste from "cradle to grave", or
from its generation to disposal. This system, similar to the one used for
hazardous waste, features detailed shipping records, called "manifests"
and are to be completed by the generator of the medical waste, along with
the waste transporters, and the operators of treatment and disposal
facilities. Once the waste is properly disposed of, everyone along the
tracking route must return a copy to the generator. Generators producing
less than 50 pounds of infectious waste per month are exempt from these
requirements, although they must follow rules on packaging and treatment.
Generators must keep a log book of waste treated on-site; once sterilized,
the waste can be sent to a landfill without a manifest (U.S. EPA, 1989A-
1989D).
Components of Medical Waste
Medical waste has been historically regulated as general refuse under
Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle D (Lichtveld, et. al.,
1990) . The Medical Waste Tracking Act of 1988 (Section 3) defines medical
waste as "any solid waste which is generated in the diagnosis, treatment.
ilWBPBHWB^iWWSBBisS
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or immunization of human beings or animals, in research pertaining
thereto, or in the production or testing of biologicals" (U.S. EPA,
19 89D). With this definition in mind, it gives one a better appreciation
for how medical waste permeates all of our lives and the amounts we all
indirectly generate. The ten categories of solid waste items that
comprise medical waste include:
"(1) CULTURES AND STOCKS: Cultures and stocks of infectious agents and
associated biologicals, including cultures from medical and pathological
laboratories, cultures and stocks of infectious agents from research and
industrial laboratories, wastes from the production of biologicals,
discarded live and attenuated vaccines, and culture dishes and devices
used to transfer, inoculate, and mix cultures.
(2) PATHOLOGICAL WASTES: Pathological wastes, including tissues,
organs, and body parts that are removed during surgery or autopsy,
(3) WASTE HUMAN BLOOD AND BLOOD COMPONENTS: Waste human blood and
products of blood, including serum, plasma, and other blood components.
(4) SHARPS: Sharps that have been used in patient care or in medical,
research, or industrial laboratories, including hypodermic needles,
syringes, pasteur pipettes, broken glass, and scalpel blades.
(5) ANIMAL WASTE: Contaminated animal carcasses, body parts, and
bedding of animals that were exposed to infectious agents during research,
production of biologicals, or testing of pharmaceuticals.
(6) SURGERY OR AUTOPSY WASTE: Wastes from surgery or autopsy that were
in contact with infectious agents, including soiled dressings, sponges,
drapes, lavage tubes, drainage sets, underpads, and surgical gloves.
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(7) LABORATORY WASTES: Laboratory wastes from medical, pathological,
pharmaceutical, or other research, commercial, or industrial laboratories
that were in contact with infectious agents, including slides and cover
slips, disposable gloves, laboratory coats, and aprons.
(8) DIALYSIS WASTE: Dialysis wastes that were in contact with the blood
of patients undergoing hemodialysis, including contaminated disposable
equipment and supplies such as tubing, filters, disposable sheets, towels,
gloves, aprons, and laboratory coats.
(9) DISCARDED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT: Discarded medical equipment and parts
that were in contact with infectious agents.
(10) ISOLATION WASTE: Biological waste and discarded materials
contaminated with blood, excretions, exudates, or secretions from human
beings or animals who are isolated to protect others from communicable
diseases" (U.S. EPA, 1989D).
Approximately 500,000 tons of these regulated wastes are generated
annually in the United States by about 380,000 regulated generators
(Lichtveld, et. al., 1990). This amount of medical waste from regulated
generators represents 0.3 percent of the 158 million tons per year of
municipal solid waste that Americans annually produce. The primary
generators of medical waste are the 7,118 hospitals in the United States
which annually produce 77 percent of the total regulated medical waste.
Besides hospitals, individuals potentially involved with medical waste
treatment and disposal include health care providers and workers, waste
handlers, and the general public (Lichtveld, et. al., 1990). These
occupational groups are discussed in greater detail in Appendix 1 (in
Table 7) , and the methods of treatment employed by these groups are
summarized below in Table 1.
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POPULATIONS POTENTIALLY INVOLVED WITH MEDICAL WASTE:
TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL METHODS USED
TABLE It
Population
Methods Used
Decontamination* Sanitary Sewer^ Incineration' Landfill"
Health Care Providers/Workers X X X X
Veterinarians/Animal Care
Workers X X
Laboratory Workers X X
Janitorial Workers X X X X
Laundry Workers X X X X
Refuse Workers X
Waste Water Workers X
Maintenance Plant
Operators/Repairers X X
Morticians X X X
Source: The Public Health Implications of Medical Waste: A Report to Congress (Lichtveld, et. al., 1990
Decontamination usually includes three general categories: heat treatment (autoclaving), chemical treatment, and much less used, radiation treatment.   However,
autoclaving is the most widely used method.
Medical wastes typically discharged to this system include blood and blood products and pathological and animal wastes.  These constitute a small portion of wastes
discharged to this system and are diluted by large amounts of residential sewage to well below the concentration needed for bloodborne disease transmission.
For hospitals, incineration has traditionally been their primary method of disposal. This process converts combustible materials into noncombustible residue or ash
and can effectively reduce waste volume by 90 percent or more.  Approximately 5,000 medical waste incinerators are operating in U.S. hospitals.
Landfills have been traditionally used for solid waste disposal and include dumps and sanitary landfills. Dumps are open pits with very little monitoring, vector control,
or maintenance, whereas sanitary landfills are specifically designed and constructed for long-term storage and degradation; groundwater is generally monitored and
leachate collected.
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Previous Public Opinion Studies
Previous studies have been conducted to better understand public
perception and its influence on develcprvent projects such as hazardous
waste incinerators. Sane studies have focused en determining attitudes
toward develcpnnent projects. Public risk perc^ticn studies have provided
useful insight into v±iy certain people are more likely to cppose these
projects and vrtiich sociological factors influence their perception. In
addition, other researchers have been interested in inproving siting
strategies and have provided recarrrendaticns to acccitplish this. All of
these studies nnenticned above have contributed toward better understanding
of public perception.
Hazardous Waste Management/Treatment
A group of students attending the graduate School of Public Ifealth at IIC-
Chapel Hill ccnducted a telephcne survey to characterize public attitiades
toward hazardous waste managatEnt and the location cf a pixposed hazardous
waste incinerator (Atnaral, et. al, 1990) . Iheir survey was ccnducted in
Johnston County, North Caixjlina, and their results indicated that Jchnscn
County residents: (1) acknowledged the need for a facility in North
Carolina, (2) would cppose the facility in Jchnstcn County, (3) generally
knew vAiich household substances were hazardous, (4) were aware of some
risks of not building a treatment facility, and (5) felt that the state
should work first to reduce waste. Cross-tabulations were generated to
estimate associations between responses to various questions and
demographics  of  the  sample.     They found that:
(1) Managers expressed the strangest acknowledgment of the need for a
facility in North Carolina but also the strongest cppositiai to one in
Johnston County and strongest preference for waste reduction.
(2) Men acknowledged the need for a facility more often than women.
(3) Vttiites more often acknowledged the need for a facility and more often
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expressed acceptance  of  a local  facility than blacks.
(4) Hitler educaticn levels showed increased acceptance of a facility in
Johnston  County.
(5) Singles were more willing to live close to a facility and preferred
building the facility, whereas members of couples preferred waste
reduction.
(6) Hitler inocmes showed increased pero^Jticn of reed for a facility, but
no increased acceptance of one in Jchnstcn County. This was interpreted
by the authors to be a strong "NIMBY" effect. Although these residents
may acknowledge a need for the facility and may approve of incinerators as
a viable method of treatment, they do not want it in Johnston County.
Opposition to Development
Glaberscn (1988), also interested in the factors that influence the NIMBY
Syndrome, wrote an article which summarized such studies. His paper
presented and discussed findings from a r^xart prepared for the California
Waste Management Board in 1984 by Cerrell Associates which listed a
breakdown of grxxps most likely to oppose develcpnent projects in their
neighborhoods. This breakdown, provided below in Table 2, was based on
the analysis of Cerrell Associates and a variety of polls and academic
research. The study concluded that those most resistant to develcpment
projects were persons residing in urban cctnmunities, large populations
(>249, 000 persons) , or the northwest, west, and Califomia. Other
characteristics of those cpposed to such projects also included the young
and middle aged, liberal in political beliefs, democrats, and of a
religion other than Catholicism. They also tended to have a college
educaticxi, have a professional occL^jaticn or be a housewife, and have
middle  to high  incomes.
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TRYING TO PREDICT THE NIMBY SYNDROME
TABLE 2
1      Demographic1     Characteristic
Least
Resistant
Most
Resistant        ||
REGION S outh; Mi dwe s t Northeast; West; Calif.
SIZE Small (<25,000 pop.) Large (>249,999 pop.)  ||
COMMUNITY Rural Urban         ||
1         POLITICS Conservative - -FreeMarket Orientation Liberal--Welfare StateOrientation
AGE Above middle age Young and middle age  ||
EDUCATION High School or Less College        ||
PARTY Republican Democratic
1        OCCUPATION Rancher/Farmer;
Business, Technology-
Related; Nature
Exploitive
Housewife; Professional
INCOME Low Middle and high    ||
1         RELIGION Catholic Other         1
Source:  "Coping in the Age of 'NIMBY'" (Glaberson, 1988)
Piiblic Risk Perception Studies
In addition, various studies have been conducted to explore which
sociological, psychological, and cultural factors shape public risk
perception. In particular, those studies describe the credibility of
information sources, knowledge of risk, and how the public processes
information about risk.
Information Sources and Their Credibility
A number of studies have been conducted to explain the sociological and
psychological factors influencing risk perception. To examine the sources
from which individuals obtain their information on risk, a study was
conducted by Health and Welfare Canada (1984, as cited in Krewski, Somers,
and Birkwood, 1987). They asked respondents to identify their primary
source of information and then rank the credibility of each source.  The
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majority of respondents in their survey identified the news media as being
their primary source of information on health risk, however they also
ranked the news media lowest in credibility. The credibility of
physicians and government agencies appeared to rank the highest. Whyte
and Burton (1982) discovered the level of trust the public places in the
government is important, as the public tends to believe warnings of
danger, but not reassurances of safety.
Wright's paper (1991) investigated the perceived credibility of corporate
and government leaders. His paper discussed the results from a survey of
residents in Dayton, Texas, a small community about 45 miles northeast of
Houston. A company had proposed storing hazardous wastes in a salt dome
in this community, and this study was conducted to measure reactions to
the proposed site from the earliest stages of the project. Most
respondents tended to trust scientists and technical experts, while
distrusting industry representatives and government officials. Sixty-six
percent of the public said they would believe assurances given to them by
scientists or technical experts, while only 26% would believe government
officials. Even fewer (22%) would believe industry representatives. This
study further revealed that the majority of respondents (52%) felt that
federal government legislation had not improved waste management practices
in recent years, 32% believed they had, and 16% did not know.
Slovic (1987) concluded that risk perception is influenced by both social
and cultural factors. Slovic's study found that the opinions and actions
of friends, family, co-workers, and respected public officials all
contribute to an individual's perception of risk.
According to Whyte and Burton, (1982) knowledge of and attitudes about
risk appear to be related to socioeconomic and demographic variables.
Knowledge of the technical, scientific, and medical aspects of hazards
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tends to be low amongst the population as a whole, but is generally higher
for males, younger adults, and better educated individuals. Despite their
limited knowledge, most individuals feel capable of making risk decisions.
Attitude, especially concern about risk, is less clearly defined than is
knowledge, although older individuals and women, particularly those with
young children, generally express the most concern.
How the Public Processes Risk Information
The way the public processes information they are given about their risk
to some particular project can also heavily impact their acceptance or
opposition to a that project.
Krewski, Somers, and Birkwood, (1987) concede that concern is heightened
if the process or mechanisms leading to the risk in question is not
understood or if the individual has little or no control over the risks.
Likewise, involuntary risks are less likely to be accepted than those
which are voluntary. Unfamiliar risks are of greater concern than
familiar ones. Concern is also heightened when there is little knowledge
about the risk, although this issue is complex. Initial awareness may
cause alarm, which decreases once understanding is gained; however when
more knowledge is obtained, the uncertainty associated with scientific
knowledge becomes more significant than the gain in reassurance. Risks
for which the information source is not perceived as credible tend to be
viewed with greater concern than those for which the source of information
is reliable. Concern may also be increased when there is much media
attention, although the net effect depends on the kind and contents of
coverage.
Whyte further contends (1984, as cited in Krewski, Somers, and Birkwood,
1987) that people tend to overestimate the frequency of rare events and
underestimate  the frequency of  common events.   Specifically,  low
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probability high consequence events tend to be evaluated more in terms of
consequences than probability, to the point that what is possible becomes
more important than what is probable.
Two studies (Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1982 and Slovic, 1987)
concluded that many factors lead individuals to deny uncertainty, misjudge
risks, and maintain unwarranted confidence in judgements of fact. Those
factors include difficulty in understanding probabilistic processes,
biased media coverage, misleading personal experiences, and anxieties
caused by life's gambles. Fischhoff (1985) believes that individuals tend
to simplify complex and uncertain information and tend to rely on rules of
thumb and tradition to shape perceptions. Similarly, Slovic (1987) found
that despite difficulties in assessing risk, individuals may use existing
information to form strong views about risks.
Siting Strategies
Other studies have suggested ways to improve siting strategies. The
results from three important studies are discussed below.
On October 27, 1989, a workshop on facility siting was held at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Susskind, 1990). Twelve facility
siting experts from across the U.S. met to establish guidelines to improve
siting strategies to be eventually tested by practitioners and government
officials who had been successful and unsuccessful in siting past
facilities. In determining this policy, participants felt the siting
process should produce: 1) a predictable, timely siting and commencement
of facility operations, 2) terms of siting and operation freely accepted
by local or regional government, private developers and operators, and
community residents, and 3) trust between city-wide or regional government
and community residents, developed thorough a siting perceived as
equitable to all parties.  They developed goals for the three phases
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involved in facility siting: problem identification, process, and
outcome.
The problem identification goals include: 1) The siting of a facility
should be part of an answer to a universally accepted problem acknowledged
by all affected parties, and 2) Establish that the proposed facility is
necessary and appropriate for addressing the identified problem (Susskind,
1990) .
The process goals include: 1) Establish broad participation and voluntary
decision making emphasizing as much consensus as possible at all stages of
the siting process. Represent all stakeholders in the dialogue on an
early and continuing basis; 2) Consider all available sites; analyze the
consequences of each site (economic, psychological effects), making trade¬
offs between benefits and burdens across sites wherever possible; 3)
Develop trust among different interested parties; 4) Make sure that the
process is an iterative one with opportunities for suggestion and revision
at all points in the process; 5) The siting process should be designed in
such a way that the community believes the process is fair and equitable
according to siting criteria, identification of suitable sites,
composition of the siting commission, and issues of empowerment and the
sharing of risk (Susskind, 1990).
The outcome goals should be: 1) Assure the community that the facility
will meet safety standards now and in the future; 2) Provide an attractive
package for the host community; 3) Outcome is perceived to be fair to both
host community and other interested parties; 4) Final outcome should be an
improvement over the current situation; and 5) Stakeholders should be
comfortable with future projections of how the site will be managed and
how liability issues will be handled (Susskind, 1990).
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Amaral et. al. (1990) have also provided recommendations specific to
improving the siting of hazardous waste management strategies. Their
recommendations were for an unsolicited report for the North Carolina
Hazardous Waste Management Commission (NCHWMC) and they include the
following:
1) "State waste management officials need to address the public's
perception of the risks rather than reminding citizens of what "experts"
believe are the actual risks;
2) Due to their general support, environmental groups should play a more
significant role in the negotiations between the community and the NCHWMC
in order to gain the public's trust in the process;
3) In addressing the public's anxiety about possible effects, the state
needs to do further study to determine whether any negative economic
impacts will result from the facility's site;
4) In easing the public's fears, the siting process would be more
successful if the state would acknowledge its responsibility to mitigate
any negative impacts caused by the facility;
5) To further address economic concerns, the facility should be sited in
a locality in a healthy, local economy to minimize the chances of possible
negative impacts;
6) Because of greater acceptance with higher levels of education, the
siting process would be more successful if the facility were sited near a
university or research community where significant opposition is less
likely to occur;
7) In accordance with the public's desire to reduce waste, state agencies
and private industry should fund extensive waste minimization studies;
8) In order to place the burden on those responsible for the waste, a
large portion of the fees collected from hazardous waste generators needs
to be used to fund waste minimization programs;
9) Based on relative hazard (degree of hazard), a generator fee discount
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system can be refined in a pilot study and phased in across industry on a
voluntary basis to provide more compelling incentives to reduce both the
hazard and volume of hazardous waste".
Hance, Chess, and Sandman (1988) have developed manuals about how to
involve communities to help solve environmental problems and respond to
the public's needs and concerns. From their experience, they discuss
ideas on earning trust and credibility, deciding when to release
information, interacting with the community, and explaining risk.
Significant ideas include the following: be aware of the factors that
inspire trust (does the agency seem caring, encourage meaningful public
involvement, and pay attention to outrage factors when dealing with the
public?); be forthcoming with information and involve the public from the
outset; get the facts straight; listen to what various groups are telling
you; avoid offending any group; enlist the help of organizations that have
credibility with communities; and avoid secret meetings. They also
suggest that persons should: acknowledge uncertainty, don't confuse
people's understanding of the risk with their acceptance of it; be careful
about attempting to use monetary benefits to compensate for an imposed
risk; recognize that peoples' values and feelings are a legitimate aspect
of environmental health issues, and that such concerns may convey valuable
information; provide a forum for people to air their feelings; and respond
to their emotions. They also recommend that large public meetings are not
always the best way to communicate with the public; smaller, informal
meetings may be better in certain situations.
Compensation and Mitigation
Gregory and Kunreuther (1990), Shuff (1988), McMahon et. al. (1982) and
Hawthorne (1988) suggest that measures can be offered to the host
community to make projects equitable when faced with the NIMBY Syndrome of
public opposition to siting treatment/disposal facilities. The two major
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areas of concern for citizens seem to be for issues of risk and equality
or trust (Gregory and Kunreuther, 1990). These concerns, researchers have
discovered, can be lessened by utilizing compensation in various forms,
however a careful pairing between a specific siting situation and an
incentives strategy is needed for facility acceptance. Hawthorne's study
(1989) noted that "use of compensation and public participation in general
is concentrated in the most densely populated area of the country", thus
smaller communities may not be as accepting of these measures as the more
denser, industrialized cities. Although these researchers categorize
compensatory measures differently, a few of them are additional
environmental monitoring, health monitoring, terms of
construction/operation, road maintenance, emergency training/equipment,
site beautification, direct payment, property value guarantees, funds for
public improvements, imposing fines for accidental releases, enforcing
standards through monitoring and control procedures, establishing local
community representation on a facility's governing board, and setting
aside contingency funds for the facility to meet future financial
obligations if an accident would occur.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Since the purpose of this thesis was to characterize the opposition to and
support for a medical waste incinerator. Hall County, Georgia was selected
as the sample community due to its geographical location, the assistance
of local representatives, and its proposal as a siting location. The
intent was to interview individuals who had already been thinking and
reacting to the types of questions and issues related to siting
treatment/disposal facilities.
A telephone survey was chosen as the survey tool because it allows for
extensive coverage of the population of interest and it is less costly and
time-consuming than face-to-face interviewing. It also has a higher
response rate, lower cost per return, and a quicker method of return than
mail out/mail back questionnaires.
Several instrumental resources were used to design and implement this
survey. These resources include 1) Improving the Strategies for Managing
Hazardous Waste in North Carolina, (Amaral, et. al., 1990) 2) Attitudes of
the Public and the Department of Environmental Protection Toward
Environmental Hazards, (Weinstein, 1988) 3) Siting of Hazardous Waste
Facilities and Public Opposition, (Centaur Associates, 19 79) 4) A Handbook
of Survey Research, (Kingery et. al., 1989) 5) Jntervleivers Guide,
(Kingery et. al., 1989A) , and 6) Optimal Call Scheduling for a Telephone
Survey (Weeks, Kulka, and Pierson, 1978).
Questions were designed to accomplish nine specific objectives. Questions
designed to meet specific objectives are provided below:
1)    identify the overall opinion towards the proposed facility;
Questions  7, 8
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2) classify which tvpe(s) of information sources have the
greatest influence on the respondent's opinion toward the
plant:
Questions 2A-6
3) determine the survey respondents' involvement in and perceived
influence on the siting process;
Questions 9,   26
4) characterize which uncertainties/issues about medical waste
treatment/disposal most concern the public;
Questzions     10-13,      17-22,      29 (Questions     14-16    provide
additional concerns.)
5) identify concerns or attitudes reflected toward environmental
groups, private industry, and federal and state officials
involved in the siting process;
Questions 14-16,   23,   27,   28
6) evaluate public awareness of the components and generators of
medical waste;
Questions 38,   39
7) determine existing attitudes toward some types of
compensation;
Questions  30-34
8) classify opinions toward types of treatment methods; and
Questions 24,   25,   35
9) determine public awareness of possible consequences of not
building this facility.
Questions 36,   37
The remaining questions {Questions S1-S8, and 1-2) are used to obtain
demographics for survey respondents.
Prior to its implementation, this survey design was reviewed by a number
of individuals in various disciplines (a list of reviewers is provided in
Appendix 2) and pretested. Based on the formula of Schaeffer, Mendenhall
and Ott (1979, as cited in Kingery, 1989) which assumes a 50% response
rate, the sample size required for a simple random sample was determined
to be 398. To obtain a pool of approximately 1,000 randomly selected
telephone numbers, a table of random numbers and the 1990-1991 Hall County
phonebook (Southern Bell, 1990-1991) was used (Appendix 3 lists the
available number of residential lines for Hall County). The survey was
administered from August 1 through October 31, 1990 and yielded 402
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completed surveys (calculations of the completion rate is provided in
Appendix 4) . The survey responses were then coded for data entry and
analyzed using SAS.  A copy of the survey is provided in Appendix 5.
Frequencies and percents were generated to address the objectives of this
thesis. Chi-square tests of statistical significance were used in the
cross-tabulations of the demographic variables and the survey question
about acceptance/opposition to the medical waste treatment plant (Q7) .
Cramer's V was used to estimate the strength of the relationship of those
cross-tabulations.
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HALL  COUNTY,   GEORGIA:      LOCATION  OF   SURVEY  POPULATION
Figure  1:
HALL
COUNTY
ATLANTA
Source:  Map Maker
The  total population for Hall County was  estimated to be 96,065  in 1990.
(U.S.   Bureau of  the  Census,   19 88).
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RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This portion of the thesis will present and discuss the results of
univariate analysis and results of the bivariate (cross-tab) analysis,
which describes significant associations between demographic variables and
responses to opposition/acceptance to the facility (Q7).
Demographics
As can be seen in Table 3, the Hall County survey participants are very
diverse in occupation, education, age, and income level as well as their
opinions toward a medical waste treatment plant. The demographics of the
sample is compared to that of Hall County in Appendix 6.
Table 3:  Demographics of the Sample:
1. GENDER:
Sample
Hall County
' ͣͣ
Males
38%
49%
Females
62%
51%
^*
2. AGE:
Sample
<20
3%
20-30
20%
31-40
29%
41-50
20%
51-60
11%
>60
17%
Hall County <20
28%
20-29
16%
30-39
16%
40-4)
13%
50-59
13%
60 +
14%
3. RACE:
Sample
Hall County^
White
94.50%
87.10%
Black
5.20%
8.60%
Others
0.00%
4.30%
3A. HISPANIC:
Sample
Hall County
0.30%
4.60%
4. OCCUPATION:  Pro.
Sample         33%
Hall Count/-'   20%
Serv
17%
33%
Non-pro.
20%
47%
Uncomp.
17%
NA
Inact.
12.5%
NA
Ref.
0.5%
" NA
5. HOUSEHOLDS
WITH CHILDREN:
Sample
Hall County
52.5%
39.4%
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EDUCATION;
(in years)
Sample
Hall County*-*
<11 12 13-16 17+
14% 33% 37% 16%
<11 12 13-16 17+
49.0% 27.6% 19.2% 4.2%
7. HOUSEHOLD
INCOME;
{in $1,000)
Sample
Hall County*
<10
8%
10-30
33%
<10
30.2%
30-50
31%
10-<30
54.6%
50-75
14%
30-<50
11.5%
>75
10%
50-<75
2.3%
Refused
4%
75 +
1.4%
STATUS OF
RESIDENCE; Own Rent Refused
Sample 85.3% 14.4%      0.3%
Hall County* 71.5% 28.5%      NA
COMMUNITY
OF RESIDENCE;
Sample
Hall County*
Gainesville
73.6%
76.0%
Flowery Branch
13.4%
11.3%
Clermont Lula
8.2% 4.7%
7.4%      5.3%
Source: Wonder Data Base, U.S. Census Data for 1970-1990
NA=  not available
*=   1980 Census Information
Since Persons of Hispanic Origin may be of any Race, Percentages
Will Not Add to 100.
1980 Census Information; Occupation based on Persons 16 years old
and over
1980 Census Information; Education based on Persons 18 years old and
over
1980 Census Information; Income based on Persons 18 years old and
over
Based on Relative Numbers of Residential Phone Lines, Provided
by a Southern Bell Representative [Appendix 3]
- ^-'.7^= ͣ~*:^»s!'i'N!*'3S5^'. ͣ•
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Results of Univariate Analysis
For ease of explanation, the results from individual questions will be
grouped according to the objective they were designed to accomplish.
Discussions of the findings will follow each question. (Results are
provided by consecutive question number in Appendix 7.)
1)    Questions 7 and 8 identify the overall opinion towards the
proposed facility.
FAVOR OR OPPOSE MEDICAL WASTE TRT PLANT
Q7 Frequency
STR FAVOR 11
FAVOR 7G
OPPOSE 79
STR OPPOSE 122
NOT SURE/UNDEC 114
Exactly half of the respondents oppose this treatment plant (50%) and
21.6% are in favor of the plant. Nearly 30% of the respondents are
undecided, which amounts to 114 individuals that have either not received
enough information to form an opinion or may be uninterested in this
issue. During the completion of the survey, the location of the plant in
Gainesville looked doubtful. This might account for the lack of interest
in this topic.
DOES GEORGIA NEED PLANT TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Cumulative    Ciimulative
Q8 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
Cumulative Cumulative
Percent Frequency Percent
2.7 11 2.7
18.9 87 21.6
19.7 166 41.3
30.3 288 71.6
28.4 402 100.0
YES 233 58 0 233 58 0
NO 49 12 2 282 70 1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 120 29 9 402 100 0
Although 58% of the respondents feel that Georgia needs this plant to
manage its medical waste, about 12% do not. Again, nearly 30% are
undecided, which may indicate that the siting company is not adequately
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addressing the concerns about the facility or is not stressing the merits
of the facility. (The first public meeting was held on Good Friday, April
1990, and I could only locate one article written by the siting facility
in The Times--"No alternatives yet surpass incineration" included in
Appendix 7. The only information the siting company would send me was the
annual report for the company.) The number of undecided respondents may
also indicate that there isn't a lot of organized opposition to this
facility or that there isn't a lot of interest in this particular issue.
However, it is interesting to note that although 58% of the respondents
acknowledge a need for the plant, only 21% of the respondents favor the
plant.
2) Questions 2A-6 classify tvpe(s) of information sources that
have the greatest influence on the respondents' opinion toward
the plant.
HEARD ABOUT TRT PLANT FOR GAINESVILLE
Cumulative      Cumulative
Q2       Frequency     Percent     Frequency       Percent
YES 272 67.7 272 67.7
NO 130 32.3 402 100.0
Out of 402 participants, 272 individuals (68%) had already heard about the
proposed treatment plant, whereas 130 (32%) had not. Since this survey
was purposely conducted in this type of community (after an announcement
of the proposed site, but before a decision had been reached), it is not
surprising that almost 70% had in some manner heard about the proposal.
REMEMBER WHERE YOU HEARD ABOUT IT
Cumulative     Cumulative
Q2A Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
CAN'T REMEMBER 3 1.1 3 1.1
CAN REMEMBER 269 98.9 272 100.0
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For those people who had heard about the proposed plant, only 1% could not
remember how they had heard about it, whereas almost 99% could remember.
Summarized in Table 4 are the results to Questions 3x1 through 6x10 which
ascertain how respondents heard about the facility and their overall
reaction to that information source. Summarized in Table 5 are the
results to Questions 6x7 and 6x11 which determine those information
sources perceived to have the most influence on their opinion towards the
plant.  Data from these tables are discussed below.
In Table 4, the sources of information are ranked according to perceived
coverage of the proposed facility. A large majority (84%) heard about the
proposed facility through the newspaper. Almost 35% heard about it
through the radio and about 22% heard about it through a friend or
neighbor. The medium of television was surprisingly fourth from the top
(about 15%), followed by petition (8.9%), local environmental group(s)
(4.5%), hearing and or meeting (4.5%), and magazine and or newsletter
(0.7%). Since I expected that either the newspaper or television would be
the most relied upon source of information, it was interesting to note
that television came in fourth place. That may be due to higher coverage
in the newspaper, radio, and obviously through word-of-mouth, or those
media (newspapers and radio) may have been consulted more for information
due to reliability. In either case, those media should be used more often
to communicate with the public.
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OVERALL REACTION TO DIFFERENT SOURCES
Table 4:
HEARD ABOUT IT
1    THROUGH MEDIUM'
PERCENTAGE^ OVERALL
REACTION / PERCENTAGE                  |
Newspaper 84.0% Both
Slanted
Can't Rem.
49%
36% ---
15%
(Against= 82%)
Radio 34.9% Both
Slanted
Can't Rem.
48%
34% ---
18%
{Against= 88%)
Friend/Neighbor 21.9% Both
Slanted
Can't Rem.
14%
81% ---
5%
(Against= 79%)
Television 14.5% Both
Slanted
Can't Rem.
44%
38% ---
18%
{Against= 87%)
Petition 8.9%
Slanted 100% --- (Against= 100%)
Local Environmental
Groups
4.5% Both
Slanted
33%
67% --- (Against= 88%)
Hearing/Meeting 4.5% Both
Slanted
Missing
13%
67% ---
20%
(Against= 62%)
Magazine/Newsletter 0.7% Both
Missing
50%
50%
Media are listed in order of highest to lowest reaction.
Percentages will not add to 100 because participants could choose
more than one medium.
SOURCES WITH THE MOST INFLUENCE
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Table 5:
1             HAD MOST INFLUENCE percentage'
Newspaper 40.1%
1 Friend/Neighbor 11.9%
Radio 10.8%
1 Petition 3.7%
Television 3.3%
Hearing/Meeting 3.0%
1 Local Environmental Group(s) 1.9%
1 Magazine/Newsletter 0.7%
Can't Remember 0.4%
Earlier Opinion Had Most Influence 22.7%
1 Opinion Still Being Formed 5.9%
Percentages  will  not  add  to  100  because  the
participants could choose more than one response.
survey
When survey participants were asked about perceived coverage of the
facility, (Table 4) the newspaper, radio, television, and magazines and or
newsletters were mostly perceived as unbiased. Sources believed to be
slanted (against the facility) include friends and or neighbors,
petition (s), local environmental group(s), and hearings and or meetings
(responses ranged from 62% to 100%); no sources were found to be slanted
for the plant. Newspaper articles taken from The Times--Gainesville,
Georgia (Appendix 8) indicate they were fair in their coverage of the
proposed plant. In fact, citizens were accusing the paper of favoring the
plant, when most articles were expressing opinions against the plant.
In Table 5, responses from participants are summarized for perceived
influence on their opinion about the plant. Newspaper (40.1%), friends
and or neighbors (11.9%), and the radio (10.8%) are perceived to have the
greatest influence, as perceived by the respondents, which may be due to
" ͣ^^^K^^^^p?^^^^ ?
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these sources providing the most coverage about the plant. Petition(s),
television, hearing and or meeting, local environmental group(s), and
magazine and or newsletter are perceived to have the least amount of
influence. A few individuals could not pinpoint which source has more
influence on their opinion (0.4%), whereas others think their earlier
opinion has the most influence (22.7%), and others indicate their opinion
is still being formed (5.9%) .
3)    Questions  9  and  26  determine  the  survey  respondents'
involvement in and perceived influence on the siting process.
Q9
EVER BEEN TO MEETING ABOUT MED WASTE/ENV ISSUE
Frequency- Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
73
329
18.2
81.8
73
402
18.2
100.0
The question concerning attendance at a meeting about medical waste and/or
environmental issues is asked to ascertain community involvement and
interest in the proposed plant. Nearly 82% have never been to a meeting
about an environmental issue, which indicates the community as a whole is
not very vocal about environmental issues or the plant is not generating
a lot of interest at the time of the survey.
I HAVE NO AFFECT ON INDUSTRY'S DECISION
Cumulative Cumulative
Q26 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 5 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 85 21.1 90 22.4
DISAGREE 243 60.4 333 82.8
STR DISAGREE 54 13.4 387 96.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 15 3.7 402 100.0
This question is asked to determine if respondents think they could
influence private industry decisions, such as the location of this
facility.  Overwhelmingly, the majority (73.8%) believe they can have an
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affect on private industry, while 22.3% feel they do not. It is
interesting to note that while 73.8% believe they could influence the
decisions of private industry, nearly 82% respondents have never attended
a meeting pertaining to medical waste and/or environmental issues.
4) Questions 10-13. 17-22 and 29 characterize which uncertainties
and/or issues about medical waste treatment/disposal most
concern the public. (Questions 14-16 also provide additional
concerns and are discussed below.
IP PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABQUT HEALTH
Cumulative Cumulative
QIO Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 184 45.8 184 45.8
CONCERNED 163 40.5 347 86.3
UNCONCERNED 40 10.0 387 96.3
STR UNCONCERNED 2 0.5 389 96.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 13 3.2 402 100.0
Questions 10-16 are asked to obtain community concerns for this facility.
The following set of questions (Q's 17-22) are asked as an internal
consistency check because they ask about specific effects expected to
occur if this plant were built.  Results will be compared below.
Question 10 asks about the respondents concern for their health if this
plant were built. Most respondents, 86.3%, are concerned about their
health if this medical waste treatment plant were built in Hall County,
whereas 10.5% were unconcerned. Overwhelmingly, most participants would
be strongly concerned about their health if this facility were built.
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABQUT RES PROP VALUE
Cumulative Cumulative
Qll Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 150 37.3 150 37.3
CONCERNED 167 41.5 317 78.9
UNCONCERNED 65 16.2 382 95.0
STR UNCONCERNED 4 1.0 386 96.0
NOT SURE/UNDEC 16 4.0 402 100.0
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This question is asked to determine if respondents are concerned for
property values if this plant were built. About 79% are concerned and
17.2% are unconcerned about property values. Since 85% of those surveyed
are homeowners, one would expect a greater portion of the respondents to
be concerned about possible factors affecting property value. More
respondents in Q 10 (86.3%) appear to be concerned about possible health
effects, compared to only 79% that are concerned for property values
(Qll)-
Q12
IF PLANT BUILT, VJHAT ABOUT ENVR EFFECTS
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
STR CONCERNED
CONCERNED
UNCONCERNED
NOT SURE/UNDEC
188
157
43
14
46.8
39.1
10.7
3.5
188
345
388
402
46.8
85.8
96.5
100.0
Regarding environmental effects, 75.9% of those interviewed would be
concerned and 10.7% would be not be concerned if this plant were built.
Although the majority of respondents are highly concerned about possible
environmental effects this plant may contribute to, more respondents
appear concerned about possible health effects (QIC--86.3 %) and property
value effects (Qll--78.8%), as compared to this question, Q12.
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT LOSS OF LOCAL JOBS
Cumulative Cumulative
Q13 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 86 21.4 86 21.4
CONCERNED 112 27.9 198 49.3
UNCONCERNED 137 34.1 335 83.3
STR UNCONCERNED 5 1.2 340 84.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 62 15.4 402 100.0
This question is asked to determine if respondents are concerned about
possible loss of local jobs, if this plant were built. Approximately 49%
are concerned and about 35% are unconcerned about loss of jobs.   In
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summary, more respondents appear to be concerned about possible health
effects (86.3%), property values (78.8%), and environmental effects
(75.9%), as compared to this issue, loss of jobs (49.3%). Other issues
that illicit strong concern from respondents, although not discussed under
this objective, include proper transportation of medical waste (Q16--
86.1%), proper government inspections (Q14--82.8%), and proper operation
of these facilities (Q15--78.1%) . (Issues concerning transportation of
medical waste, proper operation of the plant, and proper and timely
governmental inspections are first discussed under objective 5, since they
are more related to that objective. However, they are displayed here as
a comparison to other general concerns.)
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT AFFECT MY HEALTH
Cumulative Cumulative
Q17 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 2 0.5 2 0.5
AGREE 76 18.9 78 19.4
DISAGREE 131 32.6 209 52.0
STR DISAGREE 95 23.6 304 75.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 98 24.4 402 100.0
As previously discussed. Questions 10-16 are asked to obtain ideas about
community concerns for this facility, whereas these questions (Q's 17-22)
ask about specific effects expected to occur if this plant were built,
therefore Questions 17-22 are an internal consistency check. The results
indicate that 56.2% believe this treatment plant would affect their health
and 19.4% believe it would not; 24.4% are unsure about health effects that
could occur due to the presence of this plant.
Compared to results from QlO above, 86% are concerned about health effects
from this facility, whereas 10% are not. Thus, although 86% would be
concerned about this plant, only 56% believe the plant would adversely
affect their health, if built. There were also more respondents (24.4%
compared to 3%) who are undecided to this question, as compared to its
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counter-question, Q12, thus indicating that residents acknowledge their
concern but are unsure about possible health effects associated with these
plants. Verbal responses from respondents at the end of the survey
indicate they desire to learn more about incineration and its possible
risks. In glancing at the articles provided in Appendix 8, there seem to
be a lot of community concerns that the facility hasn't adequately
addressed. For instance, in the article titled "THE REAL ENVIRONMENTAL
QUESTIONS," one author clearly spells out her concerns. Two other
articles with similar concerns (also provided in Appendix 8) are "WE NEED
MORE FACTS BEFORE MAKING DECISION" and "HOW TO HANDLE."
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT POLLUTE ENVIRONMENT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q18 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 3 0.7 3 0.7
AGREE 60 14.9 63 15.7
DISAGREE 159 39.6 222 55.2
STR DISAGREE 97 24.1 319 79.4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 83 20.6 402 100.0
Concerning environmental effects, 63.7% believe this treatment plant will
pollute the environment and 15.6% believe it will not; 20.6% are unsure.
Results from question 12 above indicate 75.9% are concerned about
environmental effects from this plant and 3.5% are not, if this plant were
built. In comparison, just 63.7% believe that the plant would affect
their environment, although nearly 76% are concerned that this plant will
pollute the environment. In addition, there are more respondents (20.6%
compared to 3.5%) who are undecided about this type of question, thus
indicating that more education about these types of facilities (through
increased communication) are warranted.
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TRT PLANT WOULD INCREASE LOCAL PROP VALUES
Q19 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
AGREE 15 3.7 15 3.7
DISAGREE 220 54.7 235 58.5
STR DISAGREE 122 30.3 357 88.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 45 11.2 402 100.0
Concerning local property values, 85% believe this treatment plant will
not increase local property values, whereas 3.7% believe it will. Results
from question 11 and this question (Q19) indicate, respectively, 78.8% are
concerned about property values but only 3.7% think this plant will
increase local property values. About 85% believe either that this plant
will decrease or will not affect local property values.
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT DECREASE NATURAL BEAUTY
Cumulative Cumulative
Q20 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 4 1.0 4 1.0
AGREE 131 32.6 135 33.6
DISAGREE 133 33.1 268 66.7
STR DISAGREE 59 14.7 327 81.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 75 18.7 402 100.0
Relating to aesthetics, this question is asked to discover if respondents
believe this plant will adversely affect the natural surroundings of Hall
County. More respondents (47.8%) think this plant would detract from the
county's overall natural beauty; 33.6% believe the plant would not, and
18.7% are undecided.
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TRT PLANT WOULD HELP CREATE MORE JOBS
Cumulative Cumulative
Q21 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE ͣ5 ͣ 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 185 46.0 190 47.3
DISAGREE 100 24.9 290 72.1
STR DISAGREE 28 7.0 318 79.1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 84 20.9 402 100.0
This question is asked to determine if respondents think this plant will
create more jobs for the county. More respondents (47.2%) recognize this
plant will create more jobs, but 31.9% feel that it will not. Some
respondents are undecided about this issue (20.9%) . Compared to question
13, 49% of the respondents are concerned about the possibility of loss of
jobs due to this plant, but about the same number respondents think the
plant will create more jobs.
The high number of respondents concerned about loss of jobs may feel this
way in general, since a recession was occurring during the time of the
survey. From verbal responses to these questions after the survey was
completed, quite a few of respondents feel the people managing the plant
would bring in their own managerial people and then hire for nonmanagerial
positions from the county. At any rate, many respondents made the comment
that even if the plant did hire from the county, it would not be enough to
make a big difference.
#
TRT PLANT WILL ENCOURAGE BUSINESS/DEVELOPMENT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q22 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 2 0.5 2 0.5
AGREE 81 20.1 83 20.6
DISAGREE 174 43.3 257 63.9
STR DISAGREE 37 9.2 294 73.1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 108 26.9 402 100.0
Questions 13, 21, and 22 (this one) are related in that they are asking
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about perceived economic impacts of this facility on the county. While
47.2% of the respondents feel this plant will create more jobs in the
county (31.9% did not), a larger portion feel (52.5%) this plant would not
encourage business and or development (20.6% feel it would). There
obviously is not a lot community consensus on this issue; there are many
different opinions. Similarly, some respondents feel this plant would not
create more jobs (31.9%), compared to those who feel the plant would
encourage business and or development (20.6%). There also were more
individuals who were undecided (26.9%) about the plant encouraging more
business, than creating more jobs.
MED WASTE CAN BE TRANSPORTED W/NO HEALTH PROBLEMS
Q29 F
STR AGREE
AGREE
DISAGREE
STR DISAGREE
NOT SURE/UNDEC
This question asks about the safety of transportation of medical waste
through communities to treatment plants. Some respondents (35%) think
medical waste cannot be transported without adverse health effects, 34%
reply that it can; 31% are undecided. A large majority of respondents in
Q14 (86.1%) are concerned about the proper shipping of medical waste;
however, only 34% of the respondents believe medical waste cannot be
shipped without producing adverse health effects. Conversations with
respondents after the survey was completed indicate that even those people
somewhat accepting of the facility register concern about the
transportation of untreated wastes through communities.
In summary, more respondents believe the plant will either decrease or not
affect property values (85%), pollute the environment (63.7%), adversely
Cumulative Cumulative
[uency Percent Frequency Percent
3 0.7 3 0.7
133 33.1 136 33.8
111 27.6 247 61.4
31 7.7 278 69.2
124 30.8 402 100.0
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affect their health (56.2%), and encourage business and/or development
(52.5%), as compared to the believing the plant would detract from the
natural beauty of Hall County (47.8%), believing it would create more jobs
(47.2%), and thinking medical waste cannot be transported without adverse
health effects (35.3%).
5) Questions 14-16. 23. 27. and 28 identify concerns or attitudes
reflected toward environmental groups, private industry, and
federal and state officials involved in the siting process.
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT GOV'T INSPECT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q14 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 205 51.0 205 51.0
CONCERNED 128 31.8 333 82.8
UNCONCERNED 44 10.9 377 93.8
STR UNCONCERNED 2 0.5 379 94.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 23 5.7 402 100.0
This question is asked to determine attitudes reflected towards inspectors
of these plant and also about the adequacy of the current standards. If
this plant were built, the majority of respondents, 82.8% are concerned
about inspections that should occur to maintain proper operation. Only
11.4 are unconcerned and 5.7 are undecided.
IF PLANT BUILT, VJHAT ABOUT PROPER OPERATION
Cumulative Cumulative
Q15 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 161 40.0 161 40.0
CONCERNED 153 38.1 314 78.1
UNCONCERNED 52 12.9 366 91.0
STR UNCONCERNED 3 0.7 369 91.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 33 8.2 402 100.0
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The question of proper operation of the plant, if built, is asked to
determine attitudes reflected toward those managing these plants. Exactly
78.1% are concerned about inadequate operation, 13.6 are unconcerned, and
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8.2% are unsure.
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT PROPER SHIPPING
Cumulative Cumulative
Q16 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 217 54.0 217 54.0
CONCERNED 129 32.1 346 86.1
UNCONCERNED 38 9.5 384 95.5
STR UNCONCERNED 1 0.2 385 95.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 17 4.2 402 100.0
Concerning proper transportation, results indicate that 86.1% of the
respondents are concerned that this is not occurring, 9.7% were
unconcerned, and 4.2% were undecided that proper shipping would occur.
ST. GOV'T IS DOING ITS BEST TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q23 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 5 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 116 28.9 121 30.1
DISAGREE 99 24.6 220 54.7
STR DISAGREE 31 7.7 251 62.4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 151 37.6 402 100.0
There appears to be less of a consensus on this issue as compared to the
other issues relating to proper transportation and operation. More
respondents are undecided (37.6%) about this issue; there does not seem to
be a consensus from the community. Some individuals (30.1%) think state
government is doing its best to manage medical waste, while others have no
opinion (32.3%) .
Q27
PRIVATE INDUSTRY CAN SAFELY OPERATE PLANT
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
AGREE 155 38.6 155 38.6
DISAGREE 94 23.4 249 61.9
STR DISAGREE 20 5.0 269 66.9
NOT SURE/UNDEC 133 33.1 402 100.0
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This question is included on the survey to determine attitudes toward
private industry and their ability to safely operate medical waste
incinerators. Most of the respondents say they can (38.6%), 28.4% say
they cannot, and 33.1% are unsure. Following the questions on this
survey, respondents also had many comments about this question. There is
not a question in people's minds that private industry CAN operate these
type of facilities safely, but will they? The public does not seem to
have much trust for these industrial operators, due to the huge amounts of
profit these facilities are believed to make and past operators that have
evaded regulations concerning inspections and adequate protection for
workers.
IF ENV GROUPS APPROVE, I DO TOO
Q28
Cumulative Cumulative
uency Percent Frequency Percent
11 2.7 11 2.7
222 55.2 233 58.0
86 21.4 319 79.4
19 4.7 338 84.1
64 15.9 402 100.0
STR AGREE
AGREE
DISAGREE
STR DISAGREE
NOT SURE/UNDEC
Concerning environmental groups, this question is asked to determine how
much credibility the public gives environmental group(s). Most
participants (57.9%) indicate they would be more willing to approve of the
facility if environmental groups approved of this facility. About 26%
wouldn't approve of this facility even in light of approval by
environmental groups, and 15.9% were not sure how they would answer this
question.
6)    Questions 38 and 39 evaluate general public awareness of the
components and generators of medical waste.
Q38X1
DISP OF PLAS RESRCH CONTAINERS AS MED WASTE
Frequency    Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
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YES 298 74 1 298 74 1
NO 21 5 2 319 79 4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 83 20 6 402 100 0
Q3 8X2
DISP OF ADMIN PAPERS AS MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 54
NO 315
NOT SURE/UNDEC 33
13.4
78.4
8.2
54
369
402
13.4
91.8
100.0
Q38X3
DISP OF SURG GLOVES AS MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 381
NO 10
NOT SURE/UNDEC 11
94.8
2.5
2.7
381
391
402
94.8
97.3
100.0
Q38X4
DISP OF RES CADAVERS AS MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
•
YES 359
NO 22
NOT SURE/UNDEC 21
89.3
5.5
5.2
359
381
402
89.3
94.8
100.0
Questions 38X1 - 38X4 are asked to identify what type of wastes comprise
medical waste. The responses to these questions show that generally the
public is generally aware of the components and generators of medical
waste. For instance, 74.1% of the respondents think "research containers"
•
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are medical waste, 94.8% believed surgical gloves are medical waste, and
89.3% believe "research cadavers" are another component of medical waste.
Most individuals (78.4%) did not believe "administrative papers" are
medical waste.
DO HOSPITALS GENERATE MED WASTE
Q39X1 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NOT SURE/UNDEC
393
9
97.8
2.2
393
402
97.8
100.0
Q39X2
DO PRIV DENTAL PRACT GENERATE MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 350
NO 17
NOT SURE/UNDEC 35
87.1
4.2
8.7
350
367
402
87.1
91.3
100.0
Q39X3
DO MED RES LABS GENERATE MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
NOT SURE/UNDEC
376
5
21
93.5
1.2
5.2
376
381
402
93.5
94.8
100.0
Q39X4
DO DRY CLEANERS GENERATE MED WASTE
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 81
NO 209
NOT SURE/UNDEC 112
20.1
52.0
27.9
81
290
402
20.1
72.1
100.0
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•
DO PRIV MED CLINICS GENERATE MED WASTE
YES 378
NO 5
NOT SURE/UNDEC 19
Cumulative Cumulative
Q39X5                  Frequency     Percent     Frequency Percent
94.0        378 94.0
1.2        383 95.3
4.7         402 100.0
Questions 39X1-39X5 are asked to determine if the public is aware of types
of businesses that generate medical waste. Of these questions,
"hospitals", "medical research laboratories", "private medical clinics",
and "private dental practices" are readily identified as generators of
medical waste (87.1%, 93.5%, 94%, and 87.1%, respectively). About 79%
realize "administrative papers" are not medical waste, and about half of
the respondents believe "dry cleaners" generate medical waste, so there
appears to be some confusion about what type of waste dry cleaners
produce.
7)    Questions 30-34 determine existing attitudes toward some types
of compensation.
MIGHT ACCEPT PLANT IF IT ONLY HANDLES GA WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q30 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 27 6.7 27 6.7
AGREE 221 55.0 248 61.7
DISAGREE 95 23.6 343 85.3
STR DISAGREE 16 4.0 359 89.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 43 10.7 402 100.0
Nearly 62% of the participants indicate they might accept the facility if
it only treated medical waste generated in Georgia. About 2 8% reply they
still would not want the facility for Hall County, and almost 11% are
unsure about how they feel. This seems to mean that the host community is
more willing to accept responsibility for the state's waste, but not waste
from other states.
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HOW CLOSE WOULD YOU LIVE & STILL PEEL SAFE
Q31
1 MILE AWAY
10 MILES AWAY
3 0 MILES AWAY
50 MILES AWAY
>50 MILES AWAY
NOT SURE/UNDEC
Cumulative Cumulative
uency Percent Frequency Percent
37 9.2 37 9.2
92 22.9 129 32.1
63 15.7 192 47.8
24 6.0 216 53.7
136 33.8 352 87.6
50 12.4 402 100.0
Although there does not appear to be a clear consensus on this issue, most
individuals (87.6%) reply that being located greater than 50 miles from
the facility would make them feel safe. The next two favored responses
are 30 miles away (47.8%), followed by 10 miles away (32.1%). Therefore,
the two favored responses would be between 30 and 50 miles away. There
are 50 persons who do not have an opinion (12.4%).
WANT PLANT IF PRIV INDUSTRY IMPROVED ROADS
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q32 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 83 20 .6 83 20 6
NO .'_ i 169 42 0 252 62 7
NOT SURE/UNDEC 150 37 3 402 100 0
These next set of questions are used to determine attitudes toward
different methods of compensation. Most respondents (42%) indicate that
compensation would not affect their decision about the facility. About
2 0% say they would accept the plant if improved roads were also given to
the community by private industry, and almost 38% are unsure, but this may
be due to misunderstanding of the question. It is interesting to note
that as respondents answered questions 32-33, those that are unsure about
their opinion kept decreasing, which might mean that by question 33, they
better understood the meaning of each question.
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WANT PLANT IF PRIV IND PROV PROP TO AFFECTED RES
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q33 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 143 35 6 143 35 6NO 148 36 8 291 72 4NOT SURE/UNDEC 111 27 6 402 100 0
Concerning this form of compensation, nearly 36% of those surveyed
indicate they would be more willing to accept the facility if private
industry provided property to residents immediately affected by the siting
of the facility (i.e., those owning property immediately at the edge of
the facility. About the same percentage of respondents do not accept the
facility even if property were provided to those residents affected by
this plant.  About 28% are unsure.
WANT PLANT IF PRIV IND WOULD BUILD/IMPROVE PARKS
Cumulative   Cumulative
Q34 Frequency    Percent    Frequency    Percent
YES 99 24 6 99 24 6NO 195 48 5 294 73 1NOT SURE/UNDEC 108 26 9 402 100 0
Almost half of the participants (48.5%) do not want the facility, even if
the siting facility officials would invest money into building and
improving parks. From verbal responses, many respondents did not approve
of these questions and many feel these compensation questions are a form
of bribery by "buying off" people in the community. One respondent thinks
the money for these "compensation projects" should go toward making the
plant safer, such as better emission controls and emergency response
plans.
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8)    Questions 24. 25. and 35 classify opinions toward types of treatment
methods.
INCINERATOR IS GOOD WAY TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q24 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 14 3.5 14 3.5
AGREE 178 44.3 192 47.8
DISAGREE 41 10.2 233 58.0
STR DISAGREE 12 3.0 245 60.9
NOT SURE/UNDEC 157 39.1 402 100.0
Most respondents (47.8%) recognize an incinerator is a good way to manage
medical waste, while only 13.2% disagree. A rather large number of
respondents, 40%, are undecided about this type of treatment for medical
waste, which is almost as many as those who feel incinerators were a good
way to manage medical waste. The responses to these questions indicate
that this type of treatment is not well understood.
INCIN. IS BETTER THAN A LANDFILL FOR MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q25 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 43 10.7 43 10.7
AGREE 235 58.5 278 69.2
DISAGREE 17 4.2 295 73.4
STR DISAGREE 5 1.2 300 74.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 102 25.4 402 100.0
While nearly 70% think an incinerator is a better way to manage medical
waste than a landfill, 5.4% feel it is not. It seems that many of the
respondents feel that incinerating the waste is a better alternative than
landfilling it. From verbal responses to these questions after surveys
were completed, there seems to be a quite a few participants who would
like to know more about these technologies. Many respondents are unsure
about opinions toward either process, but wanted to know more about other
types of treatment methods and their advantages and disadvantages, or the
risks associated with both technologies.
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These next set of questions (Q35X1 - 35X13) are used to ascertain from
citizens how we should be managing our medical waste. Below, Table 6
summarizes the frequency and percent of respondents who chose which
option(s) . This data is provided in table form for ease of understanding.
Most respondents (52.5%) feel Georgia should "work first to reduce" the
amount of medical waste we generate. Others believe the state of Georgia
should "hold a vote" (43.5%) on locating it in Gainesville, and the next
three favored responses were "other" (27.6%), "build the plant as soon as
possible" (14.9%) , and "each county should be responsible for their
medical waste" (13.2%). The other category evokes many responses, notably
the following:
1. "We can't reduce all of the medical waste we have."
2. "Compensation has no bearing on the safe operation of these
plants."
3. "Treat the waste on site; this will eliminate the need for
massive transportation."  "Main concern is transportation."
4. "We shouldn't accept waste from other states."
5. "It's easy to disagree, it's hard to come up with a solution."
6. "They shouldn't rush into building a plant, we don't know
enough yet."
7. "Why is it a problem now? Each hospital incinerated its own
waste and it stayed controlled."
8. "The government can't do anything right, and private industry
is only out to make money."
9. "The siting company tried to sneak the plant into Hall
County."
10. "Main concern is operation/monitoring standards and actual
conditions at the site."
11. "Ensure the public of its safety."
12. "There is a need to show the past track record as evidence of
management of past facilities."
13. "Fund a study for future reduction of medical waste." "We
need research to improve technology." " Need to look
seriously at alternatives, more biodegradable products are
needed."  "Need non-biased groups to conduct studies."
SUM21ARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 35X1 - 35X13
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Table 6:
QUESTION POSSIBLE RESPONSES FREQUENCY PERCENT
Work First To Reduce YES
NO
211
191
52.5
47.5
Hold Vote YES
NO
175
227
43.5
56.5
Other YES
NO
111
291
27.6
72.4
Build As Soon As Possible YES
NO
60
342
14.9
85.1
Each County Should Be Responsible YES
NO
53
349
13.2
86.8
Plant OK If Inspected Properly YES
NO
49
353
12.2
87.8
Build In More Isolated Area YES
NO
43
359
10.7
89.3
More Education Is Needed YES
NO
37
365
9.2
90.8
Utilize Existing Facilities YES
NO
26
376
6.5
93.5
Each State Should Be Responsible YES
NO
19
383
4.7
95.3
No Opinion YES
NO
12
390
3.0
97.0
Enforce Stringent Penalties YES
NO
5
397
1.2
98.8
Compensation Would Help YES
NO
4
398
1.0
99.0
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14. "To burn is better than to bury."
15. "Give out booklets to inform public about facility before a
state vote." "Sitings are handled poorly, education is
needed."
16. "The media is not always informative." "We need informed
opinions from the media."
17. "These facilities should be open to the public."
18. "EPD, EPA are swayed by public opinion, the public is not
educated, and their fears and hysteria are unfounded."
19. "It's the fault of the people seeking the medical waste
facility to educate the public." "Need clear presentation of
what safety controls exist."
20. "These facilities are not inspected enough."
21. "I'm not a NIMBY person."
22. "People are opposed to change and are afraid of AIDS."
23. "I have more faith in private industry." "The government is
more answerable for its mistakes."
24. "The biggest problem is untrained personnel in incineration."
"Hire chemical engineers to run the plant."
25. "It would be worse for the environment if we didn't have a
facility."
26. "The state needs it, but NIMBY for my county."
These responses mostly indicate the fear associated with the items that
comprise medical waste and the publics' desire and need for information
about its management. (These types of concerns are also evident in the
articles from The Times in Appendix 8.) Along with these responses, other
survey participants feel Georgia needs to "properly inspect these
facilities" (12.2%), "build in a more isolated area" (10.7%), "educate the
public" (9.2%), and "utilize existing facilities" (6.5%). Some of the
least favored responses were the following: "each state should be
responsible for their own waste" (4.7%) and "enforce stringent penalties
(1.2%); only a few individuals (1%) thought compensation would help.
About 3% had no opinion about what Georgia should do about its medical
waste.
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9)    Questions 3 6 and 37 determine p\iblic awareness of possible
conseqfuences of not buildincf this facility.
WILL NO PLANT INCREASE MEDICAL COSTS
Cumulative Cumulative
Q36 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
DEFINITELY 124 30.8 124 30.8
MAYBE 138 34.3 262 65.2
NOT LIKELY 76 18.9 338 84.1
DEFINITELY NOT 22 5.5 360 89.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 42 10.4 402 100.0
WILL NO PLANT INCREASE ILLEGAL DtMPING
Cumulative Cumulative
Q37 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
DEFINITELY 96 23.9 96 23.9
MAYBE 147 36.6 243 60.4
NOT LIKELY 71 17.7 314 78.1
DEFINITELY NOT 21 5.2 335 83.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 67 16.7 402 100.0
Questions 36 and 37 are asked of respondents to determine what effects
they think may occur if the plant is not built. For the most part, the
responses are almost identical. Most respondents think that not building
the plant "may" result in increased medical costs (34.3%) and illegal
dumping (36.6%); the next favored responses are, respectively,
"definitely" (30.8% compared to 23.9%), "not likely" (18.9% compared to
17.7%), "undecided" (10.4% compared to 16.7%) and "definitely not" (5.5%
compared to 5.2%). However, some respondents acknowledge, from verbal
comments to the survey, that these events may occur anyway.
Summary of Univariate Analysis
The analysis of data indicate the following:
1)    Although a large majority of respondents (58%) acknowledge the
need for this proposed facility, half of the respondents (50%)
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are opposed, 28.4% are undecided, and 21.6% are in favor of
the proposed medical waste incinerator.
2) A vast majority of respondents (84%) remember the newspaper as
the source of information from which they heard about the
plant; of these respondents, most feel it is unbiased and has
the most influence on their opinion. Two other important
sources may be the radio (34.9%) and friends or neighbors
(21.9%) .
3) Nearly 82% of those interviewed have never attended a meeting
pertaining to medical waste or other environmental issues, but
an overwhelming majority (73.8%) believe they can influence
private industry's decisions.
4). If this plant were built, respondents would be concerned about
potential health effects (86.3%), transportation of medical
waste (86.1%), inspections (82.8%), residential property
values (78.8%), environmental effects (75.9%), operation of
these facilities (78.1%), and the loss of local jobs (49%).
As an internal check, specific questions find that 56.2% think
the treatment/disposal would affect their health, 63.7%
believe the plant would pollute the environment, 47.8% feel it
would detract from the natural beauty of Hall County, 52.5%
think it would not encourage business or development, and 35%
feel medical waste could not be transported without adverse
health effects.
5) Most respondents (37.6%) are undecided about the adequacy of
the state's current/past management of medical waste, however,
38.6%  believe  private  industry  can  safely  (have  the
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technology) operate these facilities. In addition, most
participants (57.9%) indicate they would be more willing to
approve of the facility if environmental groups approved of
the plant.
6) Although there does appear to be some confusion about the type
of waste that dry cleaners generate (nearly half of the
respondents indicate that dry cleaners generate medical
waste), most respondents readily recognize various components
and generators of medical waste.
7) Nearly 62% of the respondents indicate they might accept the
facility if it only treated medical waste from the state
(Georgia). Most respondents (87.6%) think that a safe
distance from the proposed plant would be 50 miles; 30 miles
is the next favored response (47.8%). For questions (30-34)
involving types of compensation (which were improving roads,
providing property to affected residents, and building or
improving parks) , most respondents would oppose those options.
8) While nearly 70% think incineration is better for managing
medical waste than landfills, only 47.8% recognize that an
incinerator is a good way to manage medical waste. However,
most Hall County respondents feel Georgia should first work to
reduce medical waste, followed by holding a vote (43.5%).
About 30% want to build a treatment plant as soon as possible.
9) Most respondents believe there are some possible consequences
of not building this facility, namely the increase of medical
costs and illegal dumping.
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Hypotheses of Bivariate Analysis (Cross-Tabulations)
Given the exploratory nature of this survey, several hypotheses relating
to opposition/acceptance to the facility were tested. The following
respondents were expected to be more opposed to the facility:
1) Those who have already heard about the facility;
2) Residing in Gainesville;
3) Women;
4) Young and Middle Aged;
5) Blacks;
6) Professionals;
7) Households with Children;
8) College Education or Higher Education;
9) Middle and High Incomes; and
10) Homeowners.
Results of Bivariate Analysis
The following are the results of the cross tabulations of the
demographical factors (Q 1,2, S1-S8) with the Question 7 which asks
whether the respondent is in favor or opposition to the proposed medical
waste incinerator in Hall County.
Have Heard About It
* Those who have already heard about the plant are more opposed.
(p= 0.000); (Cramer's V= 0.358; moderate association)
Community
* Community residence has no significant effect on favoring or
opposing the proposed plant.
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Gender
* Women are more opposed. (p= 0.099); (Cramer's V= 0.139; weak
association)
Age
* Younger ages are more opposed. (p= 0.002) ; (Cramer's v= 0.164;
weak association)
Race ͣ
* Race does not appear to be related to favoring or opposing the
plant.
Occupation
* Housewives and Students are more opposed.  (p=  0.038);
(Cramer's V= 0.241; weak association)
Households With Children
* Having children in one's household does not appear to be
related to favoring or opposing to the proposed plant.
Education
* Education does not appear to be related to favoring or
opposing the proposed plant.
Income
* Income has no significant effect on favoring or opposing the
plant.
Home owne r/Rente r
* Renters are more opposed to the proposed plant. (p= 0.016);
(Cramer's V= 0.174; weak association)
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Summary of Bivariate Analysis
Thus, those respondents found to be more opposed to the proposed facility
are:
1) Those who have already heard about the plant,
2) Women,
3) Younger ages,
4) Housewives and Students, and
5) Renters.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The results of this study will be used in conjunction with previous risk
perception studies to determine how to improve the siting strategy for
medical waste incinerators and other such projects.
The analysis of data indicate that Hall County respondents:
1. acknowledge the need for a medical waste incinerator in Georgia, but
would oppose the facility for Hall County;
2. perceive the newspaper to be the primary source of information about
the plant; of these respondents, most feel it is unbiased and has
the most influence on their opinion; data also indicate other
important sources may include the radio and friends/neighbors;
3. indicate they have not been involved in public meetings pertaining
to medical waste or environmental issues, but feel they could have
an influence on private industry's decisions;
4. would be concerned about potential health effects, residential
property values, proper inspections and operation of the proposed
plant, environmental effects, transportation of medical waste, and
the loss of local jobs; if plant was built, they also feel the
treatment/disposal plant would affect their health, pollute the
environment, detract from the natural beauty of Hall County,
wouldn't encourage business or development, and medical waste could
not be transported without adverse health effects;
5. are undecided about the adequacy of the state's current/past
management of medical waste, believe private industry can safely
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(have the technology) operate these facilities, and indicate they
would be more willing to approve of the facility if environmental
groups approved of the plant;
6. are generally aware of the various components and generators of
medical waste;
7. indicate they might accept the facility if it only treated medical
waste from the state (Georgia), think that a distance between 30 and
50 miles would be a safe distance from the proposed plant to their
residence, and would oppose compensation;
8. think incineration is a good way to manage medical waste, but
believe Georgia should first work to reduce medical waste,
9. believe that medical costs and illegal dumping may increase if this
facility is not built.
In addition, respondents found to be more opposed to the proposed facility
tend to be:
1) Those who have already heard about the plant,
2) Women,
3) Younger ages,
4) Housewives and Students, and
4) Renters.
Reconimendations for Improving Siting Strategies
Although Amaral et. al. (1990), Susskind (1990), and Hance, Chess, and
Sandman (1989) have provided invaluable insight into improving siting
strategies for projects related to siting treatment and disposal
facilities, this thesis has validated as well as created additional
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recommendations.
1. Local governments/siting commissions and other such siting officials
need to involve the public (the host community) in early stages of
the siting process to help foster trust. Specifically, siting
officials need to target those individuals most likely to oppose
such projects (identified by this study and several others
previously discussed), possibly using some of these individuals to
comprise a citizen advisory board to help communications and/or
negotiations with the community. Research has shown that increased
knowledge will give one a feeling of more control over risks.
2. Improved risk communication skills of those involved in the siting
process, especially communication addressing the perceived risks of
the public, are badly needed when communicating with the public. An
excellent source, discussed earlier in the literature review, is a
risk manual which was written for the government and is entitled
"Improving Dialogue with Communities: A Risk Communication Manual
for Government" (Hance, et. al., 1988). This manual could be used
for yearly courses to help siting officials (including private
industry, federal and state officials) better involve and explain
risks to potential host communities. Important concerns to address
include health, environmental, economic, and aesthetic issues
discussed in the conclusions section as well as concerns voiced in
the articles taken from The Times   (Appendix 8).
3. Early in the siting process, states and local governments need to
target the populations most likely to oppose the facility and
involve them in the siting process. Since most respondents tend to
place quite a bit of confidence in environmental groups, they should
be involved very early in the siting process and possibly utilized
to gather community concerns.
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4. Since the newspaper and radio appear to be important sources of
information, these media should be used to announce community
meetings for such projects and disseminate information from those
involved in the siting process. Community concerns involving
health, environmental, economic, and aesthetic issues could be
addressed in these media, although this method of communication
should never replace direct discussions with the community either
through public meetings or small gatherings.
Another alternative is to have a general meeting with the community
first and then later break into smaller informational meetings used
to generate concerns from the community that the siting officials
will need to address. Siting personnel may also want to obtain
community concerns from newspaper articles in the area proposed for
the plant.
5. Conduct a survey to look into suitable areas for the location of a
medical waste incinerator. One study could target medical waste
incinerators currently operating to develop a economic profile as
well as siting techniques which were used to locate the plant.
Other questions could ascertain compensation techniques used,
distances to the nearest residence, and the overall opinion of the
facility.
6. Conduct a study to determine if such treatment/disposal facilities
negatively affect the local economies of the host community. A
starting point would be to compare small, rural communities to
larger, urban communities possessing such medical waste
incinerators.
7. Consider making each state responsible for the treatment/disposal of
its own waste.   States that couldn't financially support an
aw^as^^ss!'
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incinerator could form regional pacts with other states. This will
ensure that each state/states in a region are taking responsibility
for adequately treating and disposing of such waste and giving then
a reason to find ways to reduce/reclaim these wastes.
8. Although compensation has been shown to enhance negotiations between
the siting party and the host community, it should never replace
communications with the public. Again, Hawthorne (1988) has
suggested that compensation measures tend to be mostly used in urban
areas, so this may not be appropriate for small, rural communities.
9. The United States Environmental Protection Agency need to evaluate
the Medical Waste Tracking Act of 1988 and present the findings
(they were directed by Congress to complete this task in 1991) .
These results are needed to identify problems with the tracking
system.
10. Future studies should only focus on meeting three to four
objectives; this survey had nine which was too much material for a
telephone survey. This would shorten the survey length and the
amount to time needed to complete each survey. I would also
increase the interviewing staff and would eliminate Question 3 6 and
37 because these will occur whether or not the facility is built.
In summary, involving the public early in the siting process through
increased education/communication, using the media to increase the
public's knowledge about medical waste treatment technologies and
risks, enforcing environmental regulations, and funding ideas on
reduction/reuse of medical waste will help to foster credibility of
the siting process and those involved and, in the long term, help
facilitate the siting process.
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APPENDIX   1:
Populations Involved With Medical Waste
Populations potentially involved with medical waste can be divided into
three broad categories: health care providers and workers, waste
handlers, and the general public. These three categories are further
divided into occupation subgroups and are discussed below (Lichtveld, et.
al., 1990) .
Human Health Care Providers and Workers:
Human Health Care Providers and Workers
This category includes health care providers involved in direct patient
care-- such as physicians, dentists, and nurses--engaged in an individual
or group practice or working in a hospital or nursing care facility. The
term "hospital" means general, surgical, and other specialty hospitals.
This group also incorporates persons that work in medical or dental
laboratories or other allied health professional settings, including blood
banks and blood donor stations. Groups within this category are human
health care providers and workers, laboratory workers, laundry workers,
in-home health care providers, emergency response personnel, morticians,
and veterinarians and animal care workers. Table 7 has further
information about this category.
Laboratory Workers
In 1985, about 200,000 laboratory workers were employed in private
diagnostic and dental laboratories. However, this estimate does not
include research laboratories, publicly supported clinics and hospitals,
or university-based research facilities. Hospitals employ approximately
250,200 laboratory workers.
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Laundry Workers
Laundry workers clean dirty linen produced in hospitals, clinics,
laboratories, and private health care facilities. The number of laundry
workers employed solely in hospitals is not readily available, because
these employees are normally included in the janitorial staff. The
private sector employed approximately 484,000 people in this occupational
subgroup during 1987.
In-Home Health Care Providers
This group includes visiting nurses, physical therapists, and related
personnel who treat patients at home or in a hospice. Persons treated in
these settings suffer from a broad range of diseases, including renal
failure, diabetes, disorders of the cardiovascular system and respiratory
tract, cancer, and AIDS. In-home health care providers' duties include
maintaining life-support devices, administering drugs, and changing
dressings. No estimates are available concerning the number of workers in
thi s group.
Emergency Response Personnel
These workers respond to emergency situations such as chemical spills,
natural disasters, and medical emergencies. Of these, emergency medical
personnel have the greatest chance of contacting medical waste. The
National Safety Council (NSC) approximates 400,000 emergency medical
personnel in the United States.
•
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HUMAN HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS
Table 7:
OCCUPATION SUBGROUP LICENSED HOSPITALS
DENTAL
FACILITIES
Physicians 773,300 -- --
Registered Nurses 2,365,700 841,400 --
Licensed Practical Nurses 924,200 201,200 --
Dentists 187,100 -- 126,000
Dental Assistants -- --- 181,000
Physicians/Dentists/Interns -- 131,300 --
Source:  "The Public Health Implications of Medical Waste:
Congress" (Lichtveld, et. al., 1990)
A Report to
Morticians
As of 1987, there were 73,000 individuals working in establishments
primarily engaged in preparing corpses for burial, conducting funerals,
and cremating bodies. The vast majority in this occupational subgroup are
morticians. The procedure of embalming involves removing the body's blood
and replacing it with a preservative/restorative solution. Removed blood
is routinely disposed of through the sanitary sewer system.
Veterinarians and Animal Care Workers
The group includes veterinarians involved in the practice of veterinary
medicine, surgery, and dentistry for livestock and pets. Also included in
this group are animal care technicians assisting veterinarians in private
practice or in animal hospitals. As of July 1989, the American Veterinary
Medical Association (AVMA) reported 63,300 veterinarians and 10,000 animal
technicians in the United States.
Waste Handlers:
Members in this category normally are responsible for segregation,
handling, and storage of medical waste. Groups within this category
include  janitorial  workers,  refuse  workers,  wastewater  workers.
"' ͣ^ ͣ^'p^-'^^^'^ ^^i^:^r-''^-' " •^:Ki^J^^
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maintenance plant operators and repair workers, and waste site clean-up
(remedial) workers.
Janitorial Workers
The duties of janitorial workers includes cleaning and waste collection
primarily within hospitals, clinics, and doctors' offices. Approximately
281,500 janitorial and laundry workers are estimated to be employed in
hospitals. In 1987, there were an estimated 3,382,000 janitorial workers
in the private sector throughout the United States.
Refuse Workers
Workers in this group are those employed at public and private
establishments primarily involved in waste collection and disposal by
processing or destruction. Individuals in this category collect
residential and industrial solid waste; work at landfills, transfer
stations, and recycling centers; and operate incinerators. In 1987,
200,000 refuse workers were employed in the United States.
Wastewater Workers
These workers are employed in establishments primarily engaged in waste
collection and disposal through a sanitary sewer system. Some medical
waste (primarily blood, blood products, and other body fluids) is disposed
of through the sanitary sewer system. In 1989, the Water Pollution
Control Federation approximated that 75,000 persons are employed in this
industry.
Hospital Engineers (Maintenance Plant Operators and Repair Workers)
This group of employees operates and repairs a variety of mechanical
equipment including incinerators. It is estimated that approximately
198,100 building engineers are employed in facilities that generate
medical waste.  An estimated 675,000 building engineers worked in the
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private sector in 1986.
Waste Site Clean-up (Remedial) Workers
These workers are usually involved in clean-up operations at hazardous
chemical waste sites (for example, Superfund sites) that do not usually
contain medical waste. However, medical waste has been found at a few
hazardous chemical waste sites. The National Safety Council has
approximated that 12,000 individuals are employed as waste site clean-up
workers.
General Public:
Under normal circumstances, the population at large does not come in
contact with medical waste unless it is generated through in-home health
care and then improperly discarded. In addition, the public may encounter
discarded needles generated by illegal intravenous drug use.
Lifeguards
Although this group is not included in the three major categories
discussed previously, the may come in contact with medical waste while
working at a pool, lake, or ocean beach, especially while performing
clean-up duties. According to the National Safety Council, approximately
10,000 individuals are employed as lifeguards.
Postal Workers
Postal workers are another occupational group that might contact medical
waste, which is infrequently sent through the regular mail system in the
United States. According to the U.S. Postal Service, there were 785,000
postal workers at the end of fiscal year 1988.
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APPENDIX  2:
Reviewers Of The Telephone Survey
NAME/TITLE
Dr. Al Turner, Envr. Mgt. & Prot.,
Dr. Don Fox, Envr. Mgt. & Prot.,
Dr. Pete Andrews, Envr. Mgt. & Prot.
Dr. Angell Beza, Statistician
AGENCY/ORGANIZATION/SCHOOL
UNC School of Public Health
UNC School of Public Health
UNC School of Public Health
UNC School of Public Health
Dr. Elmer Akin, Waste Mgt. Div.
Betty Willis, Waste Mgt. Div.
Bruce Pruitt, Waste Mgt. Div.
Dr. Kevin Koporec, Waste Mgt. Div.
Becky Fox, Waste Mgt. Div.
Chuck Pietrosewicz, Reg. Rep.
Bob Safay, Reg. Rep.
Wendy Kaye, Epidemiologist
U S. EPA
u S. EPA
u S. EPA
u S. EPA
u S. EPA
ATSDR**
ATSDR
ATSDR
Dr. Dick Levinson, Sociologist
Dr. Nancy Thompson, Psychol./Epidem.
Dr. Kathleen Minor, Health Educator
Dr. John Richardson,
Emory University
Emory University
Emory University
Emory University
Lil Smith
Gary Rush
Research Triangle Institute
Research Triangle Institute
Kay Nelson, Former Director,
Dr. Jack Martin,
Survey Research Center
Survey Research Center
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
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APPENDIX  3:
Phone Service For Municipalities Of Hall County
AREA OF COVERAGE NUMBER OF
RESIDENCE LINES'
NUMBER OF
BUSINESS LINES*
PERCENTAGE OF
COVERAGE IN
SERVING AREA
Gainesville
includes: Gainesville
Murrayville, New Holland,
Chicopee, Cotton Mills,
Oakwood
PREFIXES: 287, 531, 532, 534-536
24,500 76,000 90%
Flowerv Branch
includes: Flowery Branch
Chestnut Mountain
PREFIX: 9 67
3,650 420 90% - 91%
Clermont
includes: Clermont only
PREFIX: 983
2,375 210 89%
Lula
includes: Lula
Gillsville
PREFIX: 869
1,710 150 85%
Source: Larry Poole, (Phone Conversation June 6, 1990), Forecast Manager, Southern Bell, Athens, Georgia
*   These numbers many also include duplicate lines; for instance, some businesses may have as many as 10 different lines.
The municipalities of Hall County are Oakwood, Lula, Flowery Branch, Clermont, Gillesville, and Gainesville. The five remaining towns are incorporated.
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APPENDIX   4;
Calculation Of The Survey Completion Rate
C (Completed) 402
R (Refused) 269
U (Unreachable) 39
D (Disconnected) 56
B (Business) 22
NE (Not Eligible) 8
UNL (Unlisted) 2
L (Language Barrier) 1
NS (Not-In-Service) 11
UC (Unreachable, Survey- 26
Was Completed)
836
Rate=      4 02 Completed Surveys
83 6 Total Calls Made
48.1% Completion Rate
Note: A "U" was assigned after 7 attempts were made to reach the
household.
Note: A total of 9 03 niiinbers were generated for the pool of numbers, but
67 telephone numbers were not needed.
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APPENDIX   5:
The Survey Instrument
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SURVEY INTRODUCTION
Hello, this is Linda West-, anti I-ait- a-student working on. a s-urve-y for one
of By college courses.  This is not a sales call!  I aa conducting a
survey of Hall County residents to find out their opinions about
environaental issues.  All of your responses will be confidential, and I
would greatly appreciate your help!  This survey will take about 10-15
ͣinutes.
[INTERVIEWER: AT START OF SURVEY:  IF YOU SUSPECT A CHILD IS ON THE LINE,
ASK TO SPEAK WITH THEIR MOTHER OR FATHER, AFTER BEGINNING INITIAL
CONVERSATION---THEN REPEAT INTRO!3
Would you be willing to participate in the survey?
CIF "YES"--ASK IF THEY ARE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER!!]
YES [Skip to Qi:
NO CASK TO SPEAK With Soieone 18 years or older / REPEAT INTRO ]
CIF ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IS NOT HOME, DETERMINE WHEN BEST TO CALL
BACK.]
CIF "NO"—USE PERSUADERS on separate sheet]
Would you be willing to participate in the survey?
YES CSkip to on
NO CPolitely Terminate—"Well, thank-you for your tiieiD
1990 MEDICAL WASTE SURVEY
Ql. Which COanunity or town do you live in?
01----
Q£. Before this phone call, have you heard about the aedical waste
treataent plant that is proposed for Gainesville?
l.Yes
£.No Q2----
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(If "YES") The reaaining questions are about nedical waste, but I willgive. you.some inf orsiatlon. b.e.f ai^e ..we.. sA-art.-. .. ͣC.IF..-YOU..NEED,, ME. .TO.. REPEAT..THEL.RE5P0N5ES hT-ANY TIME, LET ME KNOW.> Please answer the questions the bestyou can, because your opinions are very inportant to ne. CPftUSE3 Aconpany is planning to build a medical waste treataent plant inGainesville.  This plant will have an incinerator to reduce and detoxifymedical waste from £7 counties in Georgia; it will be located next to thecounty-owned landfill so that the left-over ashes can be buried; and itwill also have air pollution control devices.  tSKIP TO Q3D
(If "NO" or hesitation, encourage respondent.)  That's oWay.  Theremaining questions are about ledical waste, but I will give you soaeinformation before we start.  <IF YOU NEED ME TO REPEAT THE RESPONSES ATANY TIME. LET ME KNOW.> Please answer then the best you can. because youroc'inions are very important to me. [PAUSED A company is planning tobuild a medical waste treataent plant in Gainesville.  This plant willhave an incinerator to reduce and detoxify aedical waste from £7 countiesin Georgia; it will be located next to the county-owned landfill so thatthe left-over ashes can be buried; and it will also have air pollution
control devices.  CSKIP TO Q7.D
0.^. Did you hear about it by *one or more of the following sources?[You can choose lore than one.D
1.Radio
£.Television Report
3.Newspaper Article(s)
4.Local Environmental Group(s)
5.Conversation with Friend/Neighbor
6.Can't Remember ---SKIP TO Q7
7.Other (List) Q3----
For EACH of the sources of infornation, do you feel it:[Record source next to response - for EACH source!
1.Presented Both Sides---of the issue equally?---SKIP TO Q6£.Slanted Towards One Side---of the issue?
3.Advocated One Side---of the issue?
4.Strongly Advocated One Side---of the issue?
5.Can't Renenber ---SKIP TO D6 Q4----
Q5. Was the source mostly for or against the ledical waste incinerator?
l.For
£. Against3.Can't Remember 05----
Qd. Which source had the aost influence on your current opinions about
this medical waste treatment plant?
1.Radio 81
£.Television Report
3.Newspape.r-.A«t.icle.s (si-.,.  .-.
4.Local Environnental-Group'Cs) ' ͣ
5.Conversation with Friend/Neighbor
6.Can't Reneaber
7.Other
Q7. Do you favor or oppose the ledical waste treataent plant which is
proposed for Gainesville?
1.Strongly Favor
£.Favor
3.Oppose
A.Strongly Oppose
5.Not Sure/Undecided
Q7----
Q5. Do you think Georgia needs this medical waste treatment plant to
nanage its ledical waste?
l.Yes *£.No Q&----
3.Not Sure/Undecided
Q9. Have you ever been to a meeting about nedical waste or any other
environmental issue?
l.Yes£.No G<5----
Next, I will list soae concerns that people light have about BUILDING amedical waste treatment plant in their coaiBunity.  Please tell ne whethe'^you would be CONCERNED or UNCONCERNED. [INTERVIEWER: Repeat the "response
categories" as needed.!
If a ledical waste treatient plant was built in your coiiunity, wouldyou be concerned or unconcerned:   Repeat for Q'S 10-16
QIC. ...about the health of yourself or your faiily?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned5.Not Sure/Undecided Q10----
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Qll. ...about residential property values?
1.Strongly Concerned
2. Concerned      ' "    •
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5.Not Sure/Undecided Qll----
Q12. ...about environmental effects?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q12----
Q13. ...about the loss of local jobs and business?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5.Not Sure/Undecided   t Q13----
Q14. ...about the ability of the governient to aake appropriate yearly
inspections?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q14----
Qi5. ...about the ability of private industry to properly operate the
facility?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q15-
Q16. ...about the ablity of the transportation industry to safely ship the
ͣedical waste to treatment facilities?
1.Strongly Concerned
2.Concerned
3.Unconcerned
4.Strongly Unconcerned
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q16----
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Thank you.  These next questions have a different perspective.  Please
listen carefully and indicate whether you fiGREE or DISAGREE.
CINTtRVIEWER':. Repeat', the "r.e.saonse.. categ-ories" as .needed. 1 .•
Q17. fi ledical waste treat«ent facility built in By coiiunity would
not affect ly health or ly faiily's health.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided " Q17----
Qia. A ledical waste treatient plant would not pollute the environ«ent.
1.Strongly Agree
£.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5. Not Sure/Undecided QIS----
Q19. A ledical waste treatieat facility would increase the value of
local property."
1.Strongly Agree
£.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q19----
Q20. A treatient plant would not take away the natural beauty of Hall
County.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
S.Not Sure/Undecided 020----
Q21. I believe that a treatment plant would help create lore jobs in
Hall County.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q21----
Q22- ft treatment plant will encourage business and development.   84
1.Strongly Agree
£.Agree
3. Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q22----
Q23. I think the state governient is doing it's best to develop a plan
to Manage aedical waste.
1.Strongly Agree
£.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5. Not Sure/Undecided    -- Q£3----
Q24. An incinerator is a good way to lanage ledical waste.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree    '
5. Not Sure/Undecided Q2A----
Q25. When it coies to lanaging ledical waste, an incinerator-is better
than a landfill.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q25----
All right.  For this next set of questions, we'll use the saie choices for
answers, but these questions will also have a different perspective.
Q26. People like le have no affect on private industry's decision to build
this treatment plant.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q26----
Q27. Private industry can safely operate these plants.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
A.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q27----
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028. If environiental groups approved this treatment plant, then I would,
too.
1. Strorigl y,. Agree,
£.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q28----
Q29. Medical waste can be safely transported through ly coiiunity without
causing hariful health effects.
1. Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree
4.Strongly Disagree
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q29----
Q30. I would be lore willing to accept this plant, if it accepted waste
ONLY froi our state.
1.Strongly Agree
2.Agree
3.Disagree *
A.Strongly Disagree5.Not Sure/Undecided » ͣ'      Q30----
Just a few lore questions about ledical waste to go.  The next question
has several responses.  Let le ask the question and read all the possible
responses before you choose one.
031. How close would you live to this treatment plant and still feel safe?
1) 1  lile away froi ly house
2) 10  Biles away froa ay house
3) 30 liles away froa ay house
A) 50 ailes away froa ay house
5) More than 50 ailes away froa ay house Q31----
Would you want this facility to be built in your town:
Repeat for Q'S 32-34
Q32. ...if private industry iaproved or partly aaintained soae of the
roads?
l.Yes
2. No
3.Not Sure/Undecided Q32----
Q33. ...if private industry would buy and provide additional property toaffected residents?  (Residents whose property is backed up /
adjacent to the facility)
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1. Yes
2. No
3. Not Sure/Undecided Q33----
Q34 ...if private industry would either provide land and build a coaiunity
park err improve ones already in place?
l.Yes
2. No
3.Not Sure/Undecided Q34----
Q35. What do you think Georgia should do about ledical waste?:
[RECORD ALL RESPONSES!'
1) Build the treataent plant as soon as possible
2) Hold a statewide vote to get the public opinion
3) Work first to reduce waste
A) Other (specify)
Q35----
Now I would like to read a question followed by three statements.  After
each statement, please respond with: DEFINITELY, MAYBE, NOT LIKELY,
DEFINITELY NOT, or NOT SURE.
If this ledical waste treatient facility is NOT built in Gainesville, Do
you think that:  ---READ FCR D's 2b, 37
Q36. ...there will be an increase in the cost of ledical services and
products, due to increased costs of transporting ledical waste
out of Georgia?
1.Definitely
£.Maybe
3.Not Likely
A.Definitely Not
5.Not Sure/Undecided Q36----
Q37. ...there will be an increase in illegal duaping to avoid high costs
of ledical waste disposal?
1.Definitely
£.Maybe
3.Not Likely
A.Definitely Not5. Not Sure/Undecided 037----
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038. Which of the following do you believe should be disposed of as
ͣedical waste?
1. Plastic .containers, used.-in. ͣedical.research.   YES  NO. . NOT'SURE
2. fldBinistrative papers and records YES  NO  NOT SURE
3. Gloves used in surgery YES  NO  NOT SURE
A. Bodies of aniials used to test YES  NO  NOT SURE
pharmaceuticals
039. Which of the following generate ledical waste?
1. Hospitals YES  NO  NOT SURE
5. Private Dental Practices YES  NO  NOT SURE
3. Medical Research Laboratories YES  NO  NOT SURE
4. Dry Gleaners YES  NO  NOT SURE
6. Private Medical Clinics YES  NO  NOT SURE
*
Finally, I'd like to finish with a few brief questions about you.  The
answers you give will only be used to help le better understand the
results of the study.  Please reieiber that I don't have your naie, and
all of your answers are confidential.
SI. What is your occupation? [Record exact response]
1.-------------------------------------------------------
SI----
S2. Do you own or rent the residence you are currently living in?
l.Own
£.Rent
S2----
S3, fire there any children in your household?
1. Yes-------------------------------------(Record Ages)
2. No S3----
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S4. What is your race?
1. White „...
£. Black.-.-;
3. Hispanic
A.Oriental/flsian or
5.Other (specify)
Pacific Islander
S4----
S5. What is the last year of school you completed?  CDO NOT REfiD-JUSTPROBE FDR m  ANSWER—WRITE DOWN RESPONSES TO THE RIGHT, IF NEEDED.]
l.Soie eleientary school (K-7)        "'       ^       '
2.Finished eleientary school (Sth)
S.Soie high school (9-11)
A.Finished high school
S.Soie college/£-yr. college
6.Finished 4-yr. college
7.So«e graduate school
8.Graduate degree S5----
Sfe.   Record   (BY OBSERVfiTlON)   Respondent's  sex;' 
I.Male
S.Feiale
S6----
S7. What is your age? Offer them ranges if no response.
1. Less than £0
£. £0-30
3. 30-A0
4. 40-50
5. 50-60
6. Over 6)0
S7----
Sa. I'd like to offer a range of incoie levels.  Please tell le which onebest describes YOUR HOUSEHOLD yearly incoie for 1989 before taxes.
1. Less than $5,000
2. $5-$10,000
3. il0-$20,000
4. $£0-»30,000
5. $30-$40,000
6. <40-i50,000
7. $50-$75,000
8. More than <75,000 sa—
THIS COMPLETES THE INTERVIEW:  THflNK-YQU RGflIN FDR YOUR TIME AND YOUR
HELP! YOUR RESPONSES HflvE PROVIDED IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR MY STUDY I
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APPENDIX  6:
Demographics of the Survey Population
The sample seems to be more diverse than the actual demographics of Hall
County; however, overall the sample is fairly representative of the
county. Comparison between people in this sample and persons in the
county in some cases is difficult, because some information is not readily
available or has been categorized differently. The demographics for Hall
County were obtained from the Wonder Data Base which obtains U.S. Census
Data for 1970-1990.
The sample is comprised of 38% males and 62% females (QS6) , 11% more
females than the actual population of Hall County; however the county is
comprised of more females than men, and usually women are more willing to
participate in surveys than men, which may explain this finding.
Hall County's three largest age groups in years (QS7) are <20, 31-40, and
>60. The three largest age groups of the sample population are 31-40 and
both 20-30 and 41-50 were tied for second and third place; the >60
category came in fourth place. Overall, the age of the respondents is
evenly distributed with the exception of the <20 category. This is
because the County includes all ages less than 20 years old in this
category, whereas, only individuals 18 or older could qualify as a
respondent in the survey, so the category <20 only includes individuals
who are ages 18 and 19 years old.
Concerning racial make-up (QS4) of the respondents, most (94.5%) are white
and about 5% are black. Very few (0.30%) are hispanic. However, the
racial representation of the respondents seems to approximate the actual
racial make-up of the county.
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The respondents have a wide variety of occupations (QSl) . Most of the
respondents (33%) are "professionals", 20% are "nonprofessionals", and
there are 17% of both "service" and "uncompensated" workers.
Approximately 12.5% are inactive in the work force and 0.5% refused an
answer. For Hall County, data are available for all categories except the
"uncompensated" and "inactive" categories. However, 1980 census figures
show that most of Hall County individuals are "non-professionals" (47%),
followed by "service" (33%) and "professional" workers (20%).
The occupations of survey participants were categorized according to U.S.
Census Socioeconomic Index Scores for Major Occupation Groups. These are
listed below:
U.S. Census Occupational Categories
Table 8:
Census Group______________Category_______________________________
07 Professional, technical, and kindred workers
06 Managers, officials, and proprietors, except farm
05 Clerical, sales, and kindred workers
04 Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
03 Operatives and kindred workers
02 Service workers, including private household
01 Laborers, except farm and mine
After surveys were completed, the occupation of the respondent was
categorized as one of the seven possible categories, but some occupations
of the participants were not listed (i.e. volunteer). For clarity, the
categories were then collapsed into four possible groups. The
"professionals" are made up of census groups 07 and 06. "Service workers"
comprise groups 05 and 02. The "non-professionals" were defined as groups
04, 03, and 01. Participants who were "uncompensated" include housewives,
students, and volunteers. "Inactive" participants were either retired,
unemployed, or refused.
Of the 402 respondents, 52.5% of them have children.  Comparatively,
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almost 40% of Hall County households have children. The category of
children (QS3) was included to observe if any differences are found in
parents and those with no children in later cross-tabulation data.
Concerning education (QS5), the largest category is 13-16 years of
education (some college and college degree) with 37%, followed by 12 years
with 33%, 17+ years with 16% and 0-11 years with 14%. As of 1990, the
majority (49%) of the Hall County population (based on 18 years of age and
older) have 11 years of less of education, 27.6% a high school degree, and
the remaining 13.4% have 13 years or more of education.
Concerning the respondents' income, (QS8), the largest groups are 10-30
with 33% and 30-50 with 31%. These categories appear evenly distributed.
Comparatively, most households have incomes of $10,000 to 29,999 (54.6),
followed by less than $10,000 (30.2%) and $30,000 to 49,999 (11.5%). The
remaining households have incomes of $50,000 or more (3.7%) .
Of the 402 respondents, the sample has a higher number of homeowners
(85.3%) compared to Hall County homeowners (71.5%). The category of
residence (QS2) was used to observe if any differences are found in
renters and homeowners in later cross-tabulation data.
The majority of the participants are residents of Gainesville (73.6%),
then followed by Flowery Branch (13.4%), Clermont (8.2%), and Lula (4.7%),
respectively. Compared to the number of available phone lines for these
main exchanges, Gainesville has 24,500 residence lines (76%), Flowery
Branch has 3,650 (11.3%), Clermont has 2,375 (7.4%), and Lula has 1,710
(5.3%). These figures are summarized in Appendix 5 and illustrate that
the relative number of survey participants from major calling areas within
Hall County tend to correlate to the percentage of phone lines for each
major calling area.
APPENDIX  7
Survey Results
ͣDEMOGRAPHICS--
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QSl Frequency
OCCUPATION
Cumulative Cumulative
Percent Frequency Percent
2.0 8 2.0
4.0 24 6.0
8.0 56 13.9
7.5 86 21.4
15.9 150 37.3
12.9 202 50.2
19.9 282 70.1
12.9 334 83.1
11.9 382 95.0
0.5 384 95.5
3.5 398 99.0
0.5 400 99.5
0.5 402 100.0
LABORER 8
SERVICE WORKER 16
OPERATIVE 32
CRAFTSMAN 30
CLERICAL/SALES 64
MANAGER/PROPR 52
PROFESS/TECH 80
HOUSEWIFE 52
RETIRED 48
VOLUNTEER 2
STUDENT 14
UNEMPLOYED 2
REFUSED 2
QS2
OWN/RENT RESIDENCE YOU LIVE IN
Cumulative
Frequency    Percent    Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
OWN
RENT
REFUSED
343
58
1
85.3
14 .4
0.2
343
401
402
85.3
99.8
100.0
QS3
ANY CHILDREN IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
211
191
52.5
47.5
211
402
52.5
100.0
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RACE
Cumulative Cumulative
QS4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
WHITE 380 94.5 380 94.5
BLACK 21 5.2 401 99.8
HISPANIC 1 0.2 402 100.0
EDUCATION
Cumulative Cumulative
QS5 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
K-7 4 1.0 4 1.0
8TH 9 2.2 13 3.2
9-11 45 11.2 58 14.4
12 134 33.3 192 47.8
SOME COLL 89 22.1 281 69.9
COLLEGE GRAD 58 14.4 339 84.3
SOME GRAD SCH 19 4.7 358 89.1
GRAD DEGREE 44 10.9 402 100.0
SEX
QS6 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
MALE
FEMALE
151
251
37.6
62.4
151
402
37.6
100.0
AGE
QS7 Frequency Percent
Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent
10 2.5
91 22.6
208 51.7
289 71.9
333 82.8
402 100.0
<20
20-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
OVER 60
10
81
117
81
44
69
2.5
20.1
29.1
20.1
10.9
17.2
94
INCOME LEVEL
Cumulative Cumulative
QS8 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
< $5,000 10 2.5 10 2.5
$5,000 - 10,000 20 5.0 30 7.5
$10,001 - 20,000 51 12.7 81 20.1
$20,001 - 30,000 79 19.7 160 39.8
$30,001 - 40,000 70 17.4 230 57.2
$40,001 - 50,000 58 14.4 288 71.6
$50,001 - 75,000 58 14.4 346 86.1
> $75,000 38 9.5 384 95.5
REFUSED 18 4.5 402 100.0
Ql
COMMUNITY/TOWN YOU LIVE IN
Frequency    Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
GAINESVILLE 296 73.6 296 73.6
FLOWERY BRANCH 54 13.4 350 87.1
CLERMONT 33 8.2 383 95.3
LULA 19 4.7 402 100.0
HEARD ABOUT TREATMENT PLANT FOR GAINESVILLE
Q2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
272
130
67.7
32.3
272
402
67.7
100.0
--QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PROPOSED MEDICAL WASTE TREATMENT
PLANT--
REMEMBER WHERE YOU HEARD ABOUT IT
Q2A Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
CAN'T REMEMBER 3 0 7 3 0.7
CAN REMEMBER 296 66 9 272 67 7
I NAP 130 32 3 402 100 0
HEARD ABOUT IT ON RADIO
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Q3xl Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
94
175
133
34.9
65.1
94
269
34.9
100.0
RADIO PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Q3X1A Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH 45
SLANTED 32
CAN'T REMEMBER 17
INAP 308
47.9
34.0
18.1
45
77
94
47.9
81.9
100.0
WAS RADIO MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Q3X1B Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
FOR
AGAINST
INAP
4
28
370
12.5
87.5
4
32
12.5
100.0
HEARD ABOUT IT ON TELEVISION
Q3X2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
39
230
133
14.5
85.5
39
269
14.5
100.0
rs
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Q3X2A
TELEVISION PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Frequency    Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH 17 43.6 17 43.6
SLANTED 15 38.5 32 82.1
CAN'T REMEMBER 7 17.9 39 100.0
INAP .  363
Q3X2B
WAS TELEVISION MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
FOR
AGAINST
INAP
- 2
13
387
13.3
86.7
2
15
13.3
100.0
Q3X3
HEARD ABOUT IT FROM NEWSPAPER
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
226
43
133
84.0
16.0
226
269
84.0
100.0
NEWSPAPER PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Q3X3A Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH 111 49.2 111 49.2
SLANTED 81 35.8 . 192 85.0
CAN'T REMEMBER 34 15.0 226 100.0
INAP 176
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FRIEND/NEIGHBOR PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Q3X5A Frequency- Percent
Ciamulative
Frequency-
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH 8 13.6 8 13.6
SLANTED 48 81.3 56 94.9
CAN'T REMEMBER 3 5.1 59 100.0
INAP 343
WAS FRIEND/NEIGHBOR MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Q3X5B Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
FOR
AGAINST
INAP
10
38
354
20.8
79.2
10
48
20.8
100.0
HEARD ABOUT IT FROM PETITION
Q3X7 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
24
245
133
8.9
91.1
24
269
8.9
100.0
PETITION PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Q3X7A Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
SLANTED
INAP
24
378
100.0 24 100.0
WAS PETITION MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Q3X7B Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
AGAINST
INAP
24
378
100.0 24 100.0
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Q3X8
HEARD ABOUT IT FROM MAGAZINE/NEWSLETTER
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cxomulative
Percent
YES
NO
MISSING
INAP
2
265
2
133
0.7
98.6
0.7
2
267
269
0.7
99.3
100.0
Q3X8A
MAG/LETTER PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Cumulative
Frequency    Percent    Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH
MISSING
INAP
2
2
398
50.0
50.0
2
4
50.0
100.0
Q3X8B
WAS MAG/LETTER MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
MISSING
INAP
2
400
100.0 100.0
Q3X9
HEARD ABOUT IT FROM PUBLIC HEARING/MEETING
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
MISSING
INAP
12
254
3
133
4.5
94.4
1.1
12
266
269
4.5
98.9
100.0
100
Q3X9A
HEARING/MEETING PRESENTED BOTH SIDES EQUALLY
Cumulative
Frequency    Percent     Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
BOTH
SLANTED
MISSING
INAP
2
10
3
387
13.3
66.7
20.0
2
12
15
13.3
80.0
100.0
Q3X9B
WAS HEARING/MEETING MOSTLY FOR OR AGAINST
Cumulative
Frequency    Percent    Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
FOR
AGAINST
MISSING
INAP
2
8
3
389
15.4
61.5
23.1
2
10
13
15.4
76.9
100.0
DID RADIO HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Q6X1 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
29
240
133
10.8
89.2
29
269
10.8
100.0
DID TV HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Qex2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
9
260
133
3.3
96.7
9
269
3.3
100.0
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DID NEWSPAPER HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
' Cumulative    Cumulative
Q6X3 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 108 40.1 108 40.1
NO 161 59.9 269 100.0
INAP 133
DID ENV GROUP(S) HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q6X4 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 5 1.9 5 1.9
NO 264 98.1        269 100.0
INAP 133
DID FRIEND/NEIGHBOR HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q6X5 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 32 11.9 32 11.9
NO 237 88.1 269 100.0
INAP 133
CAN'T REMEMBER WHO HAD MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q6X6 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 1 0.4 1 0.4
NO 268 99.6        269        100.0
INAP 133
DID EARLIER OPINION MOST INFLUENCE ON CURRENT OPINION
Cumulative    Cumulative
Q6X7 Frequency    Percent    Frequency     Percent
YES 61 22.7 61 22.7
NO 208 77.3 269 100.0
INAP 133
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DID PETITION HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
06X8 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
10
259
133
3.7
96.3
10
269
3.7
100.0
DID MAGAZINE HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Q6X9 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
2
267
133
0.7
99.3
2
269
0.7
100.0
DID HEARING/MEETING HAVE MOST INFLUENCE ON OPINION
Cumulative
Q6X10 Frequency    Percent    Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
8
261
133
3.0
97.0
8
269
3.0
100.0
Q6X11
IS YOUR CURRENT OPINION STILL BEING FORMED
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
INAP
16
253
133
5.9
94.1
16
269
5.9
100.0
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FAVOR OR OPPOSE MEDICAL WASTE TRT PLANT
Q7
Cumulative Cumulative
quency Percent Frequency Percent
11 2.7 11 2.7
76 18,9 87 21.6
79 19.7 166 41.3
122 30.3 288 71.6
114 28.4 402 100.0
STR FAVOR
FAVOR
OPPOSE
STR OPPOSE
NOT SURE/UNDEC
DOES GEORGIA NEED PLANT TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Q8 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 233 58 0 233 58 0
NO 49 12 .2 282 70 1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 120 29 .9 402 100 0
EVER BEEN TO MEETING ABOUT MED WASTE/ENV ISSUE
Q9 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 73 18 2 73 18 2
NO 329 81 8 402 100 0
QIC
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
Frequency    Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
STR CONCERNED 184 45.8 184 45.8
CONCERNED 163 40.5 347 86.3
UNCONCERNED 40 10.0 387 96.3
STR UNCONCERNED 2 0.5 389 96.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 13 3.2 402 100.0
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IF PLANT BUILT. WHAT ABOUT RES PROP VALUE
Cumulative Cumulative
Qll Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 150 37.3 150 37.3
CONCERNED 167 41.5 317 78.9
UNCONCERNED 65 16.2 382 95.0
STR UNCONCERNED 4 1.0 386 96.0
NOT SURE/UNDEC 16 4.0 402 100.0
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT YOUR ENVR EFFECTS
Q12 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
STR CONCERNED
CONCERNED
UNCONCERNED
NOT SURE/UNDEC
188
157
43
14
46.8
39.1
10.7
3.5
188
345
388
402
46.8
85.8
96.5
100.0
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT YOUR LOSS OF LOCAL JOBS
Cumulative Cumulative
Q13 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 86 21.4 86 21.4
CONCERNED 112 27.9 198 49.3
UNCONCERNED 137 34.1 335 83.3
STR UNCONCERNED 5 1.2 340 84.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 62 15.4 402 100.0
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT GOV'T INSPECT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q14 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 205 51.0 205 51.0
CONCERNED 128 31.8 333 82.8
UNCONCERNED 44 10.9 377 93.8
STR UNCONCERNED 2 0.5 379 94.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 23 5.7 402 100.0
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IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT YOUR PROPER OPERATION
Cumulative Cumulative
Q15 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 161 40.0 161 40.0
CONCERNED 153 38.1 314 78.1
UNCONCERNED 52 12.9 366 91.0
STR UNCONCERNED 3 0.7 369 91.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 33 8.2 402 100.0
IF PLANT BUILT, WHAT ABOUT YOUR PROPER SHIPPING
Ciomulative Cumulative
Q16 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR CONCERNED 217 54.0 217 54.0
CONCERNED 129 32.1 346 86.1
UNCONCERNED 38 9.5 384 95.5
STR UNCONCERNED 1 0.2 385 95.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 17 4.2 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT AFFECT MY HEALTH
Cumulative Cumulative
Q17 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 2 0.5 2 0.5
AGREE 76 18.9 78 19.4
DISAGREE 131 32.6 209 52.0
STR DISAGREE 95 23.6 304 75.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 98 24.4 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT POLLUTE ENVIRONMENT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q18 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 3 0.7 3 0.7
AGREE 60 14.9 63 15.7
DISAGREE 159 39.6 222 55.2
STR DISAGREE 97 24.1 319 79.4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 83 20.6 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WOULD INCREASE LOCAL PROP VALUES
Q19 Frequency Percent
Cuimulative
Frequency
106
Cumulative
Percent
AGREE 15 3.7 15 3.7
DISAGREE 220 54 .7 235 58.5
STR DISAGREE 122 30.3 357 88.8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 45 11.2 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WOULD NOT DECREASE NATURAL BEAUTY
Cumulative Cumulative
Q20 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 4 1.0 4 1.0
AGREE 131 32.6 135 33.6
DISAGREE 133 33.1 268 66.7
STR DISAGREE 59 14.7 327 81.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 75 18.7 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WOULD HELP CREATE MORE JOBS
Q21 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
STR AGREE 5 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 185 46.0 190 47.3
DISAGREE 100 24.9 290 72.1
STR DISAGREE 28 7.0 318 79.1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 84 20.9 402 100.0
TRT PLANT WILL ENCOURAGE BUSINESS/DEVELOPMENT
Cumulative Cumulative
Q22 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 2 0.5 2 0.5
AGREE 81 20.1 83 20.6
DISAGREE 174 43.3 257 63.9
STR DISAGREE 37 9.2 294 73.1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 108 26.9 402 100.0
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ST. GOVT IS DOING ITS BEST TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q23 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 5 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 116 28.9 121 30.1
DISAGREE 99 24.6 220 54.7
STR DISAGREE 31 7.7 251 62.4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 151 37.6 402 100.0
INCINERATOR IS GOOD WAY TO MANAGE MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q24 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 14 3.5 14 3.5
AGREE 178 44.3 192 47.8
DISAGREE 41 10.2 233 58.0
STR DISAGREE 12 3.0 245 60.9
NOT SURE/UNDEC 157 39.1 402 100.0
INCIN. IS BETTER THAN A LANDFILL FOR MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q25 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 43 10.7 43 10.7
AGREE 235 58.5 278 69.2
DISAGREE 17 4.2 295 73.4
STR DISAGREE 5 1.2 300 74.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 102 25.4 402 100.0
I HAVE NO AFFECT ON INDUSTRY'S DECISION
Cumulative Cumulative
Q26 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 5 1.2 5 1.2
AGREE 85 21.1 90 22.4
DISAGREE 243 60.4 333 82.8
STR DISAGREE 54 13.4 387 96.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 15 3.7 402 100.0
PRIVATE INDUSTRY CAN SAFELY OPERATE PLANT
Q27 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
108
Cumulative
Percent
AGREE 155 38.6 155 38.6
DISAGREE 94 23.4 249 61.9
STR DISAGREE 20 5.0 269 66.9
NOT SURE/UNDEC 133 33.1 402 100.0
IF ENV GROUPS APPROVE, I DO TOO
Cumulative Cumulative
Q28 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 11 2.7 11 2.7
AGREE 222 55.2 233 58.0
DISAGREE 86 21.4 319 79.4
STR DISAGREE 19 4.7 338 84.1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 64 15.9 402 100.0
MED WASTE CAN BE TRANSPORTED W/NO HEALTH PROBLEMS
Q29
Cumulative Cumulative
[uency Percent Frequency Percent
3 0.7 3 0.7
133 33.1 136 33.8
111 27.6 247 61.4
31 7.7 278 69.2
124 30.8 402 100.0
STR AGREE
AGREE
DISAGREE
STR DISAGREE
NOT SURE/UNDEC
MIGHT ACCEPT PLANT IF IT ONLY HANDLES GA WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q30 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
STR AGREE 27 6.7 27 6.7
AGREE 221 55.0 248 61.7
DISAGREE 95 23.6 343 85.3
STR DISAGREE 16 4.0 359 89.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 43 10.7 402 100.0
•
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HOW CLOSE WOULD YOU LIVE & STILL FEEL SAFE
Q31
Cumulative Cumulative
uency Percent Frequency Percent
37 9.2 37 9.2
92 22.9 129 32.1
63 15.7 192 47.8
24 6.0 216 53.7
136 33.8 352 87.6
50 12.4 402 100.0
1 MILE AWAY
10 MILES AWAY
30 MILES AWAY
50 MILES AWAY
>50 MILES AWAY
NOT SURE/UNDEC
WANT PLANT IF PRIV INDUSTRY IMPROVED ROADS
Q32 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 83 20 6 83 20 .6
NO 169 42 0 252 62 7
NOT SURE/UNDEC 150 37 3 402 100 0
WANT PLANT IF PRIV IND PROV PROP TO AFFECTED RES
Q33 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 143 35 6 143 35 6
NO 148 36 8 291 72 4
NOT SURE/UNDEC 111 27 6 402 100 0
WANT PLANT IF PRIV IND WOULD BUILD/IMPROVE PARKS
Q34 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 99 24 6 99 24 6
NO 195 48 .5 294 73 .1
NOT SURE/UNDEC 108 26 .9 402 100 .0
m GA SHOULD BUILD TRT PLANT ASAP
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Q35X1 Frequency- Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
60
342
14 .9
85.1
60
402
14.9
100.0
•
GA SHOULD HOLD VOTE TO GET PUBLIC OPINION
Q35X2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
175
227
43.5
56.5
175
402
43.5
100.0
GA SHOULD WORK FIRST TO REDUCE WASTE
Q35X3 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
211
191
52.5
47.5
211
402
52.5
100.0
Q35X4
NO OPINION ON WHAT GA SHOULD DO
Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 12 3 0 12 3 0
NO 390 97 0 402 100 0
EACH COUNTY SHOULD BE RESP FOR OWN WASTE
Q35X5 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
53
349
13.2
86.8
53
402
13.2
100.0
•EACH STATE SHOULD BE RESP FOR OWN WASTE
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Q35X6 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
19
383
4 .7
95.3
19
402
4.7
100.0
GA SHOULD BUILD PLANT IN MORE ISOLATED AREA
Q35X7 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
43
359
10.7
89.3
43
402
10.7
100.0
GA SHOULD UTILIZE EXISTING FACILITIES
Q35X8 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
26
376
6.5
93.5
26
402
6.5
100.0
PLANT O.K. IF OPERATED/INSPECTED PROPERLY
Q35X9 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
49
353
12.2
87.8
49
402
12.2
100.0
GA SHOULD ENFORCE STRINGENT PENALTIES
Q35X10 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
5
397
1.2
98.8
5
402
1.2
100.0
#
Q35X11
MORE INFO/EDUCATION NEEDED FOR PUBLIC
Cumulative
Frec[uency    Percent    Frequency
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Cumulative
Percent
YES 37 9 2 37 9 2
IK) 365 90 8 402 100 0
COMPENSATION WOULD HELP
Q35X12 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
4
398
1.0
99.0
4
402
1.0
100.0
Q35X13 Frequency
OTHER
Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
WILL NO PLANT INCREASE MEDICAL COSTS
Cumulative
Percent
YES 111 27 6 111 27 6
NO 291 72 4 402 100 0
Cumulative Cumulative
Q36 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
DEFINITELY 124 30.8 124 30.8
MAYBE 138 34.3 262 65.2
NOT LIKELY 76 18.9 338 84.1
DEFINITELY NOT 22 5.5 360 89.6
NOT SURE/UNDEC 42 10.4 402 100.0
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WILL NO PLANT INCREASE ILLEGAL DUMPING
Cumulative Cumulative
Q37 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
DEFINITELY 96 23.9 96 23.9
MAYBE 147 36.6 243 60.4
NOT LIKELY 71 17.7 314 78.1
DEFINITELY NOT 21 5.2 335 83.3
NOT SURE/UNDEC 67 16.7 402 100.0
DISP OP PLAS RES CONTAINERS AS MED WASTE
Q38X1 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 298
NO 21
NOT SURE/UNDEC 83
74.1
5.2
20.6
298
319
402
74.1
79.4
100.0
DISP OF ADMIN PAPERS AS MED WASTE
Q38X2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 54
NO 315
NOT SURE/UNDEC 33
13.4
78.4
8.2
54
369
402
13.4
91.8
100.0
DISP OF SURG GLOVES AS MED WASTE
Q38X3 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 381
NO 10
NOT SURE/UNDEC 11
94.8
2.5
2.7
381
391
402
94.8
97.3
100.0
DISP OF RES CADAVERS AS MED WASTE
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Q38X4 Frequency Percent
Ciamulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 359
NO 22
NOT SURE/UNDEC 21
89.3
5.5
5.2
359
381
402
89.3
94.8
100.0
DO HOSPITALS GENERATE MED WASTE
Q39X1 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NOT SURE/UNDEC
393
9
97.8
2.2
393
402
97.8
100.0
DO PRIV DENTAL PRACT GENERATE MED WASTE
Q39X2 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES 350
NO 17
NOT SURE/UNDEC 35
87.1
4.2
8.7
350
367
402
87.1
91.3
100.0
DO MED RES LABS GENERATE MED WASTE
Q39X3 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
DO DRY CLEANERS GENERATE MED WASTE
Cumulative
Percent
YES 376 93 5 376 93 5
NO 5 1 .2 381 94 .8
NOT SURE/UNDEC 21 5 2 402 100 0
Q39X4 Frequency Percent
Cumulative
Frequency
Cumulative
Percent
YES
NO
NOT SURE/UNDEC
81
209
112
20.1
52.0
27.9
81
290
402
20.1
72.1
100.0
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DO PRIV MED CLINICS GENERATE MED WASTE
Cumulative Cumulative
Q39X5          Frequency    Percent    Frequency Percent
94.0         378 94.0
1.2         383 95.3
4.7         402 100.0
YES 378
NO 5
NOT SURE/UNDEC 19
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APPENDIX 8:
Articles Taken From The Times
The following articles were taken from April to June of 1990 which is when
the community concern over the incinerator was the greatest.
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^Airqualityggflg
lafocus on irtcin)
_• A ««ril
rrwUr ro#/i iMtoUc 'Mrmnu  .^^iwiily
• >lli«llillielim»lll«Cacp.>L\.-iT«j; -nm-tmrn,-,---------._'' "n.' mmy k irailn7by A>a?An»a>b nc- tt UeaM I
tW*-*nv met u m mduMrtsl
•mhod w vtnuktly anythlAit thai    lack mv-*« Mn«*
OnMVtfto ynvoMl
Aal 1.100
ir^H-lial'^io
lncineratoi^pla1^ar[^he^tedidIBml'^a>fi^»wy5-;-H'^^;»^ff
i.BT M«lur4 tiMfurtCj
—rTheTlnriee        e—r Jouthem-Ot^Gilne«vine--i:W»-don'taUndli'wM ^JVinnl ui'mIihIuUj jb«.'IM h^-Unt Vn-ifhi-rtnlivt-ar-in-iͣwant you here.   ^-^^ _^-«wj.i-.;!i,'A£;conduh the hearing, which wa» held at ?ijm«1 time to nine public oppo«itJon"3^^-. ;------.---------     —,--» ^^_^.,sT.'j*^,.-=^-j's,-vwiiuuti uieneanng, wnjcnwaa new at^ujoaltunetoftiflepubllcoppoeition^^S~:3>. Southern and about 40 other people Tthe Georgia Mountain* Cent«r.^-The^."It'»a funny wayjoln/orm people'EI•la^A trio of experts from Hindu IndiFrwtended Friday"! public hearing on7coropanYha».»lfeadY-Teceiyed apt>foval^%n-Good-friday-at-7 u'lIuOl ill ,llie-:=eratlon Corp.-apent Friday night trylng=^Mindl«'-ippUcatlon"for-an-air TiualityWor the incinerator from theiJalLCouotxievenlng,",-: aaid , Jimmy JJohnstonSofjto convince • crowd in Gaineivllle that a   permit that would allow the company ti_-<----r'-'-n   '- ͣ•|--   -     ..•,•.';• r'Tii'iii i'^^"       "'. „" "^r"'.!^;?JfTTl!!"propoeed medical warte-Incinerator-W jrperate an 8,50frwiuare-fooMnctnefa—'.Moet-Bf the-euiiiiiniie ftoiw the-ainggyCompany ofTldalaaaid theySrie toj; aafe and neceaaary, ͣa^-'ABsyiiiir^f'.f^' tor on a 5-icre lite off Ga. 80 iouth of /ence wai negative and included acveral ?the meeting to try to Inform the public^"''^='""'^rtecfinoi^TnTh?piantwoutdj»; They didn't aucceed/.....ͣ  I think yoo all have eume hei ;;"ence wai negative and included acveranaharpi—-excha""the guise of being nice and iweet. Portion Division require, the hearing aatwhlch b based in "Atlanta.-Ajnong lhe'P1«»»«Jinemben and, offlciala frtim  Hindis, J keep It from bftoming a health hatard.^.think we're BupldT'"'•'''^t"***''* '^"1;'**"^'''-'*'" permit proeeaa, although tComplalnU from Indnerator oppiopponentsj D«lMlt*BfcJ(.f>*o«tniS section• ͣͣi--'^i'^S'ai»ias»^Ej
• Detiat^ miiii v-r>-:-:» ;JCJ^'^Tr^'*?n?
ItpanOMih ^.^^Xaa^t^ii^i^motyMn^i^^^'hamm^ 10 yean exp«'rlen«te:^ W w«t-Tff^'"«"theWou'??^lndU-«gineer, Joe Kenlthf^:b^<»^ l;SS;?,lr'h^"'fc^n"'.i^'^iMl wane IncineiiUon," said Rickfbuming the-waste at the plant would .^^^ ^^SS^„.^*iJt?medl<S'iFUglSluiTrompany'. markeUng dl.|p^xiuceemlarion.of dloxin.and'^'K^'L^'jt^^!^!^!^ °^rectoI'.*^No-aisease-ha»-been-coi>r7toxln«-that-are-^lee.-thajtTrhat-<«^^^^R»«^^*J™]?5rSithe Southeast by contact & released by a backyard barbecue or «1g»«"™* ,^^J^,^^^„„^|S?S«troligrcJirmn!eaJwa,te.^.ingl. ci»i..U. ,Sd he said the In^^f'SS^'t^-^ASmi^TSw!
fesjiSL'vh3ih'^iSie"a«tij;^rS-Ss^
iFIager ..Id the company h« ««««^\'^''^^iW*«Sg9SgW^fo^Uon fo .ay fc lanfliJumMtg'     ͣcganty.tofflclala-.that .It won't; Tri   1^1   nTTT     i _r'   J     'j.....|.. ni...........iUHlUlMt«^ irom more than 70 mlle^fKmUng thia ;l"ij^'^5jfi«ii^|£Mu»' of C>« people In thTOaS^S\ the pl»t and will monitor emU-  where,;;.he Mld.yaWBlgW^B^BMH '^ •   ^' "-----------• on a regular  cheduleT'Tj^jjjMayfflgfc^Urltlca dt ihp incinerator aao .com^a^,,,tWelwoh't lw,bringingl*Mteriiq^t(M that.th* company Tua IltUe«—.. t of an effoi^ to atop a regionale:lndneratot;t>rop«ed^o^Jh«New JerMyi;Wa won't be brinfrfbackgrdund tai operating .»<____In fromNew,york,S»Mn»«er,«Wa«eIndperatoe,MlndJaoperate.Jj;al«>iiald »ny;.wa»te,lhal'«Mafone plant -In WlKoiuln — wW<ilo*cUve^won'tb««is»pted,jMtoMh)oughtEta>iarJytlMO.Mn<l .p/otttheeempanVwni be bringing gaaippoaltlon to Indnetaton In OrmM>from'Atlanu,-wKIcjrHoesn't iltiCnear Newnan) aniTCalra (near THSwith'»ome<6f thoeeswho'ipokeaaaville) have forced the company tJSara5!gira??rn5r^^^^Bpira»?R^^ they dia not have the authority tdCrhere*. got to be flvS acreicfor Jji^re6m(>»ny ofnaiJ..poInte<rouriSa»ichedule*«Aothej2Jneetlng,tr»lthoiigh'Jnerator)>lntAtlantaa»aaldaelTOTie{tndustryjto:-B»w,?imai6nl^^ , ^     f~. -Latrayhorri^orOateeJ^^ye'fl^^^ginmerdal^yMt^lta^^ \ H-, ^ H
i^eetlona^xHit theJlndnento^aUoance*j*emi«o=*old=«nothe^pubU<iIheaittS befotefpamiltlg'ithejtienntt
H-JH-|'?£
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mcmi^oS^_ .....-„„„'.\9y Richard ShiiMat*
•ijTheTlmes
^The Geor^iiDe^irtnwnt%!^)j^ural'Resource*'hat-ahotxdownjiiiltmedlcal waste'Indneratorfplaiuiedlgfor Hall County;<tfyUtftM||ir^•Mtlie DNR has^«a^Mir5jP„.|cln«nttton,'Cofp.^an ;1>i^:<iuallty-'permit it heeded ta'release cnitr
-lions from the proposed'tncinien.j'.tor,-w)%h would have been located 1^ofrCa.fiOtouthof GalnesvUle^Thcli/inove. comes Just a.week* after4.<R
C public hearing whertf'opptisitiontol-.the plant wu strong and v<>cal.|3S,'That'i'. fantastic^tt'l' kind . ^?lncrcdiblersTeallr^*ald$Biiyi Brookshlre of GainesvtUe',<l>'mem^
;^'ber of Action for a Clean Envir^rment.'an enyironmenial grotip jhat|'^^Spposcdtheindneratopjll '        *"iS^'^ti R. v<;ommi<UlDnen|1>6n's.*.Ledbett'er.ilnrorfned Rep*,;B()bb^5 Lawson^. DJtjalnesville.^'ofHhe .d«yclsion this morning. Lawson'sald^^-Mhen Informed by TheTlrBeiSthejpNR'sJdeclsloh,\<IphnnwImt£nnan^;owner of MIn'd&raald he hiiifl
fhbt revived hotlflcatlan.frbm'thiy§DNR.iButih^^dJith<ee6mc'¥>roul(^^Teacl^in>ng)yJKoh waeijy th?p?rnUrTffiW^havgpompB "
kidaj,i;d;iiki   "ettefi^Tgrttfi
|th<<pa%^w)^QVotiried)
IJMKen
E^asnSN^!''h
bpoMd sHa el
"  madloal^]
Inctnaralorl
Utr>dl*
watta
-—jn^t^^tinnpSi^^roSL ^ _imll hVgbfa'chanc^^jitudyltMasons for the DNR't rejection
_^I hav(;n.'t;Uiev«U{|li(est^ldefflhUi: 1: flml|6nta«rhat^' "*^re^>>< said^lVn Ioc0^^^^^^I^mpanyfofndalsHns&tid'itrthciiMiIng taatSr^lek.Urt^^lnaner!itbn>buld]^Ycaen€giiSdani^^:?' iW^«atM|[n!||^al^C(3ant;loriluRiiprwai
fpw^hg
SONS
JyouVid'I Vinow i
Jtechnlcal Issue.-^he aaldj ^^Lawaon, anopponentxi'fSfBie'rest of the-coUnty'i leglslatlV*vrelegaaon tiweek In sendingLedbettera letterrequestirigthaSf Mlndls be re<iulred to holifanotherjpVlJl? heiu^SSS:;GalnesviUe^tsXsdnawomaii|6i»yjlaiKson»f Bep. Lawson's wife, brought the^ssiie betoj€thig-^council this past .Tuesdiy.fasking if jtiie^^^gfahythlng the council could do to prevent ligj^p^|g,Ledbetter'a tenure'at the DNB haa"also_l^»m«an^toueHirHh.e^overhorXiswHrttgnJTfrDWͨmentallsts chargln/that jhe'TOnunJSlSieysjMSi*>ft"on poUutets and tqoJ!ager;to'glve pemlM^i new ihdustjies.^p0^^{SsjHk3M|M|)BB^IgTlie dedsion woei^the^ntutwMinols rnariaft.the 'iecohd" time this month^atHhe-.D^fR ͣ2la«V stopped ͣ a 'controversial ^dustrlal tfacUit^^tliffi.ͣ'Northeast'_Ceorgla by denying^ arilalrjtjualltj^f permit; On April -137:the^dep.artnient^enledjaj.5 permit for a quany In White Cdunty^"""^"'^LLDNR spokesperson Lucy Justus aald frlda;tMlndis was denied the p<>rmlt because:tjieopmi,"rpany failed to meet minimum siandard^ In design'' and operation of the pl^nt.3|fl[fM{SiS||SSMl3iRj^-Two areas of specific concen>?w?^Snpan/^{ pTDcedure for testing tlie toxicity of ash produced^by the plant and Its plans if thie.company decided'); to CloM the facility. Sh« saldthe'PNR alsojvadiͣ concema-about'the^flnandal ͣkrrangementa auS' jfmnding a trust fund Mlndls "would ^provide^inji{%»x the incinerator cloaedlfi^HtJjIflll'Hiflilllir*,-Action for a Clean Environment has schedul-
' Its own public hearing on the Incinerator Monday^_BrookahlrB__>ald the" meeting-would fprooeed.Tdespite the DNE's decision, to educate ihrpnbllcj--about the dangers of tTmTn.i.iiii« ͣij]Qjj»Tii|j|jjijj^'ii|.n^i'yie fee! like It la a broader^teue^an^uaCrCMlndla' lncinerator),",he sald.W'And we feel UKe^^;. this medical thing is not ovv^'^f^^-The meeting Is scheduled tor 7:30 pSntMonSay^^t the Flrat United Methodist Church on Thomp^'i1k>n Bridge Road.
pian€ould,turn:Ha|l
riu<jisv^|unped,^>^,iVuU Indaeratorni'
dec «r a turbulent
WSlaU'and kical .
^frofnul UrtxUld a^VMthem lUn Couitfy la th*^
ͣMSoodFridayTubUclKUtnfQnthri
Slim -enough /«/ ptwnptya'^eoBylemtloS^WIHi';vUofurd' LtdbetttT, commtaionerof ">• G"'*'^,•IDepsnment.of Nininl ltcw<irnirThe':EiivlroRC;naiul Protection Oivldonoriho nNR fn«i$ liiwg-an sir <|iaiityj)«nntt raTBlrtllWmtorprlo^g
jmoa"aumpingsitg
ͣyday LaaikOTtJ
^ThsTimosj
flOf?
- Jly_*»BilHcs_____._____
JpAiUon^ the H«U Omiity ConunM(m'&>r>nocil|':in< to tUowfor Ut« tnctnermtorVCompiHy omcUfa^^|>Un to^tnicfc UoiMdkal>«k^jg}le>ertbedj^
^hospluli uwl docton lip
enntty ftlk>«ed under tVcounty'itr^l^lbn^. TfoiKrnlni induatrtsi aonem»*ConunMonm^ctM^ I-TtnieJ' by-tlicT-Mliidfci- piivj^d iiiuljHi.i|miiity~.^changed the regutstioRitoKquire >pprgifffdtrf*'-fpturvtndnentw   --—"-"* ͣ-—*^-
^t'^rornvoreJndnermtonlnlJaUCAiMy;
^dttinpy'^lAwwnia" -**'**^^'^
::.dete»tlon,9em ftiet,ter4oJ(lndUJrxecutlvtt4nd- i..lh» EPD .Ttte»<UyJr«que*ilngv»;>eeoHd.f«bUc;J hearing In connectIA wftli the Qpmpany'rrequett^: for u air quaUiyjf'rmit. He uM he expfcu ͣnme^
.^/^ncll member. Sh? niaed the Maue at Ttuaidty's'- council ^^^^^^^'^'^^^^SS&lS^l^lS^S^^^^^
ͣ^*t'd Uke to know If ihe council can ro qa recordobjecting to thla and 1( there ) ͣ anything «e can do
lo prevent K^^
^*She laM ihe I    .   .JOUpJ«WMo*tntown.QaU>^iUc»ind A»^^        ,ittfrrtt onlniikJng water down theChinarmnchwr^
?1^
._,_„-----1 Hamrfck said KT-wta* thT^pany.wa^VaUow^a to-^uct t>i« public keuins without'any. stf^crvl--1 from the EPO. 'A Mlndii traracripl of the'/rocefdlnfi was to H^ forwanled to the El*Dt^^^^
pcopef notinc»tion wai not nlvf n."'he isid..
ͣ,^^ty minMer ArCm* uld he w'ouW prepsr^' ^' woric BeMlAn rbr council inemt>en to dbcwH the*
propoul Inthe '«tA<iCi'^r^^iS^!^^>ls^^'
ͣ^diTmecllcal waste _^%Artlon,for «.Clean Environ-^.^eiit Is achciJulcd to hear about:,mimical waste'Inclncnitlon.at'Its meelH.^^^l^lg^
i*The^'^up^f^^^^^,
^22>\<=\C
lA-
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[LETTERS ^______J
.s"'«^roritie™Fulenwl^er^Roai ^'dent"of Gainesville,',!,was shocked andWiponsored bills befofe^botlTHouaea"appalled to tee th« general QpmmunltyS^lacet moratorium on the.bulldlng'%^apathy lo'the'proposed mcolcal waat«X8ny. medical waste indncratori In Ten;liicinerat6r^^g|||g|gg|S[iggg)H)jgg'neMce until the i^nknown questions' ~'IMMjknflMMHIlHRniSK solved by the Mlentiflc communityr'now live In Crossvilte; TrnnrnnrrTi bH"iT * OWi ii ill > "«i illiii)<illi#iWMi
slbeg-"''''' ͣͣimall i^niral^lcommunityXlocatcd .In' ing effortj|began^cuImmat]
urlst; are»'*on_the_Cumberland .Pla^^wlth. bus. loads iof^concefned. dtlzensItcau.'.Our community Was surprised to^from many Tenn^M^communities de^ycam'Jbf/a similar" application! ror'«1scending on ilhe* governor-and iTen;fmedlcal waste Incinerator that was to;|'nes8ee la'wmakers/.The end reaulvwaa
>be lo<v>tcd In the Eastern section ofoiir.^^the governor placed •'moratorium on'
f county .^.Immediately,;/an - awareness ^building any medical waste tndneratoni
•'<roup was formed by concerned citl-.| In Tennessee.;
^en» to provide Information and factt'^a^.jj«aftty/i^,.     ^,  .        ^ , . . ___-,fabout the proposed Incinerator. .PollU-jpThe P"rTX»e <>' "^^ letter Is to InformIcilms^ local,-, »ute and national j_«Oainesvimans on Show another. Vcom'tworked together to conuctgovemra-6ht^''ni"'"y bought the ^;medical waste bv
fagencies and provide information to the \clncrators. I would urge you to get the
ipubUc.^The concerned citizens group3f»cts. get-involved, sand "make-.youri
{placed?radlo 'ind .newapaper^»dver.|(le<:l»lon about^lsproWem facing:^rUsementS to oppose the incinerator anda,y?!".yi4y.^""^      ritnKimMrnitfntrnwaalao.spoke to civic clubhand chi/rch'erf>^^BMjijML^—_^_, ..n.i.i.j.gjvina Information to our citliena. iiatetiKgMBBIWW^WBR PEPE tKKsO, .
i^ ͣt'gtftJitW.*''^ifidl!B9glfc»ai*aB^^ Crosavllle, TennesseeOur community-was completely op-;
posed'tojthls facility io<»tlng In our
area.'After studying and revlewlng'the
(tnown factj^and the unanswered sci'entlflc^'questions,V4,000 - jjeople iat
tended J thej- public^; hearingi ivoldng'
strong opposition .a^pBilnst .the h^lcal
j_Wa3te FaclUtyi With this strong shpw bfjpubllCiOppcJsltfon,*the public hearing
(Was canceled, to beVescJieduledJ'"""""
pSSrewmtmnity^oSTmnrtdlalelylnefltoward the lawmakers and gor<|
f
Hlzzho
i-i-f:-i>i^-^.->*;---^*.-i^-,'v>:^i^.-j-—-*lij^j^^''
can Stop medical incinerator^
^,WIth re^rd to'the proposed mMlcal
wiste Ircineritor to be built in Hall'
County (three miles from'Gainesville's
Downtown Square), I have asked Curtis
^Segars, chairman of the Hall ͣ County\'
/Commission, to call a special mating Ui .
.'aJlbw'the'Commission members. Indl--;
|Vldually and collectively u?sute posl-Jjonaon thisproject.%j)j^.y^j^i^j^ji-«,t-
^ If the Georgia' I)cpartfnent of Natural'.
' Resources authopzes this facility to be"
•built, medical waste will be brought by '
-the truckload' from  as far-south' as*
Griffin and beyond .the northern and"'
eastern borders of Georgia ͨ- a circle *
-which Is 140 miles across (for starters).-^'-
^P1eas4 call Chalrihan Segarsat 6i4-^
BO 19 or 635-8288 and express to him •.
^youf feelings about bringing medical '
waste from.outside HalljCounty for>
gVibo.i'pIease^write:©^.* Leonard^lidbetter,.: Director, •Department of
;Nitur»l Reaoarcea',.205 Butler SlnMt,iSuite. 1252,' East Towerr"Atlanta4.Ga.j
buslj:woxd
Flowery Branch
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ByCti[yLamb«rt'M
.iThaTimea  .-v^ifjci^
ͣ;*? ͣ Plana to construct a' contro'venlal medl^ win me suic-• waste Incinerator In Hall County apparently g^'One'''d?v-dtd-i
Georgia pepartirMn^f|NaV-.«j,«««»,>.»»,XPQ derailed the jrojei^eiiylng Mlhdli'the^alr quaUtypermh niM»«ary^^rJndner»tlor'IIn the Ttitr-ffrjTy^'-l*-jB||jaLff"'''""'''....." ' 'immGSone
I smoke with-a-failed. pciiiillJcL'ntly mat Wj Md fltaed the bam door but'' t>\aMhe horse was alreidjF loMJi^igybriPiaJdlͣillu7_»l'.;,V-^.r'nri'^-.'iiti^FridayJgWeli;.4tVe^EPD:Jn»^Sw!;tlon._Division  denied   Mlndls   Inclneratlonftthat.hop^^and'miybe'wVcan^jjeflt'-.Corp.' an air quality permit to operate.a^the bam^i!^^double-burning -Incinerator ' for.-^medlcar&iWord S(ce?"?SdmmlSIonCT?„^.»,-pw- ͣwastfl In Hall County,;many'here'.assumed^o'veveiy^Mng.'lit'thelrepbweMjthe project waidead.^^|^^^^^^gli,dneratron vC<JmpanvSth^"i^^&.But not Burl Word.]^P^^^^p^^>ulld In HaU Countyft<S>mmlssibner|Ne5rtap;Word,'a retired Flowery Branch residerS^8teppWdyMJ_hewoutdVttfmp«^blo&:told commlssioncra'he'was>"blissfully >in-Tlncinerator.^g|^ggBr''~'—"'"" " ' ""iaware'Vof the incineration, plans until ifeothersweremorevagw   ___-recent newspaper article. He then pleaded^VAt thU'polnt 1 am not wlflirigToMyKov?!'with the elected' officials to deny the com-viwlll vote In the ruture';^CcmiAissi6n ChalHpany the riglit-to build on land near the'^^anfCunls.Segars'sai^^Thert hai'to beriͣTlntersectlonof-May-^and-FulcnjfldcrTTsaiisjiJetteiTiDlu^on-tttr^^.during Friday's commlssion'meetlng.-j^j^^Kthan what'we ar»3bing nowtWJJ^eratWjf^Mlndls first approached thp'cnimf^nm.jT««n'nnilnn:i!»aj^|||fc!fc^^^rmlsslon Jn the spring of-1980 for a reioWng to^^CJH; JulyjI^raewgS^^^^illJ^g^allow, the cortsinualon hnd operation of afdumplng of blohieijlcirwast^^dcflne""^Kommerdal. Jnclnerafor-.ahat-lwould -bumjlanything that Is spakedJn-bl^^^ni;.: Woraedtcal wastefremsTroM North Georgfa^gSndfUIinfnSTOr^iCrE^lyrsSraSE,ͣJtel-"t Decemberthe" county agreed to re^f Cuneiitly?iik)th ͣiSiSCT'i'lr^co^fflfaiidJsione.the'land,. noting that the Inclneratot^.Northeast'QTOrgia'MedlraKpem^iiSJaKa,;couldbe.>built,\without local BovemmentSMVille-operate amill Incineratorffirhejhog^approval on an adjacent tract that required fpltala'may'neeii to iBd hl«h-tecfi§ilgl?ct«^|no rezonlng. ..The commission >ubsequcntly|g:;jcrubbers^^to th?lnHner?TSWinfckestajkVj amended the zoning ordlnancrto restrict anyEMould Georgia follow the' leadorbtheTStategafuture incinerators in Hall rniint-|-'jMa|gji|Wff ri» ͣ ͣ' ͣ t««i5,W«it«T*""~*" *".....'""^lSButy6neB»eek.^go,Sfifndab|rrotffltK^P»g« zaf^^"^——^
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ste
«Mc«rne(l With lhc"<iLipoMlof thiRTnowyK'!^  ^__^_     .„„._-,__potcnilally (nfiKlloua waste, -v^'fl^^i^, Kcnllh uld'Ovl'EPtilieinled'tJSͣ,, ͣ Hall CountyVttomey Dill HouS ; pcrmll*»ith a letter that pointed tocautioned commlsaloncn that It j,"p<rcclved_^defldende«'^;ln|tj>«,waji "somewhat Inappropriate" to ; Mlndls plan. He aald the company^answer dhrct queiUons relating to ..had 30 dayi to r«»pond,___^^_^^^___^Mlndls' future. Ho tald lhe.cam-;& He said Ihs Imu« U betweett th'emenls'could be used in-court to^'ttate government and Mlndia.'HeJirove. a predlapoaltlon against the 'aald h? knew of nothing the HallTllndlsp!an.*,i'^^-ffc«!V.;s.>{f;>>ii,'>?^^ Commlaolon could do^to2<«llouiie said he •'waa ttudylng Intervene In the debate.J^g^ __whether Mlndla will need further :frc,"Aa far a» I understand it we killJocal approval withot.withoutEl'O—have the lonlng and land-^tiav-parJ-concurrence. He said company of- mlt from Hall Couniyi", Kenlth]fli'lnls hiiiln't contacted the county lald, • ,'.'#.s,/f;»^i^^*;^^'iy#i?^'since Iho air quality _permlt wai ;  Saturday morning, Word »ald he^'dcnl^Ml._-;,^^^4;•,yf.J.;,•,^•i >,'-it%tiS word   from  itat«;Bep.>a*Tliat contaa appcanImminent. '^ Dobby La'wsontD-Hail County, that'.
;.S*,"AJ this iwlnl It la pretty definitejihat wc win continue to pursue a
i plant In Hall County," a«ld Greg
J Kcnlth, director of operation* for5.'.Mlndl» Inclneratlon-Corp. "We^r«
gjpreparing a rciiponae to the EI'D
a high official wll*t the DNR aald ^
MIndU had retained a "largc.'lsx'
firm In Atlanta" that already wu
' inquiring Into the n^^t step* nee>.:
'easary to build • mMlcaT waste]>. incinerator In Halt County. ifi^K^i
lio^mFdi^lwastf,
Issue to declQIj
jnrire WISDOM OF RmrtMnrji?^^I^needed to solve.the dllemmajbf what
-to do about a proposed medical wasti^Incinerator for Hall County .i;   '"""
.^^rMlndls Incineration Corprowns a trac
ͣof land near the Intersection of ^'jyj^jM.Fulcnwlder Roads that is zoned J^^^^^appropriately for such a facllltyrA'^PKnumber of local citizens have protested^
iBcatlon of the facility here, and the state;
Environmental Protection Dlvlslon|^^"denied an air quality permit to operatelt^Sfr.That doesn't meart the idea's deacj.-"
Mlndls said It would pursue the effort!
and satisfy any state objections^ A neiy|state law prohibiting the dumping of '^'^„blo-medlciU waste In landfills takes^e.ffftct.
3- Some hospitals such as the NprtfieaistJGeorgia Medical Center operate small^
.waste Incinerators. But stronger^:^ "ͣenvironmental lawsaje a^jout to requlr^-' theaddltloh of hlghncost, hlgh.iffc^^^^'technology scrubbers on these"unit3?\S|b^lc question arises: Is It more ^^^^^economical, safe and efficient for each a
hospltaTto make the Investment tp^
handle its own waste or to permit!commercial firms to build central 1
Incinerators to handle the blo-medlc
waste frofn a number of irea hospitals?S•tiDlormedical waate is a reality -ss^^j^gS
wherever a hospital operates, and it must
be disposed of .^^^b#^^;^,~^^pponents wart of potential dlrelconsequences should Hall County permit
construction 6f the Mlndls unit only ,:^»rj
•three miles from the do'wtifoWn square.^
A less efficient Incinerator without]
scrubbers has operated for years at^ ^Northeast Georgia Medical Center lea-
than a mile-frtmriReiqujure and hasn't^Jwthered these same oppbrienta; Do they
ͣprefer continuing this operation"lo<^llyM
;and adding to overall m^lcal tests by|p"requiring those'arie'ahdspltalsThd'vffe^ng''landfills to build individual iiftlnerato,ra|"and the local hiMpltalstQaddSxpJnslvei
Icrubbers?. Oris thereyet "anBthe^MHlfaternatlytthaiyim^tfe^u^lntoSff&SBy
ropone
fatlort
eH?aWi
sresng^
ss&iiiSifiim
,\MiiX<f^C^
5-/i(90
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!Vliifai§^grfT§applWfSingineraiorii»ra»i»]ii»«j»JM»t
ͣy Clay Lambert,
.TheTlmo*
Envlronmantat coneartia 1iigejaflagdeflden"cl5''rfronn?Nff CommfialwCT^ ------->i ne I lines mnn.............p..... ii   i i n ͣ • Jackson planu cited (or pollut>0(u!3A ^ Leonard; Udbctter^ Kenlth^sald^^ih^previotu permit denlil3L...>,.,«*>^.a>:"^.--->-- '>- ͣ ! -^.-'-l* Incinerator opponenU to meet w.3a'^'"I*"3' waa working on an »"*"j;»lS5yy>«<»*?f»P<>ke^tn»nSrof^.BAltMuSlthe Georgia Department -'" .that letter, adding that his Hrm wai not|DNR i.Envtronment«l-Protectlon>DlviiSatural^BesotTreea has denied Mlndu'jthsttheywllldoJustthat.vf^6«S>i^^<lroPPln«pl»™fotMaUCouhtyq|MilndneraUon -CorpAone of .two sUtemThe DNR Issued a clarlfleaUon aflet WBut Udtwtter,-In X>«I»"t«l*»"^P^ ?"*»«•'»?*'>ft>»'n«-She pointed t;Dermlta necessary U> operate a medical Jeonfuslon arose over the next »tep for^apondence with Project opponent .BUlSLedbetter lAprUlS letter loKenlthfJwute Ijiclneritnr In mil "-r-r. -^H'-"- •[r^r''''a*-ita^i6iii!^^ast - Indnerator, In HaU .County,; aJ-iJlndU,'departmentgipokeswoman'ltald ,theWGreg jCenltS^Slrector.^roperatfcnasipUd WV**. h^^^j^^>^'l^^fj^*"'^'[company can te-apply at any time,KAnd Mlndls offidalshayelindicatediweektor the Incineration company, said la»t2denled._Udbetterwrote that the com*week that he'd received a ^'letter of ^.pany'a application Jor::>nTalf^aaUt)^|
^
l)cont>><»«l <r«< f^vM) i^ieabEB|BWPIIIWWH»WUWl»Mlllill"P*'WHT!!'<tt&*'Of course, ͣthe'company'Snycreates toxic smoke and poteittunv;Rwrtainly re-apply and we would re-.; harmful »^.^j0fgfg^lg^^00afjevaluale their Information at thatj^in his April 18 letter to Kenith^ie,">she sald-jafeSC^A'a^^ii^iiyiaLedbctter wrote that the company,ͣ" ' ^li^falled to meet minimum standardajf 1 •^ ͣfe*?*r*''^!**f*^Tr-^^Tu "^•"•^ to meet minimum standarda.SfMlndls^naa .P"^"" " '"'-Jtm^ln the areas of obtaining sam^{pnedical *»« -J*«"|}«^" ?"y:^es of «sldue and fly ash (tlnelf-thlngthatlssoakedlnblood-.from ;;^„j particles of ashea. dust andIU70-mlle radius around Gainesville ^v^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,^„ burning) and:l>> an Incineration plant on May I development of an adequate]t3Wve off C«,dler ^-^'J^hlc^ur^ plan for the f^iUty.^^g^{•poaal had a bumpy ride through the v.-       ^,   . ,_ . ,,   ,___:. •.wS'?5Stir«onlng process" as HaU Couhtyv^: M "dls «>fn<;^,^^„«^* "^^~^.„^.l..lnn• ͣr< rvneatMllv oues--denial was based more on politicalte^e^trltl^S?ls4^^ jthan technical conslderaUon.,^^'' ͣ——i.^^l^f^^^^^^^^^^''lt, Is purely political and It's,
Tsecond wave
ggr--' cmi>
iPfllBw'^^^^umed Into a big mesa," aald Mlndls.,^----------- of opposlOon to 1 „!„„,»„  jack Flagler,-who at-jj;«the company's indher^tion plans Vt^nded the public hearing oif the'surfaced during an April 13 public permit applications., tegi^iaiiSsi';hearii>gontheperjTUtappUcalions.>iV^^.,„. ^___.^, .2^^^"^^j«_^i,S«i»v«^: ',=Uv.>»»J-^}«:'«« *"'^« ">«. ionlng'an<rthMn^.•nieTipToaTSrSnid on the Ih-Ifour people get up at the pubUc*'dneratlon process .and the pro-f hearing who are against the thli*1posed .IroportaUon.of InfectiouslWhyT .'.WeU, Just because,^he;'medical wastes Into Hall County.f said.i?;l don't know what >re re»'Local^dtlzeiu x**''' ͣ lncineratlonadoingnow.'Ji^iiigiljji^cj^|)^g^^!l^g|i^
3-ls-ho
Cons!.deri,envirpnmentalp5n^^^^.Your jriayH edUoriai conflnned my I^By the. way ."who areVthe""prop(>^&lutJoM a«^£tde£'Bu^i?luSnKs\upidon that The Times is not Inter-fe nenu", of the Mindis incinerator? A?that If you haul Atlanu's problem to'estcd In knowing or presenting the \video on med-waste should InteresttGainesvUle.^then Atlanta will be'lin^complete story on medical waste Ind* Ithem: Wednesday, May 9th, 7:00 p.m.,"*^wllUng to spend the-talent," money'pHeratlon. If you paper had made even a '.Chesutee Regional Library,, presented ^f^pnergy necessary to solve Its problemJminor attempt at Investigative Journal- TbyACEandopentothejxiblic^^^B^ra^Each entity .must live \With its owMIsm or had you cohered the April 23rd • ͣS»K<a.-«tot)»^.»^->-j6i<«: .-;«.r,«Mj^^^^Swaste «nd learn to recycle.ftterlllie,^public Information meeting of Action .^^^g^>^^^f ^ILLBROOKSTIEX*7and invent new ^methods'notj'now-for a Cleanilnvironment (ACE) or at .l^^^^^^g^^^gj^l^GalneavUIai^dreamedof.*' -^ - - .^i..- .^jleast contacted a member of ACE In an 9attempt to gain isome.Insight, then >-»;;-—'-,•",----.-• ͣͣmaybe that same spkce could have been :UPP0S6 inCinerStOr^^!^^n°!T^l^^'^^^'^' «"'°'^'' "Bio-medlra-Wa:A-SS!j^«j^^^^^^^S^^^^^^, Indnerator Tough issue to-Dedde'^Of greater concern is the txeiid ! see in ^begs f of comment. '^^^^Sl^^^^^^The Times' coverage of other related j^j^iYour first sentence speaks of a med?Issues. Apparently, it b uboo to inve»-.^ leal waste incinerator for HaU County'tlgate proposals generated by particular-U the proposed incinerator is built. Itentitles.' If Industry says it is' looking I will be in Hall County, but for Fulton,after the enviroiunent there U no.rea;iDeKalb,Cobb and theothers within theson to dig" deeper. ^Consider your un^»140-mlleclrde.questioning coverage and promotion of ~
_ We win bTtBf the' dowiitown'Gi'Mville square Sunday, May 6 front 2p.m.* until dark.'Thoee who oppose the'hauling of medical waste from out^deHaU County into HaU County for Indn^eradon are requeued to drive by andaign the petition.." '       ~   " ' "
BUXLXvrORD
Flowery Brasek
"Integrated waste management" (witM
Your second aentence ftatesi that thej
'proposed kite la ',  .________:^;^.:e^^.S'^%'j;|^^AXMlabIeour.muiddpal waste'.prDWems. Con-Jthe state EPD that because the state*   ss-tv. <n-.-S _.i.;i_.regional indneraUon) as.Tha-knswer to • fo, „ci, , faculty." We are advisedunidpal waste.prDWems. Con-Jthe s ate EPD hat because the m__,lider your slmUar coverage of the denied Mlndls a permit, Mindis must SacUvated carbon water treatment pr*£ ,t„t ^ oyj, ,^ ^ h^ f^r a permit *;pooal with hardly a mention .of the ͣ: to build. "*^"f^^^T^^^^Se^JI^Sj^^^^ you awiri thit iotvrtrtlctiw h^'2:r^2^i^lH||^il^P^^^^^^pt°t yet t>c8un on the indnerator?^£SireIy-.The^lmes and ^vernment ^Toa say that proponents tey'lliejoffidala at aU levels wiU wake up soon^^ldgh-tech Mindis operation can meetand reallie that the pubUcwiU no longer/'air quaUty itaiKlards, Opponents saytolerate the environment being an af-^that the ash from high Inunsity bum-jterthooght in decision-making.-ij^jaiHi^ing is hazardous waste.^MS^aMaaisaa
LettersWcomeS
^The TUn'ea welcomes: t^ of no more" than 200 words on'^
topics oif current Interest.-Fleaae"
'. favdude.address and phptw ntunber^In ease we lieed to contact'yoiiSWrite Letten. The TImeaJP.O. Box*
838, GalnSvUle, Giu 30603. If morelconvenient, yoo may jrrite »ia TAX^
:to404-B32-<M67.
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Retiree wants!
inane^to^
pandumpei
ByClirisB«MM
gTh«Tlfn«« jUtji
Retirement • wunT lupposed to^) a biUy Unw'ror S4-yearmold Burl^,Word.«   '   *      " • -    ^-^
_. ofrelaidnif; Word(i>ehd«^
'rfioei of hia time eanvaasing agalnatj;
'Jhe • proposed conBtructlon.of ».|medical waste Incinerator alx mllea f
from .hla ..Flowery. Branch home.i?
Sunday, he and his supporter* took5.
to. the Gainesville square,-clrctilat>^
Ing petitions against the Indnerm-^^
^^'Businessmen don't have «lightj'to^fect my quality of life Just for'",
pront,*;; Word —i<i-^0^ii^l^^i^^
Iwation Corp;,-.which, has been deh^liiled one'of two permits hecessary *
|to.operate.Mjndnerator In Hall J.County, said they haveJiot dropped ',\
plans for^the Incinerator and are's
taking step* to acquire the "M^;;^
fij^Word •aald^^eUUoMWTarilShave garnered morq than 900 slg-^Gutures. They are meant as a show'
ͨbr support for HaU .County com?
infi8loneriaJrhoi;^usti£.declde;
[B«d.p^lhH   '
Petition
5ple b'tign petition* agalrist MIndl* incineration Corp:^t]I to build a medlcal..wa«ta Inclneratof M H«ll (
WoTd
ͣhether'to'illow. Mlndli
medical waste from a 70-mlIe n-Tmlght be facing t suit from Mlndls Ifdlut to the plant site on May DrlviX the corporation geu the second
jOffCandlcr Road, he sald^^^i^^^permit from the DNR. Word taldferiie list of •Ignaturef'^S'whWi #L»wson told him MlndU has con-j[includes Hall County Sheriff Dick .,Ucted a Urge Uw firm In Atlanu to"
Mccum.i Gainesville City Comml».4i»*Pre*«nt their Interest In HaU
'»loner^.Gwr«er*'angemann tnd|County.,.^^}ig^g^g^^g^^fttategircpresentatives - Bobby MfjH'But the county shouldn't worrylUwson'and Jerry Jackson —'wlUjibout « Uwiult,". Word said. "If
,be sent to the Georgia Department J they get sued, to what?. If It's'bfNatural Resources next week.^^^necesury, let's .have a court. In-J^'f havMi't'^talksd.to'dn'e i>er3on?J'U'«lon- - We'U be right, behindiwho supports lt,iV Word said of the Si*'*" "" ""»'*' ""•SeiMproposed lnclnerator..."lt'* mostly {
automated, so It Isn't going to brin<':
Snany Jobs.to the utt.r^ip^^^fi^'teWordj'^'retlred from General M?{torj,'8ald he wouldn't be opposed
^ Word and hiJ supporters —'manyl
of whom are older residents ^ said'
they are newcomers to the env^ronmenta] movement.-?^yi2ij3ft|ifMTwo weelM ago, I^dldn't'^vSr'to an Incinerator which would bum^^ow.how to spell environmental-fmedlcal waste from only local hos-.*lst.".he said; ."Now 1 am one. Asfi)ltaIs.But he doesn't.;il<e the Idea^Ume goes by, everyone will be.,;,jof,Gwlnnett.County and Atlanu' ''hospitals brln^g their waste to hji
^'MlnSl^S^uTT^SeJiomlJ^tlon Is If it's so safe then why
[don't they build them In Owlnnett'County and AtlanUT? he s«ld.ai&£BMindl^airerterptl'^nti^(Seg |KenIth|ha«Tcompared .-the^safetyspf4the>Jndfierator-.to:» Ui
thlElca ci^antte'sinoklng la good for" "^"tialdllncineratoriopponent.
...iln two weeks,'Word's nameiest*!
group has been able to attract new ^
Imembert to their movement by.
, taking petltloru tb churches and r
Jdvlc , dubs,- brganliatlons which
;have been largely Ignored In the;
|past by environmental actlvlsta.^£
_ j'l went Into one church and gave
p« pastor > petition,-and he guaraiv-'
Eteed.;jne^800 ;signature*.?JVh?n
[people learii about this, when It hits|cloee to home^they want to slgn.^TA'p5taitUll»un6''<»Jwnl»loner
bo signed the petition, pledging td
nippott the' fight agalnst.the Indt^
.eratOT^'"""" "
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Son io'iSone;property near the.
raWSlntersectlonff of vMay T«nd ;;Full-J
»A^igSp3SlHS^d1#^i^^.truclrH,blomedlcal^^^R^itt Indneratbr In HaU County i8%»cilbed a« most anything soaked in.;
IwiU be'dedded by i'suta i^gul»-1|lncineratJonhei___ Jlndneratlonhere^,^ . h ^ ;« . .^ItowlttSCTliOw^'a topienvtm-nie company,was denied * itate
lte"n^l'iSSumeS«maem^'Protection Division found l~uffl-5!&^)te^»2i^dU.|dent testing procedure, for fUr«s^^^^e4uod^r^!>Ue«iyih.8|th.t.;iwu^^
^niafHanpofflS^coit^^KwlerTtS^yeaf: approved *"pe^B>^pafli"»tt.»«^J
ffCoMnMd hwti P*g« lA
KI^edoetterKin^OalnesvUIejjiur^u
Kneetlng W the Georgia" Muiflcipill
|Association7sald his office lias nMfopinion ort theTadvisabiilt^fjlnT
fdneratlorijofjjiedispbaaljtfjnedj
|l<al wasteJUttHHIMI'**^^^''^
i^The geheraTpopuloiu^^-..-.
iK'ijnpressioh that It is ourjobu,
, protect themSfroitTthings like A!n|
rcineratibn,^*:Ledbetter»aid^yVeUl
fwe must.'^by law','issue permltitn
lthcse'^peopleiifAthey4meetj*"'«
frg<1iilrpment^_
Bfe'Localigoveimment.^,.—^^
RfCtthenvselves'with land-use pli
fand good loningjordinancesJiihe
_iMl^Tgn>MgretaIn«ag|JolifBlackmon^rtth the nprt)0mlthl
iGambreU 'and Kveseinh^Atlanti
"^presenftotnwS^terestalin
Bl^^o
Smniii^MS
PA
iroi^linvifpnm^ntal questiions
iByJoMph Browi]
IForTheTlmeaa
tcctlhythfehvlrbtmierit Is noran!
.-..JlforfaPpnJfceAiriBSNor 1» It -aolely;
^bar>H6m|Une'jJ>tufnj-It^requirea iotll^ctlve~approach with technical, o.
eratlonal ^and^economle^knowledge'^oiig with common Kn^ie^Mi^S^IIJltti
In my^plnlon the news media has not
provided ;ieally';uscjul Information in
anyidfj^the_ienvionmcntal Issues that
have surf aceil in HaU County in the past
10j|yean]|fA$p!ant^some ^^jrould j have^thSughtJ^esirableprasjtumed ͣiwayr
Nowjtherejls ,word>( a carbon' (what'
Sype?)*plaifitffromJtra3h*for^'water
trcatjnent&Wdn't^thta ^k^Oiity'^
dthermethods^•"""""»''"*   ' ' ͣͣͣ•• ͣt-'-
Jlte'set^Jip
O'M^iaMiyitat
f ͣsU'il'/ ͣ.^l-J^rlir-» ͣ.^ ͣ:^'^
t:;'iliIilH«a;
ovvtiti. tit oit- u3i "^^   ͣ
nitiatiidivaoitiVtisyll
rill'ti Hl lauViiUlO&iji'
ll GUEST COLUMN I iS^
»3;Thie Feedstock
> Whatisit(details)r
'And Unhff^jjnfiii
'uU well.that ho procfess'pian
' safe," perfcctlyj^efndcntj
ͣ^ perfectly clean, always aUop efficiency"
ian<L. profluble,! np~ malfer-what]?}2o
'know that people who'devise'opeiytlng'
'• !Iow will it be brou^ttothepliSt?^^"'!* ^' ^u^''„^'^'^^'r°^J':°"!'-• Will'tnictoi  or «.s.f.v.r £. rfll€;*'*'*8n through aU the^ateps to fuU Ume• WiU trucks, or whatever, be de||Po,,„„, They maitageit^^^spillage,.?no. inatterr.tj<,„ ^ mlnimize.faults ^d tSlnTake'signed to avoidjvhereorwhat? __^
• la every Inch'of thrwayTftrom'
pickup to process feed under covfer or
"^r,f„.^A-> |^Mnhjn!fllMiroiilMl!ilTfi)iifl& appointed officials must'always• Will certain filn^beiirchide^ (t"f,ablde by and work within the technical
think of certain metals luch as mercury* Pi'de'ine* *•"<! ͣ; regulations rthatjarej
and -—<—I—- )jjti^S£i^MSMStt^S£^!'""^'^ '" stone'^at any one tlmel-Or
>i improvemenuj
j FlnaIly,'^rememSerYhat'our'*!ecte<i
f4. The Workers'___
!• What kind of worJ«ers?i__^^f« What protection for workerjl
!• Do they operate arqund the dock?
|6. The Infrastructure .^
[• Is an environmentai^lfflpiet repbrS]
quired? Where can I See lt7j    ~~     "^
|»^Effeet oil trafnc?jL&'Efftctfon^iwighbot<T|P°yiipi
nce7^bdortanoise7^i35'dangerirltSffibuOly^and mb«t1inportant,\'whal
Bjh^^erall.gcialjind Jts penaltleaT bi
^ to Jail? Be alow,to fault^then^
r mayl>e ask a question insteadl "
rA^SpaiS?^ .forced 1
rihortcn this,'to delete'all thC
[humorandgutsyatuffj '
re>agnabitt
!uian|tpeakJii«aliM|^etitlorif)^heteannotgan&fj^^i^ibovi^ldefli^^pportunit;^or||^£^Lin
jMlndlaJnteinaabnaljg, ^^.
rix-pi«e roId«6at michuti
™a?i8ayisketdv"    "'"     "
glqwiplansSutiKanditnahyiincw^
kuitabfe)^^!!!^lUjfoaSSflfe.LO.OO^tfthae^bfSTcKT^
LajOiaiy'
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Bu/durTedltorial'concerning 'the" Bm^gives «'cap»dty'WbuTir3V660T3T'7300'Imedicarwaste Incineator is an example^^tons of bio-medical waste per year.Th^rof how editorials can be used to confuses'way such a business maximizes prbflta
{and Influence people, without present-^Js to bum as much waste as possible J" *"
lentsn]^
I.
HovirtaKanHIeliJfi ^i*^";*' .'"f°""'t'°".4to4t>»'fci"PMTh^tditoriir^^' ͣTm^^^Jux'uMS^^i^Sll^l^^^'' high-tech Mlndus-ope^UonrcanSlSeedltoriaisStMrlM^ieww^U^'ne*' ^^ quality standards.'^The'only
'prohibiting the dumping of blo-medlcal :?proponents who have come forward so      _ ™„,b,^ ,      -m,-.....--, i,,,,
[waste in landnils Ukes effect July l.m'" »"™ »» »>• T^e Times andMlndua.     - tYI 01111^ OI uToeTAO
'Actually the EPD regulatlort states thalf'^P'oyees- The question here is: How,     [IllWillVCIl .WClOlt? ij
>ffectlve June 29, 1990 the EPD wUlJ">«>ch of Georgia's clean air resources'        "    -
'requlre;^;inclneratlon or other, treat-l»« we willing to allot to a business that
rment=;df blo-medlcal waste "prior ft^couldbe scaled down and has such tf
^dlsposal-'^Autoclaving or other meth-|P«»" envlronmentaljlraclc^recordJMj|ods approved by the director are V'f^^'^'^*^?'^t^^^^MSl0S0SStMmitted as well as Inclneratlon.-^aiifflSi^^ When'lwe look to-"advaneed'tech-^
nology" to cure society's Ills, It would;
only be prudent to rememberithat,^wenre producing too much waste.-
&i:s'p-^o'bi::^ rwrt!:'drppL"sfe^jThereseemstobetp=mendouspotenUaJ;:|^-'^S-^^^^^e^orrsource' reduction in the medical i^iZn.k pi^., w.r,.  ^tT ft,^. I.f^lJffleld. Many items that were routinely:l-y^^"'^.^"i^„*' '^."'^^^rsterilked wd reused only « few ye«nt!J'*^^??2rS^^^^ iTS^I
ibasi^-editorial question should be" ͣfe-fe^.^'-".* IffjjMiWpliMfstated: b It more economical, safe, and 5F Soure« reduction, «utoclaving/Ian«
gefndent foreach hospital to continue SfiUina. sJid » program of Intense study]ito waste valuable resources or to look at f seem, to be viable alternatives to «j
pnethods of waste reduction and reuse *tochnologlcal]y quick fix for now. The;*of, materials and also find the most-future is .important enough for ua to'
^environmentally safe and sustainable'^spend the time, energy, and money tol
IsolUtiOn to' thln^ that cannot '-------*tni.V» th» •n.w.n fnr tn<4»v no* K. fh«'
tmoved from the waste stream?
Hit Is true that small incinerators
foperated by area hospitals and I
C these do'indeed present hazards. '_
fbasic question that' arises in the ediCo^
trial leaves out the fact that'coimnerdal
|flnns who would build a central indn-^
[;erator^to!handle .bio-medical .wastes
from a number of inn hospitals plan to
draw business from a 70-inlle radius ot d,~ \fl,^^at 5/15 ISO
t il their means of disposing of medical ͣ.
jwaste. One of several possible options is
tto Install expensive, high-technoiogyj|^equipment to incinerators now used (
jbum the waste. Nurtierous pmallj ~ '
Ihospltals find that individual J
Incinerators are not cost-effectivel
^t)ri,wvWJ»eJth«id; toviroimw
activists oppose lirger-scalelBj^^Incineration. Neighborhood ^5u^|_'oppose location of incinerators In the!
^communities^'" *' ͣͣ' ͣ •^----—-—-'^-----
ta-mit^
for tomorrow
FGalnesville,* which includes the^ mostfpopulous ^countles3.1n ; Georgla-^j^The
IMlndus unit proposes to bum 10 tons of
Hdo-medical.wasto per.day,'buthas thtf
pSpidty Jbi6uhi'2^^ tons per day^Thlf
'?ft
jB,- -re there other viable aiternatlvcSfo^
safely disposing of medical waste? How^
^would they be financed? If you had tojSmakethecoirimuhlty declslAt on whatw
^dp; how would you handlethemedlcal' "*
____,___     ,„, itS^ur comment
appear on the spedal in<mthly^Jagel
i20^250j7ord^fireattSH^
iUiefed6fth'g<lt^^^e<inSa^
r^^^^se?'!*-.;rj-»»—I|''^K!gi»'tgKV*a(>1fJWr,'WWR»5^Petition against in6inerafo§
E with regard to the proposed medical '
fwajitc Incinerator, the people of Gain-'
'esvillc must take time to look at a Hall
fCounty map. The proposed site is 'one , g^ ^,~;'"ijrirTrr7;^-;rz^j;r^mllc CMt or 108&(orrCandler Highway >oCn001S ndVe nSeuS
!'60 at Fullcnwlndcr Road), three miles }^: Dclng * student »t GalnesvlllerHigfi";[from the downtown square and fourJtnd a member of the band,-1 undci'
fmllcs from Lake Lanler. The agriculture''stand the. great need for: this Jwm
Icentcr under cbaitructlon in Chicopce>referendum to pass.|S|^^|g|§|grͣJVoods Is 1,6 miles from the proposed :S^ I am appalled'a£ tJie'votera In'ourf site. The Elachee Nature Center is being Tcommunlty who think there Is no need
^bullt approximately two miles from the ,§ for a new elemenury.school and fine
• site. .feifttijeiSjfgisislsSsS^iS^ia'^^ arts  complex, i among cother^jthlngs,^
Recently a film about a medical waste r" Maybe those who believe .this'should
'incinerator operating In South Carolina'fvisit our cainpus. I'm sureyotiwoiild'
tyras shown.*Please..see the film when It^instantly^reeognlie.our lnade<jTiade«J
3» showfv'agafn and Icarft more'aboy'ej^They s-™ h°'J"st at ourschooJf^ltJlpTi>Hhls{hre»(.totheqUaUtyOfyourUfo.and/>Onie»o inadequacies exist InThe^enfl^Jthe value'of'your. property^ Do'^notSsystem. If )iou,'iii voicrs^'ilo not take.jiTiakS,the'fatal mlitakei pfwaltlng untll-sadvantage«.of;'jevery'i!i6pportunlty^tojthe smell reaches y'ou to learn the facta^^improve the conditions in our schools;^aboUtmcdlcal waste lnclneration.':liiS|^iS5what hope can vrejaa stiidents.^Y_^.----------,---------.....-----------...„..„^^....._..„,.. ,_.....---------------I'POSd-
p;If you oppose the hauling of medlcar,^;Uy have forour futinet?jfg^^'aste from.outside HalW County Into^t^f urge every voter to'vote.^^
;IlaU County, for Jncineratlon, please call ? our education*'After all,'we .can
.S67:2341 and ypti will^be sent a petition'.;^ learn and grow i^s much as ypuallo'
hFIowery Branch '{i|fffTililii^^Mtetey''*'^i'i^ Galnesvillaj
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I^Rezbhing^
B-Mlndls orncials have•alrice'iald 1<'«<^'<»»>«n3arenoTglvlngupliope
ithey are working to appeal the EPD ^of building a medical waste.In<^''
||iaiii3ii^
pthazardous waste forincineratdrl
By Clay Lamb«rtij^^^^^^
applied for a state permit standing       | A
between the . fledgling enterprise
^and a controversial medical wasteflnclnerator^planned^forAHall
KBut .local' governmSt^fflciiS
fplan_ .to i Introduce an 'ordinance
jTuesday'that would prohibit the
Mmportatlon of toxic, hazardous or
f Infectious wastes Into Hall County.)
f Such a law could choke the stream
^of available medical waste and kill
ithe economic beijeflts MIndls In-'
iClneration Corp. could realize from'
^building an incinerator.t^^^ij^iii^
jfeTh^ ordinance rcouldV.combinefwlth 'an:'unusual :'county-Induced
jFrexonlng"of..the company's May.
ji Drive land In a two-pronged attackSon V the^junpopular XIncinefatlonv
MIndls'announc^ plans In-the;
ipring of 1989 to build the incineKj
ator to bum medical wastes from »;
TO-mile radius In the Hall County^
plant.^At the time, the government ^
had ino'^regulations .regar(iing",ln|<Cineratio'n or medical wastesi^^^Since then a vocal citizens' groupj
las'emcrgcd.^wavlng mor^^thanj
3,000 :signature3rofiOpponents,lo3
iThe company applleo for^^jud;
Avaste'handling permit for",the"scc^
S^^jailoifl
_y^-or^«^rfgffenmgnfc
prator In Hall Couni___
{Commissioner. Lou^Staj^ITpro-
'fosed the rezonjng Monday'after
several concerned dtlzena pleaded
^for their elected officials to Inter-
I'vene li\ the debate.^^e planning^^mmlaaloi^.is no'w^cheduled.'to
ttake up the dlscuMion of the rcEon-
Ing and to fonrard a reconunenda^
^ tion back to the elected board.fl ~
'tk BUI Brooksher, a member or
ftlon for a Clev< Envin>nmeni^°uld^!!hls group had collected more than'
v2,700 names on petition* opposing
i-the MIndls plans..    _
^'It-goes ailoT'fu'i—. ^___,nnedIcal:^waate$inclnerator|^
fBrooksher sald.^^We have to knon..f that government"— at all level* — 1*'
fresponslviB to envirotunental cdi^
ir......"i I iirtiiiiipTw ffBmrmifiinw&. Commissioner Jane Henuner^ld
|the commission shared ACE't'en^Ivironmental concerns at the initial
^Mlndl* ^reionlng.^But,%because
Jeounty.' fathers .never considered
^the incineration vf medical wastej
^the commission had no grounds to1 disallow the'Mlndls request.'s^iil^i,"Inherently, medical waste In-feinerators were allowed," she said;
|i"But then so are elephant pit*. It's• hard to limit things jrou have no
teiThe move could provokeHf legal
rauOlenge /rom Mindis.'iThe'com*
jrpany ciurently'ls embroiled in a
fcourt.. battle; a^lnst ithe^niddle
tGeorglJj_dty'6f Grantvllle,*where'fdty coiincll members reneged on a
irezoning that allowed the compaity
Ito.bulld a similar incinerator jHHIHall Count]r;AdmInIstnto^ifflci
rer^ant said late Hondaylifteiiiodii
Rhat ithe^rezonlniig 'actionfalFeadr"—' l>een transmitted toTtbirpUnj'departmengpiej^iilatihe
"'planning emnmiaidoti%ou]d
to department-"
Rezohing
Dlansforincmer^^
|By'Cl«y UiinlMirt^^^^B^^^truclc medical waste — defined »aiTheTlmes .imi^ggg^^^^^^^' anything contacting human bloodL^^v«»»tfi..r^..^,«w,,^,,- ...Z^m- from a 70-mlle radius aroundwHoplng to block construction of» Gainesville for burning and dis-
S proposed medical waste Ihcln-^'posal l'C'^-'''^[^^^^^SiS^^Sferator.HaU County commlsslon-^Lartf^Jj^^j^^ff^Jur^|eTsjyoted_^unanimously Monday ^^ong„ approved a reioning to a'
5-.to>«fne «n 8-acre tract belong-J^heavy Industrial zone that »1-^ to MIndls jndneratlon Corp.^ u^g^ Incineration. Later, com-'
plThe^'acUon {could jbrlng the t-missjoners amended county xon-|propertyjtunderfnew.ttougher:g'lng ordlnances.'removing Indn-'llandjuse^restrictlons that would Jemtjon f^m the list of land uses
|preyWit'inedl^2^2*Jf'^??"^^that are!allowed _wlthout.gov;;;Fliii'iT|'j[(t|IKt^iB\l^]i")fcifliVri'iMf>      ..........III! re'vie'W.'^gl^^^^^aSMIrra3S5fnlfias^6rwirdedl^^
piephone^ to.thelr ^^^r,^r,yiit>^eni>l P^t^on DM-W intunr, decUned <jnunent.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ , -^^^ ,^^l^e^commlssion » ?<tleclslon1 j^^jj^ permit, .further deraU-^e_after more than a year of^^'^J^^^., p:^;^^j^mmunltyldebate iaboutithes. - .4'**««8«.».i'|T^*^?T- -«*^
pompariy's'plaM in'Hall CoMty;iPI«««« •• i^B«2onlnfl]JMlndlaldffldalslhadi hoped ^toj Back'p»B« thla'aisction^
5\\s\qo    11^, lort-
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roon't accept polluters]
i^tlScIear to me that our dty 6>uncImembera aren't-Interested li]^future1 [piwctwiviroruneM^I1^t?£ofahu«S^Ha^a^So9Sn._JJyBrookshef)rt>owed^ipi%"ffth«ilmportancelprsSrote&oiffofjSu? "aand;rtfite«llve«ifoPjaU-'n35iT*n
jthe7propose<ffcedl«u wSe Incln^
Srator^&ybulltXthe'quallty' of Ufe.for[Galnesyllle/Hall' County and surroiindj'jrig areas wlU be harmed greatlyf
'^JMe^MlndiavCorpdrsitlon'wWd'fiave' ,..^„.^.. _^„ .—.™.^..,.- „j^._._.„,|J)elleve^that;most of.the emlsslonalpopuuuoti growth In HaU County«IfJ.wouldibejtrapped.and therefore notJtKey wete.'irthey would not have^^scape from the smokestack Into the air.f ]<,wed Mln'dls lonlng apprtrvral. Instead,,Wou-and-r know that actualopcratlng rjhey have set a precedent for Industries^ffondltlons usually vary from the Ub<>y|,»ho are un-wanted elsewhere because'Tratory .ideal and that much would: es%,f their poUntUIly harmful effects orfms-^- "V" ^—V*'-<6— 'SCrift^' -'Jape Inlo the air. But keep in mind thatltheien^ronment.f I. hope ,thieyiwm»»*>n"y ta^taJfiik^buSSSfflteSMSfivhardoesn't. go out of the .smokestack Jreconslder and revoke zoning approvalm^'ve done to teU othen If ruptS^M5*malns at the site and will be buried Infon the property.Hindis purchased.?!^"'-----^—— ͣͣ-"'—•-»--"^^-'^ —5bur county landfill. No thought has been H for one,-wlU be sure and vote for"*'given to lining the landfill to reduce thej^ore forward -thinking ^Wmmlasloff;risk^6r|groundwater ^conumlnation^ftcome election tlme.ii|M|^|j^^MWanyJpeople and much Uvestock and|^, ^ ^^ agalnrtaT^SStiy^sfmuch egg production and much poultry|5,j^ j^at pose possible environmental;drink.well water In Hall County. Land-iblems. We have all the right IngrejnU\runoff,^lll How.wlth creeks and.|^,nj, f„ ,^^,^ , desirable, iioughtlstreams toward the OconeeRWerwhtahJ,fte,rpl,ce ^ Uve and work.'JLefalK"S>^S!^'S?*"*""*3SBS|P8wSSEpreserve that image and build om It!BThe dioxihs and Other toxins whkh dof wisely. Lefa Invite the kind of industt^escape Into the air wUl settle on the land |that will make a positive contributionl
IWel
IPIeaseTaeelthisiiitpeifchancM
5/30/^0
4-KV
KEMTl
LGalaesTlUe]
where farm animals graze and vegeta¬
bles and grain grow.'Some of the fly ash ]Vhich'escapes from the smokestack will j
fall Into or be hashed Into Lake linier.,"'
w
miedical waste incineration, please come.
[to^the'.Cheatatee.Ub'rary on Thursdaylj'MayV31.-at 7, p.m^TheVideo^Usts one_hourand is free, ' '^ " "'"
|if!you'i«'noFon?of the 4,600 wKSJive alreadyfslgned V petition,'pleaseͣ011967-2341, " '
BUBITXWOSD
FFIowery Branck]
to the people and environment of Hall'
[County ,_^______"^.The questlonTs not how muciTpdlu!tion Is tolerable from the Hindis Incin?
tntar'imt how many more poUuten
^wiU our cbmmimion put' their stamp of
approval qnt And where were the dty;
'manager or *«n the mayor^when the_people of HaU County were being told •'
^contaminated plg-ln-a-pokel JMDJiiaimai
FEEDINANDEOSA
^ .„ .GalneayUle'
icUs owix was rezoiied bjr the Halt--------'• —- ͣ~---- ^ r-rfniijtMiraMii
iBy Clay Lambartj
TheTlmesJ
SiytifClnewiu^ornclala may
ijoln'thclr.'pccrs In county govern-?]itncn't In what could be. a mcaay flghtl
nigalnst ^plan^ T^for/a^controversial;
[medical ,WMte." Incinerator Jn HallfCoumyi
ISSnlS!!%the'^nnlt:,would^m5S"^lEjivlro-SoIutlons Inc.'.to begin coh^a^fileja brief 3on;bc>iair^fjthJitrucllon on the unpopularjliicin^county pmltlon In opposition {0 thg'erator In unincorporated south IlallWplans.'jtJjf ij:nvln>-Solutlon»l|lricJr-iiintY 'rif.rtfjftiii!f)^'1''^Sif{i5BfeS8i£!*^"'"^'''''"l" known as Mlndislnctijc^^ Lawaon later, wlthdrewTicr^r^gatlon Corp. City ipXridals didn't rulerqucsl.'WhIch could haye'madethe^ut the posslhility of .becoming^'dty government a'party; to'anyafparty to future lltlgatlohV'ii.iiujini«uijwii4n jmi ijiLji""''*''"" ""'' Jo'i^'y llahle'fSV any^^Palmour respnlly. has'SSttsuIt'___^Butthe'HtyS3rount^may^^Judgincnt the company rnlght>ln^(ith county.attt)rneyii^h<HJare'Ief^J.wlth^elr.4'handa ,tled,'^ac^agaln.it Hall County ofnc'lalsTi^j^^^gstudying' ways ;to; prevention*'cording 'fo^Galneatllle's attomcj^fejj;! feel that the county Ui trying to^'MructionJof/thev^indne'ratolgthi]whotoIdcouncllmcmber»Tuo3day^nop; this;   and ."our,nittcrventKin^sald.       __      "   _ __„that,the tran-iport and dinpoiial of^nuld help them.'.'t-Lawson aald.'^sLairfweck^iittnriie^fehdaiijwaste Is largely controlled by sutp©,'^!* ;(ln"rinerat<>r)" Would ^ affect s Frost,'Working for (Titf Hall County'and federal governments^j|S^g^^^>ur real estate values In the- cIty^f^,Commlsslon,-r.. presented -^aii'j^brdl-"GalnMville City Council iSembe^Galnosville and a lot of other thingj^inancc that Vimld'ban the'lni^na'-_jsy;Lawson-'aal<cd'that the dty^aa well, -and we.jnecd to^act ^tOji^tlon.of Jrifectlous.^wast^ntolth^Sattorney be aulhori2ed\o Intervenesprevc'nt lt."JL.5>ai^S(j^!;*^^^|^^p,^'j;j-;^*j^j-c j^^^^ifni'afsUteJ permitting proccsa.ii If jfeThe council Instead laitructcd'/.p,., 30
KB, ^B
ncinerator-.
(ConiTntitd from p«g« IB) ^^g^^^^^lntcnitatecommcrce^ml'niy^ror^Jlsposiih^at^oV^^faimbuf^^ ^"^mipk^ with'an earlier commlsalonWavoid any litigation agidiiLst.Envirrtlsplro'd;*'rc:-/onlng ;po.f ^ property^Solutlons for now, "".....""i)'wiica^l^Envlr()-SoIutlon3.^The»^.I.d rather'noflnterve^feoning ctmMJtircd thc'rompttnytj^aing ctlge ofalrapfdly em.'U'vfSf'jf'^l^^iL'li^*^'!^^ lnw;':?»>e^ldi<S^The';4rofta:WJ^^y-^i^^mifef^l^^^^f^^l^^W'"'** a Ilttio rockyrBnd It's going tol^Wc^^^^v?raIpS?pS|'gct,rockler^- "   -=»• ͣ-—--lcrar,laws;tnat'Brc;Svonl3otncijjM_ni6u?.tr)ld the city ctiuncll.ijrm^ficrllaU County's IcgblaUveMclJiBiwTrr^^about,thc''fact that the^egailon wrote ;to Georgia;^I>ep^fetlotnl go'vfcmmcht has'm'c^t oftheSWcntJof l^aturaltResourccs^^oi^ͣiS'JhtroI over hovj^th'U stuff mbvcs.WJnlasloncfjjLconard rLcdbettcrJoptihavel^nyfcontrol ove^poslng the Indneratorjj
^^^^l^j^tfmaiiliti >aiilWrt*MipMttWiW|^WWWWWI|
tTiN following ls''th«'Uxt of flattwlMRt't^OMrgla^partiMnO'Natural RatounM CetnmUalOMr Laonanr U'db«ttar>n Mondsy^aipttaring opposltkM to Uw plant tt Envlr>S«lutloiMltne;$nM tattanmjaltiwd by »«<i. Watnan Daal and B»p«.^J«ny Jaduet^Bobbyawwpj "
WTeOtr.g
W^AliXV.
mi urn. 6,000 Of ouT'ConsUtuems hava^algntd'petltlor^gaihs^rttlpnipoted MIndIa madlcal wa*w InckMratdCbeingibcatedllQIailCourltySOur legislate* del«iatl<m Contlnu«s'to'T»questVQSclditIonal3Mttwcauaa the hjaring twW On a holiday '(Apirtl.13) diJi»---.;-^»«"-'
public
A!jn »ddWo<^»A'^tootln(»TdTii'6pis6i»ajB3K«»QBjnedlcal waits Indneratsn hOurOstrict^lK
«j> "^B would apprecUta your eon«ld«f»tlen t
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i'*S^%ifs-S?!?sw¥-v« ͣJ?!**?'*' ijmVM'^yff^'
J/Ve need more facts before makingxiecision"_ I iji.'j"      I    11      I. ' r .     .      "  I     I "...I'n jiii".!!^". iiiiiii   ,„il'jJIWBjjJ(jl|l|JllfMBiiiilP^Thc prnixMctI iiite lif the Mlndla Iniu nirdlcal waite,' do not load Allanu'i' make the' earth and III lnhabltu<uTthe!yolume' or\the^aateTitrramTI
.'clnrmtiir pomlhly could lie In two wa-|. prnblom onto trallem to be hauled Into- hcalthy;^afegjy'°^-i'Jifea%,J"-^iii'(i^ grown. People in Ihe medical pnifcaalon.
tenihvila. thmw upix-r and utHlerxnnind   Hull lUninly. Each entity muni live with ^^.^.j^^^^^.TItESESEA BBNNETT f. ahould look at the Itema they are ualng'
-flow ctmUliio into the t)ci>no«ha.'ilnandr|la iiwn.waiile and learn to recycle and   -.   .^-        .
alrrani iioiiihea.ilwiird Into the Allaiiilc.' irtertllio and Invent new melhixla. Only jgS'i*?^-"<iSf^jJJ^^Ocean and,or the Cliattahoochec ba.nln.  In Ihla manner will Atlanta aprnd the . »i. hurri/n<»Arl«H'.which  finwa thmuiih. Atlanta «outh--(ali'nt, energy, and money to aolve lu   PIW liUI 1/lltJCUOU^
wiinl, ͣ fomilnit   the   Alabama-GcorKla' j>n»ltlcm,   .     ͣ ͣ
.border,   bv<'uniliT«^thi_^ Apalachlcola .^ Nowaomrdii."VheKTllcSdiA* fTorliK ami eventually <y I quote fronf
ͣflowhiK Into ihoCulf of Mexico."~~ F-appearlng In The Tlmca on May .16
'CaliieavlUe*^dally and «ee;which'"one«TC0Uld-bel
placed b/reuiable ifemiLji   '
Honplial indneratont ihouli
fitted with J'ataie.of the art'.;^ayttemia
• ͣ« vr^.t- ͣ;•• .'i-iifjri I offer thet following quote* frora^fof reniovlnn_pollulal\ta fr;m*what. la j
i<rV-"?r^ Jr^v>^n>»<«rt»l-*"'*'»d during-Earth' DaySlwimed-JW.^ dowtn^d.'fpllifc^ufTi^ljIf JfLrtler to, the Editor   ob«;rvancea: .**^%2^-4fci^si*»* »'><>uld be carefully acrcSiitfV. loxinaj
j^\The ClmltnhiMKrhoc la the mn|or water"^whlch xtates: "Source reduction,:iitip|ily*for mtire than 5tl p(>rcenl of 'elavlnit. landnillnit. and a pn>f(i
.ami abo fur.Mnjthca.tt ^1- . lntcn.HC stuily seem to be viable i
*^Ti,.iev..i4^r^^^-^i*-T^t^>/*';'v',r.ltlvea.to a tcchnolofdcally quick
aupply*for mtire than
iCieontluna
~^ahamiuniti
auto-'
pn>f(ram of
altema-
fix for
. ͣ•VlnelneratloB aeema by ha' very J>«-^p„, difference between burning a few-tore todolltttetoredu«theam«>nlofl^ JO ^ J, ,w««e generated In the n« pUce. ͣn>e|,'^ "^ ^^ ^ , tas-nSort dibualneaa of Incineration maximtaea SJ^^, . ^
proflta by Incinerating ;maxlmum#'~""^"°°'
amounta of waate.*^"^'t "*"" • ͣ'* ͣ•"—- — ͣ•ii|~,,-,.»*,."».o" 'w ͣ ͣmoontaof waate "    >7li li3llh^ Wi lnljUTT'*'''^'^'** **** ^^ *^^\gronile;lhu«un(lerKroundwaterl«n'f«' ua to spend the time, energy and money "..VV^ . ' *iW^^iB5»*«»S^Bthately borne by. thetcon«umef(Xibut1pienilfui a.1 in Ihe aqulfeij-.of'South* to make the anaweni for today not be ͣ*"1'!"'»«"<'" ͣ i*"* *'»""'y l''**"^ptoducm of diapoaableltcn^
(ieorgla.'(Xir major aource of. water   the toxic nightmarea for tomorrow." . •.jment available for Womedlcml waatt.V.todijp„„ of Itema ihouid alao be made!
- ͣcom« from tht-ralm which fill our-   , ͣ, ^ ͣ  BURI.J.WOW>   AutocUvIng, of Weam aterlUiatlon, b 1 i to help pay the cost for their dl»poMl<
• riven which fill our rc!<er>i>lra like Lake} "j-jTr-j^" ' ' ' ͣ *''V Flowery Braacll procesa to iterillie medical waatea prtof ^ jn,,,,^ „f relying on financial consid4: UiiU-rrWe have a mural-obligation tot • ͣ•';>. .J", .v.; ;ji:4,V-..v. •:./^ atone .when we, make long'
"priMect our Umlteil water aource f'^^J Chnrf torrn aftllVflftni ""^^Mfe ͣ"SiiKe It la estimated'that"bn^ ISSrange dedsiona,.might It not be'alaoj.ounclvc!!, our p<»terity and for thoM''«•'" ͣ I'lCllll 3UIUUUII9 --H^^'percent of medical waste la potentially .^pnident to look t( the envlronmentr"
•downitream. .Our watct la abo thclri'-i Short term aolutlona Include auto-^ inrmloua, perhap* atrlct segregation S bottom llnefj~-"°-~'^'^*^^*"'^^~""'~
' wa^ersuppiy.SiJ.S®sa5|?^ii-AjWV-«>?'''***'^'"'*°'~f"''''"'*^ of Infectloua i '    '    '   - "    * *^     .......-^^
fcWhat kinds of toxic wast* would be^ der pressure for sterilization,) recy-
I waate, autodavlng, land-
^       - -. fill g and source deduction offer a _
"emitted In the'smoke coming from--ding, and the conadous* choice to :.tcmporsry Impr^ement over - the i'--—^-"K-w.—^-w-T^-n™- _ .--..,,
>eillcal wa.ite Incinerators _— or anjc create lew waste Initially, ,v\j_ ͣ :->•:'' ͣ present situation until better technolo-£|SSU6 RlOrC COHiPlCX-other lndnera"tom7;';s5^ig63i^S**«'- J;." 1''* county shoukl appoint • p«utel oT (les and solutions are avaiUble.'^jrtgMjIfe,--.,.»^-»<*ji-a.wT»-«»-^^What kinds of toxic wastes are In they medical community-members, *nvl-.•J!.,^ .-pj^ j,^^ solution to the •mMlc3jp-^''« ''"•°''*' waste indneral;iBhcs7 If.they are buried and have! ronmentalbta, and other responsible Vwuie problem must be sustainable and > ''""'"''°'* *°'"'''" "'""*'*'"''"''lntoxicanta,vthe scepaije would flowa community, leaders. Such a panel will ',nvlronmentaily sound Today's aolu-i*""* ;Mlndla ilntematlonal <(Envt:
ͣInio. tljo^rlver ,baslna jf ouivwatcri have both the technical skilb and the. ^tlon, ,houid not. become toiDotiow'a'j*''"'''""' P^P"*^ •"ͣ^S^SSSla.'**Mrr'yiW^^igg^ig^J!)g|jjS^p^j^^i<ffTt;tC r^'*^"*' involvement to come up with ;ctoxic horror stories.*!*^«jiBiS^i^s^fc'^*^*^ ""^ ^^*^ ^^^""^^^liwWSySF'^WedonThaveenoughfactatomake'«5 creative aolutlona. No bsue te more.'Ji, , _____ Kj.j.^^SS'tl.n VZ.iHi^Ks."'* '°*<* *«s paved for HindisrSily InfoVmed dedsion on any kind of i algnincsnt than a healthy future, f s^sJ&i.'^Pf!^.,"^,'^j^" "^^SwMte Incinerators at this Umc;, ThankS-fc Other questions must be s...ked.WhaS|?"„?ij^?^*!Slf^^lV™i Il.ll C^<,.tM eomn.l~lon.ri for dej M.n. e.o th. m~ll/-l rommooltv I.V. J&F«~"•5"°'*'™""~I!?H^*f^^i''?-
I^J0HNST0N ͣ
Santee-Nacoocheej
Some doTand do^iotsl
(.Ha^iwaul(lXl|hi|idleiflh^med)c«ll]laTprohlem?^
;43l^caS££9s;a^'-
^Vou Hall .County cnmmissionera for dc-fl steps can the medical community takSL^
iding toTlntrnduce^protective^rdljJ to reduce Ihe amount of waste? We all]iltn^elSMbttSiHlH^IBISf^iM^MI i"**^ demand and support the taking oL
YUiKEI all po«8lblestepfc«L
g»lneivlllej|{Which to more^tofUniTThr^'    "  jitfctrUvtnfw of »largejnedlcal-wai
^iKlncrator or the protectkin of each I
|tu4from.>hazardouavtoxins' that .are!
calrcsdy^making ua akk and polluting'
he.enly planet we haver       " "~
^We all must work to(
.j^urXin'utual; prDblems,.;).andtllla i\bobvlously inadequate, L«t'a not cor
^h^.landflll problem,'however, by
atliig.jthe£medlcml.-,wastejlndnerat.VrDblem4W«jieed to kwlr deeper fc
hnnovailv^hoUstlciJaoIuUoiW "- ͣ ''—
JWrnpIyiirew problemsT'—
TJhe'fimVJMmel that'
enhTbhitlons (O'thls Immediate'^
Sleni?alnTaltlmateIy launch oneSif.
|aayyinostchalIenglna;frdHs£a"rmradlgnff6i<he*ltl»^o devekip'L.^Iterm'soluaons requires ethical courage;
jlivilghtgand't^strong iommltment,'"
tBETrXDAVENPOrrj
IGalaeerUla!
aste management" Industry thst ha*
n the support of aoUd waste agende*
and eonsnltants.-.Wlth the^lndnentor
iora at..theIrgldeRthe)r.'ͣconvince1: tmmmentxofn(^ali^that|these
le of the ait'llnclneraun must beV
u'of the!ioluiloti'to'the local Klld*
Ibixn r ab ]
Sror'sftiteilonbea  ~
|rinif^tJ<5c»^«^IairCeaniyWlajrha»iH^rohlcm'Jvlth^edical.lvasfe^do.Tiol!
^ ilIow-Ji8tItl™a!«iif,addltlbnaJ itiedldir
ifrsSCTgMhrough^ from>^70-mll<ftnbcEurficd nrafOalne^Iledlliidluf nearOalnesvin S
lilii^IinCpuntyrK
Mfnrampldly'fllling
HngiMrcdlcaft^aStft
8 htllliSfi'liKopIe.td he
"** ͣ ^tliik hailftrdUs
25!<r(g!ii<(rifi3
glledkal wute'seema to be a pnblenr
j^requlilng a i^eda] solution. .While It t'
e that^'^rtalit'componerita'^Q'
dka] waste atream do require r
I handling In their dbposal.'a gi
brit/of thia waste la neither In
not*.-body fparta mnd could.,
treated as regular wast4 as kmg aa K
'^ mixed .with infectloii* >
'teal community ^would great], _
i.themeed for special di3i»nl%^
« by maintaining a policy of 1
K»eparatkm|bf^i'
istegenetatei
BnlUtffewS
ols and mat<rrials used In the i
.. J;wertt»«aabl«SWItl>Vl<Jet,
etbtqilastlcs In'Vmlcal titeRsils 'a
aperXthrow'tway'drapq'and >* ͣ—
rwaste problenia.-^Wltli IiiuwllbltlllVanjmal and political power atJuuKf^IocaT
|Wnd*laJ.lhToughou^Vi«jeounti7gu»"ken'on grand totirs of facnillesfwlned»
d-dlned (and]^woise,)|and 'glverig
^.Jireallstl^pbrtnyaltpl^the^ecohdin.^land ehvlioTunentsi] cohs^uenc^'bf Ji^
£<lneTation.^They;are; sometimes joined
ifenvirohmeiitallAs'j
!ntIan;3tiMnevltjS
frecycniuRfforUjI
Kvlth'th^^te^'tedj:rUrali;
bccesfatl
|Pl«a*« I**! tnclnarat
M^pI^O     IB
Haluzonmg board
jByClayLambtrt
jJheTlmes
t.'«al fire fnim an Envlro'Sotutlons inc;"?^__.^ uridtT lofia ._.......___......'ot'tornoyj tlio Hall County I'iunnlnrtConiiril.'Hlonon
ͣMonday ticcllncil to act on urczoninK iwtlllon that
%oulil havt^tlirown another hurtllc In fmnt ofplaa-i'for a mctllcal waste Incinerator iiouth bf
pfaitean, the bonrtl talilotl <hc rcxonlnR^^hlchwould make company nfnt'lal.t pro.wni the Indn-
.'.orator plun.t before local offlclal.s all over asaln -'
{untililhesaetlonSlaTcvlowcd by Hall County'r^^ni.o.oi VmjLnjjij-'jJll.i"-.- .u ."'  ' ti' "' "•   ' "
jj^llall County authorities were (hrowlng j?.-i.wllne^
!Pi^MMs;^Ht;?3ii^^^^^^^>,
Hurcile
ohn Black mon
'^aOtUaaa thig-jeetionj
(Continued frooi Ps^a 1 A) -^
fcbrnpany^''sald attorney^
^nts Enviro-Solutlons.i'     ^___....^ __
l^'MTiLt proposal is a bald-faced attempt CyTht? county
ͣt6'''dcny the property owner (Envlro-Solutlons'Inc.'.
the right to use his property;^! Blackmbn told planning]I'commi.s.slonera.^jswjW^ifj^ie^^^g'*^**'*'''^*''*''*'^^
Vl^^ Aml-,16- avol^iJ?rt6"iB*tffid^dxr
' aiioni'cii, I. urKo thin fommliwlon .to.,,
|KMiil,V ho nddod,V;#4«^^^|L       ' ^    ^^i,Tl<e ciMiniy-lnnpTretl reji)nVnS'Tii"'^ri«)riltll''Htl(
and a violation of tluc pnx:cs.s rlglits, Hlackmon'sald.l^
'^'\ -think (Ulackmon's) got ,a^polnt,^planning
'c<Jmml».tioncr Joseph Goble sald'j^lf we're going to l>cjsued for this, I'd like to hear from the attomey^^^^
-J*.The rezoning proposal was designetl by,.the"clectcd
Hall County Commission and Iw legal staff., It makes'
Incinerators allowable only with express permission o^
the board. That pennis.sion would jjequire two more•pufflf fisarlng mM Wi\^^M^^^^^^i
;J3 awaiting worxl froman admlnlsiraflve la'w Jiiilgc If?
J'Atlanta regarding its appeal of a permit denial Issued
:':by Department of Natural ^Resources Commissioner
\ Leonard Led better,%&;^^
'waste!
PLincinerator
(CsnUniMd from P»b« 8A]
Tc3ij«!otrand"recJ?l!iiig^The;Irf
tlneratori'dependj fonia) steady,
^waste|iitream^Reducllorij'recy'~'tUngTdna^^^^Htail that^wasi
yXSor this relatM to our ciSlrroiif
idneratloti-haaJicen proj
^moted ^by|5,Gcor«la'8 jDNR/EPD _5(whlch also'prdmotcs Industry and ͣ
ItradcOi'-by.the governor, and by'
}regional agencies. With the.recent
j3ushj;for>.Jntcgratcd waste man*
.agcmcnt for northeast Georgia, It
jls ^nojj!;Wondcr jthat jthe • -Mlndlsf propMal •_wasnT:sceiv>afUer' for
|,what It really Isi'^^JSJllfiiiSiei^S^
BnXBROOKSIIGR
Ing de^HenCleslivMlnd
IJo^V zoning gres^ctloh
Kwould prote«jthe_^unt^fi^5iThe'overwKelihlJ^^pixMitlonfIthls'facUltyauggestaJIgbejS^|upon;?lnlthe^ronge^^iJme!6rposaible^I^scal'0fflcUla^w«uia
tad 369?;Th!at'7a lot of Hghways'
thatVtotiidbefdamaged by|the'waste itrucks.fthua .raising?the
'costijOf highway and tiwl^"-
^Channel v2," HamptbnJ^SCsreSearched'their medical wa3t7lri\_,-------._^       »-..,,.-^.5
xlnerator!bperaUon>;They..notedfceIve support Initeaddf^elng tjvthat, at times, trucks ,\»ereUned?outrage^thaWa)uldffe3ultj|fror'iip for 4 or 6 days waiting to dump^inactloti^MSP);thclr waste. The trucks were notfefj^ was'dhazed by^JUrtiircfrigcratM 'Juid there were flles^rescarch report done by SamDal
and maggots.'.What effect would f ton regarding th«;;Hamptoriij^.(
this have.on bur thriving poullryg Incinerator. This notorious facillt;
IndintryT^jg^gjggjajMpaffltt^Iti renowned for howltjias nilneu^' A^thorougnTstudy^8hould^^Ha ͣmpton;3fe'cpn6^^^made concerning all of the poten^health-wlse^Yet Mr.tDaytonTntlals and variables, Including en^parl only;;PraIsedjlt»|pp€r»iIpfylronmental (land, water and alr),'^ Implying .our'eommuhltyAwoulitraffic flow and street/high way^beneflt by "having such a faaUtyJ^Gainesvllle^upkeep costs before any Industry,^^There are currentlylltcriiatlvi'business or organization of any ^^ing used Instead of Incinerating'.kind Is allowed to even bo consid^mcdical ;.waste.*Thesej|lncIude,'ercd for location In Mail County.t^jource rciluctionl^paratlonfant
MARION WOLKOWSKIf autoclaving.' It Is'liidicrousJtoTM'""' ~ ......'" G«lne»vllle*sume we will solve our hospitals^_^        _ ggSjg^^^problcms, with their small volumelNapH «trnnj^ flrtlni1^^°f waste.lby: allowing a'feglonaljneea strong d*'l«Onj|g:,ncinerator in and processing hugej
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'ms^mrnm-ms^'it^/m
dea
&ISwlSa
I writewTlth a scnseo'f urgcnqrSvolumes/of iwaste.'^That >U41ikeldcrstandlng that the Georgia Icurlng »'hangnallbvicuttlng^ri
[Study Yarlablesj
'^Just south "of exit 5 off CandleV]
.Road la the site that the Mlndls
•Jincineratbr Cony.' hopes to use for *
jthe construction of an Inclncrnlor^^I
IJIarge;enough -to ;bum, medical;:understanding that the, Georgia .;wa3te from a 70 m'lle-radius. This;" Environmental  Protection  Dlvi-tone's a:
iwould Include Atlanta and go Into Jsloti Incinerator decision is Imml-^
|crcaso In the county tax dlgc3t?.';,tcctlnglnd4stries'rlghtat<fpollute; rfUieal IIIC lUUd _ySome^aupervlsory ^pcrsonnelgat the expense of our health and^^J /ear that putting an'IndneriR^would bo needed and a few low-^envirbnmwent^j^^l^^lg^e^^^gtoroff Camllerllighway-wouldbe,fwage Job9,"'but no large employ^^^^Thls leaves ourlocal" ofncials.«an awful dcclslon.^I protesfsth'rmcntopportunltles'ig^l^^g^wlth the decision of how strong of ^ Idea of a medical waste sltenearj
fBOB BROOXSIIES'
l_Clermont]
ici
"' "'piSliL,jidWi5§aitji
[utaflpnll
jJitJ^eff^.i.beftc£.Bn'd_
„      jr3t
iptacT^fwjjh?$^l
rplaicealhi
'  EatWDalji;;.rason^Thj^l"Utagt^e
iroducUSBe^n";|the^lacgWe;"^nvlron'mehV
frce^ir.^ybt^
'^buraeir;ifivlllbc8
" ͣ "''"•"^ jARRI5|!fPBw,..(ohnion.IIlMhJcIiboi
\m^\
(^Mo
ByarafKanlUi vts |j^, howevec does no< reduce volume and ' Enviro-Solutions will Initialiyl^ean^vulety^oV puj^o^ more wan 20.:for The Times docs not disinfectJ#;5«.-fi completely or
WfrJJ?t»^ifV..^.^^t^>.^' ͣ -?-;;».»- ͣͣ -..i. ͣ*'''''*'/ " IncineraUon. This methodWMi^iSMAVrJ'm^?M^^^'-''^ results In saturated waste which'v,We sll need a placcwhcre hospitals' .must be dispoiwd of at a landfill Both.doctors, dcntlsu and veterinarians car? the state and the federal govemmenudispose of their medical waste prop; ͣ.rerognire incineration as the preferred:s:;^-p^tyThfrra<iZTn"-rr w"w'^ s^ 'v^"^ "" ""^ ͣ^ ••^.^'-^^^^^^'^^y'^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^•s?"!ri(u7ui::,"nt^;iat':Tus'rS.,'";^^^^^week 15 baas of medical waste wer<^' > ͣ ^'^^ "*" (^""ty? Hall County Is the    ͣ'"''' ͣ =>^%^^|SM^^^8iSJiS""<t- There wlU>e norwastOraterlͣfound Illegally dumped In a t^KalB" r^°,?,*?,7,C'J.l,°i'""^..^T"?^*- ^'''"&OfV^i^^^^^^^^^!''V^l*f^^Shmm^ .._-_(County parlt.jNone .of us want the/, J)^P'^Jf;j^°'^°"_^f'[J •'"^"fffff   auggested Impr^tlcal alternaUves and-^i^e/do^not^-
area within about 70 miles of Caln--J^yeats. and well over 20,000 units have'-:esvllle. Thi*Inclner«tor will provlde»:: been builu Hospital Incinerators haM
proper medical waste disposal for the been used In Hall County for many,;
area around Uke Lanler. With the Tyears; The Envlro-Solutlonslncinera-s
Incinerator, the IjUte Lanler region c»n^4or, utiUiing modem air pollution .con^avoid the kind of Illegal dumping thati.trol technology,, will cleanse^and teg
"shores o'f Uke Unicf to turn into th(J' , ™ '":'"*" In the area. To maintain - have made false charges. Steaming iSpPOM the Envlro-Solutlons.Iocinera?comamlnatcd shores of .New Jersey. iMi."r .v!     It''", to ensure  Its   waste as they propose Is simply not as. tof «pcak'for.the-,m^or)ty.ipr-ilali:'ͣif.^ ͣ     ,.,      .    ͣ     j    • _,   .    ^'^'Krowth and development, Hall County, -"-^.------;-':,__^r^ "   ""P'^. ,   .   •,'~...V„ij..V. i^.... .i....'.«u_i_,„<iTi.The problem Is .already serious, and   ----^    - ͣ     "...... '.   . ,   , ,,  ͣ       ,.-,     ,„,• needs the Enviro-Solutlons Inclnera-By the end ofihLi month It will Iwcome lor. Hall County customers will havefar worse... Erfcctlve June 21), new: first priority In luing the liicineratorleglsliillon will prohibit dLipoMl of^when It U built. With the constructloi\
unlrcaleil mwilcal wa.,te In Georgia jlf_ihe Enviro-.Solutii>ns Incinerator,landrills. (.overnmcnl has man.lated a   Hall County can control its own future
effective as incineration, and It Is far sCounty residents. Even they recognize'
harder to regulate and control..Hospl-ithe medical wasfe problen^urthey;tals are In'the healthcare business, not joff''no workable aolutlons™!ig||"In the business of dUposlng of medical gfcwhlch^^ brtterf'an'flSmeguffil_,.waste. ^nviro-Solutiona will Instruct runcontrollable.^unaccountable.fandTIts customers to properly separate and Expensive sorting or steaming disposal;
package medical waste for dl3posal.:}sy5tem, oramodemIncineration facil4new era. I'miKT disposal Lvnow re-   and not be deoendent unon „ h^« t„   P«<^''»«« jn"'™ *•«« for dlsposal.Jjsystem.oramodemIncineration facil^.qulred.iEverynne   reco^lze,, that   makedL^S^^cky.v^Uble r^i;::j,'7'''T^^ P'™'""' "<""P!S!£a£!^ii^:ii<imcthlngmu.«b*done.JZiai,aSi:«4>-'i;,«„.      V^    >"" ͣ")'»»»"»Die. .^_.^|^j„edlcal waste. U prohibited I l|      II     III      illllll |>liillglltJiTm'The quctfons are h-.^vfn^'ll.^^^L*?''',J*-"'.""^^Lf "l^!."?"??''''!?^' ^^..!'"!?!L!?;«n"-..E.™' 'fMlndneratlAtVtR'iSjSSSa^>^''^''5,"""'P',™.•"''"**"''*'•" ͣ'* ͣ'^ring   In   w»te  fromThe regional incinerator proposed b)l ͣ. County?   • ' ͣ•*..Knviro-t>4>lu'tlons Is the right an.HWer to \v,__   ͣ. *     • ͣV"<**i^ outside   Hall    separation were pcrmlaiilbte. the costi to treat and dispose of medical wute|
' Ixith questions. ^ right answer IQ '^"  " '     "^'t*'•*'W?'SJlOs*'*^E«? *°;^ proposed uS^^tiirS'h^c^;^»r--The answer Is safety, environmental   ?'"'"'*•'"'•'''' ?*«''»'"*«n«<l.'»'th.Sand will omf,       -      - 'ski«h-,~ii~i Kill. »_» — ..^^J5»_^*a'«' will protect Hall County .todayshigh mnlical"'"»: :|^^jggj^^|whlle erauring lu future rowth^^ͣͣ\ Medical waste disposal la no threat ta^Crri'Kcnitlx 'X'^i^ipai^nS^b^,anyone when conducted by profes-vEoWro-So/ut/onav-the'rcHH/iame'/or'
alonals   using   modem   Incineration ^,WieAflnrt/j/nrtneni(/on Coy., the/7fm':ami   lncln,.ryii.,n    Hi-.m   ,......,„„,i •»...,.„i.„  I-----,:.: ͣ'. ͣ'.'.' ͣ' ͣ'. "......-   "I"'!'"""". ThU technology la proven ; fAslpmposes to bulW J rp;(iona(medf-^and  incineration.  Steyn  treatmentl tapacliy I. peeled In Hall County, jand reliable. It. has been used for, «^l«7 wa«clnc(nennorlni/'./;CouniXj!^;
• «i'«iti**s:j«i,«4Si*j..ii' ͣ• ͣ^-'"-' ͣf "»»'eiy, enviroi"aJ^Whv fhV.ln-r,,T..'«»^a**S^#^''f protection, and economics. To operatei,Whylhclneratlon?,^§^2p*:f,-.,;J „fe|y ,„d control p„iiutl„n, an Incin-''.J-.The only practical ways to treat erotor must be big enough to afford
,mcillcal wa.ntc before dl.i|)<>sal ate with state-of-the-art equipment and pnllu-hlgh lemiHTulurf sleiim (auliK'lavingy   llim control »ystein.s. Thus, until lu
MMlqo T^
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ItTginfratof^^irdiltinS^l
the state regulations governing hospital^ianler Paric"HcMpltai's,medical waste*'fSiclnerator exceeds the state of Gcor-^
^gia's safetyrequlrements-as governed
ͣby ihe Environmental Protection Divl-
'slon* (EPD).JrThe, announcement ͣ was
fmade after recent media reports related^
fto tlndnerator = safety: Issues"iln   the;
Wrtheast.Geor^aare:;;^|^^«|KTh?!hospital also*practices on-slte ͣ
?»epara'tion of infectious waste and non-?
infectious ^^waste^^-^reduclng   the'
^amount of ]Incineration needed. -Any.
,'lnfectlous- waste is ^•^ed-bagged'^ for";lncineratlon.*All non-infectious waste.l
'such as paper by-products from hospital \
clerical areas, is disposed of in area'
landfiUsnThls poUcy has been in eff^alnce the hospital opened SnlffJlijg^^gA
l^ccording to the Georgia ijepartment i
Sf Natural Resources, the hospital Is not^
required to have a permit to operate the j
Incinerator due to the low volume of:
ii\fectlous waste generated at the facU-i
ity^Mrr'addltion.the manufacturer of
the indnerator operated by Lanler Park;
has'ftated the device surpasses the^
state of Geor^'s guidelines on hospital
jnedlcal waste incinerators.'' -  "
Incinerator operations
LANCEBPABK
Gainesville
mam
atoiTwas puMffi'Tlie^hospital's Indnerator as^^ uf
cKased In 1989 In accordance with the]
atate'f safety requirements. The 1-anierj,Park unit Is adaptable to add scrubbersSWhich would further dean' emissions, IT
U4|9o
Incinerator debate^
requires more fact|
OUR C6.MMUNrrY NEEDS to caUa^
halt to the emotionalism In the,^
debate over medical waste inclncratloi^
settle back and take a thoughtful,^
objective look at whether present \
methods of disposing of medical waste|^
}X)3e an environmental hazard, and, If sd^'whether Incineration as propoied by the^
Enviro-Solutlon^ firm b thQ best a
alternative.'Sii#^^>i^^-!^^_
Xj Through all the Intetise debate over the
Aurst'of many weeks, commentihave^been conspicuously absent f romAvhat^^one would think would be a vitally -^^^gIntetcstcd party, the medical ^gj^^^^^community. Diwtors antl hospltals\=^^^
"produce moat of the medical waste In thel
community. The Northea.1t Georgia ;^
Medical Center Is the region's largest'a
producer. Why haven't Its officials 'iM
commented? . v-. j;-;r-,5s,v*-!s»,;i?fij^j^^^jas^' Surprisingly; It appears that the 'jSaSy
region's largest medical facility ha.sn't i^j.
even been asked whether it has any .<iir^il
opinions on the Issue: \'-^-T^-^':.''^y'^'^/f;
^;-Envlro-Solutlons has bought land andli
proposes to Invest morethanamillion ^^
dolla'nt In a'facUity to Incinerate medlcarj
,wa.ste. Apparently, It hasn't even - * j<J^:
ͣ contacted what presumably would be Its '
largest customer to see if the hospital .%.jti;
would be Interested In using the facilityi*'
This raises questions of what kind of '^-sS'
businessman would Invest that kind of ;^»
money In a venture without at least ^*3
testing the local market Interest — unless*
the local community would provide but a-
fraction of the total market? Maybe the ^
firm's attorney wa.sn't kidding when he ^ ͣ
told the county commission last week -^
that what the firm didn't know, It would'
learn as It went aloi.g. ^a.-'r^W, ^^ > [»' «^
Such seeming Indiffei-ence, or the 55^,
prospect of substantial volumes of rfSIfimported waste to be Incinerated here| *;-
doesn't generate confidence'.'^jr-.^i^jjlA.. On the other hand, some" »*.f^^»'f ^ ͣ^?^
environmentally ct>ncemed opponents, v
In recommending alternatives, don't U'^r,
seem to have contacted the hospitals to' ^
determine what. If any, alternatives they
may consider needed or reasonable. —.;,».;
_Jechnology has given ua the means tdi
discover treatments that have prolonged.
life and made life more livable for the ill.«i
It has enabled us to discover dangcrswe'"^
never knew existed. And we must -..'s
depend upon continued technologyWj
develop ways to overcome those j
ͣdangers. That means testing new f
new products, new methods J
; ^Incineration may be old I
new technology for this particular fieldS
It l3 so hew that operating regulatio
and s"tandaj^haven!t even been
^veloped^p(g _^_^
«A "reglonUfadUt^rvTiigTiiSre tfiwH
'third of a stated population sholildn't
^tesrope'ratlphT'AnytwtstrauIdl    "'
*much smaller scsLle^f"""" ͣ"""'"
pHaUCpunlydtlzenllnjthetf'assessrjcnt of potential t
ibut'the5'"can be forgiven their''
loppfchcnsIonglVen the recoi
I KLregordSltheyye'geenrsdT
3rv
m
solutiorfsTtofmeaicaMli^
In three ye«n>ras%veii the"nif n.iinKlc rpznning fat "Various times:'ͣiriiiiJHttf(HU<>amodltnlwiuiteburning^'and  locations ils'f
ͣlltyincrff'mny hiiiint oiircommiinl-|'«b<)«t. "      'Jl.lliLjTi'irccd rnnccrhed cllkcnii Inf^yii^gi^
. a medical
•1    - ͣ  »-       ,..- ,       ,      . »-.,.>, facility at'f
fi,-,^ivJ^^I&^^S^'7^SfKlm^^XondMoni In thel
lIcamciliThertfiarftino'fcdfm regu a.;s ;,'.„_,. .„_..,„j
pnaiVuHfi|(pt<,ia8,m«ny as poaJlbloJjS^^'T' ͣ'"''""V"":*.bcforjiiltcrkro\nyhTl.e»comp.nlesiW"''<''" ""^rt*^ 'trylnfittiit'slto^thcwi-facilities moHtly^^exposure to blood ͣ.
Ih^Ve two kinds of trntilc records'- lltllol ""u .'. ash a,.laden ,
ItdXnonoforlEclso'l'a'ilong history^of* with heavy met-;fwlolatloris'^WhatVtnay aprwar fine on - als and other tox-5i."
;paperjiia;' ''.....      '     "
mare;
iThougfi'
I
ithife three ye*.-,^.-----------------p8ointrd;%o^;e^'S?^ ..^bvious one Is to separata lon'slteitad|the'f hospitais,'|'theY86/perceiilt|;inoril
]^lnfcciiolia wastes rroin,the IS percent!f.lnrcctlous!wastes.)Lumptr>^rthemT>iy'! together only serves to Infect ALL of it jl4This ^would; reduce';dramatlcally^th«
|:total Volume to be disposed of. (Ana,'as]~ the i medical ^wasteji^tnimerii^know;' sharply cut into their pronts.)r^
':.. Nexttwoiild^lM^mai^ItiseTblautoclavirgf..; But Vimanufscturers farel
maVlng ' equipmentt*pecincailyfde4lawnoimay ppear line on   ais ami oincriox-*.,„.,„v.^v...-.i«i-«.;*.iffned-not to be auliiclaved and ri?£'kff4l'yJ"rnl"'o:^n'«ht-?:ln» with mtie.or n^
^Tjccp hearing about med-_,*'mr..-^-s^^'T.s^^E^^^lBB!Jcil>a3to;'tran.iportcd.fri)m within a"'^'""' that were unbelievable, »^on.j^^j,^ Improperly toriaomeonei|70-mlloradlus,'^the fact of the law to~t''cl»' windows and clothes, the lo8«of j,^,,,^, „„^ ^„ ^^fJ,i^ ^'.-^i- i, ii{that once'afaclllty'ls sited. Importedtmcdlcal wW(« cannot be limited to any
l(]latancdSgiThati(\vpuld ;b« linterfering
*#lth intiritate'commerce.^|j^[|^»^^.We'ilcarncdt^froin'ltlie ͣ heaid of the':
, . ,.1. ,___I...,««.A..„.«l*tuck with an Infected needle, it wiUietxioymentof thelryardsevw^tdu^ an| j„ ,^. j,„ whether the equ'ipmentjoil door Brill. There were reports of Mh |^. dUpo«a,ie ;.or .reusableSVhat^b'with concentratcd^kvela of heavytf^eUngthis mad nish t<? btij^Un't the'metals and toxins P"t Into « Ur^nH |^ ^, ^^y,,^ ^^'J*;^^^^^^^^that ,»'» ͣ ""!""^«"^ •'^.f'"5*'yiraiherthehugeKart-budrprontii J
Blon that>o are opcraUng under thej^TTils'^rtlcutar DECOMTadlltynffMf^A''fe<*l»t repbtT^tH^^l^'mlstakenVbciicf-that (the EPD) ls'~rcportcd to have'hundreds of viola-^lnstitute for Southeni Studies sUtesJthere to protect thcpt (us) from things .^JJ'tlons. As shoclclng as this seems,' local,* that the South has become the naUon'il*^;i>(WoJ«urB',',wcrel^.iThat's Exactly |„ate,; and federal aulhoriUes don't 4 biggest waste dump. Two-thirds otthehat,wejthought"purtax money was Tgccm to be able to do anything about it. i naUon's wastes are" disposed of here;Jpaiying them forl)T' ͣ" ͣ'"'' .       .OSIIA didn't even know the •facility ,^We have ihe largest per caplu toxltS
li  ^iTDWyrj,  :,
^ St^EaftlP'bn
tmethlnglffle^IlnVoK'
fwelhavoflraollecilyjfjwsponslbility'fdrSwhafhspp _ „^^,t»mmunltyBnd STtl^iSfure^lfi^Wnot Just a right liiut'fdptjInuidB^
[the; politldu^lit^lvemcn wfexe^6%itonsumeiJHghtiKjjpllfy'omlnnBndU'buUtuUonlthat ybdVtll boV&tVtheml
If.theyyinanM^rlriging^lJoUdr^feUfi'our comrounlti^{|And ln.the'proces»E^doing somethlni^iftnl^t Ju^))ear^Vmethlng||aboutJ^cS)kiivlronmcn^|democrac^Bnd Just'jpuIK1hmnan$^§!^tureV.But m'oreJhaSalutyou'd betie^'have an answer for youfchlldfetflind''CrandchildrenJtfJhe^iJVerj^l^btfhat yoii'did.lo'Stop'poUuUoH^ni^
ͣ/lisimf^-
ferh'S>?Ide<ii'Wlng «hown around town   which had been'oixratlng for more fchemical discharge and'tte,
retmnmenai
great.
DNRihiefi'lncineratcUiMiiteauirementsmriiaroiK
^Station.•••fmm^ fcuMlng thenriTwh!c?^^3?buitTf^^
i'clncrator off MayBgMMB||^fl ;fectloiu medical waste originating^. *i ͣ  -VT-    1   St Drive In southern ^BBI^HH   up'to^'TO miles away__fromjlown^V\TLAOTA''ffi^GMiigl'a'» Wsd-lllallCounty.^:)*--. BSnSclSHM .'town Galtiesvllle.'
By Clay Lambert
TheTlmes
mlnlstrator of environmental policy ii)_Thn company
^offcrc'd little hope Thursday for a Swas granted a
illall County delegation looking for ,;reionlng that ai¬
rways to prevent construction of s'' lowed the Incln-
'medlcalwasteInclnerator.^Xj^V^iii'erator In -the
|i:|Slx county officials along with" Ipring of 1089.
'Calnesvlllf!-resident and  Depart-/ Since   then,   op-
^-..The group ͣ receivedJcouragemeht from the'ltate-'cbm-
; missloner..tM{^|^,4k^dMj[ai(tet'''jftij'.'Unfortunalety.'I catrrdeafwRl
ͣpetitions,'; I-edbctter told theViel.
egatlon, which Included three;lliil|
County commlsslonera.;*^'! have (oj', deal with the law and the law sayi''?ment of Natural Resources board   posltioii   to; the __    „.^»___ , -'member Donald Carter, tnivcle<l to ' planr has snow- Ledbattcr .^^,;-.^(Envlro-Solutlona) gets a pcrmlUrV Atlanta to discuss the unpopular balled and more than 0,000 people j they meet tiio requlrements.'.;ia^(giB•'proiKwal with I-conard Ledbcttcr,(.rep<irte<lly have signed petitions'^^Udl^ttcrajready has denied the'i commissioner of the I)NIl..)M<AfM-ii';'-' asking that the plant nut be built. ͣ,:fJ2,""'l'"''>' """ "' '"" P<"™"» nec-jJjaTlio meeting Is the latest attempt':. County comml.i»loncrs arc now cssary to build the Incinerator buf*by *offlclals| to<tke(>p lEnvIro-* backtracking. ͣ seeking ways- to ^company'officials >have^ appealed•^Solutions Inc. formerly Hindis In-T'prcvent constfuctlon of the plant, that decision to the state Attorney
. JnefaiTOf flci'arid •wniedl
, irste &appilc»tlon3|tor^thej
[permlt,^|g|ttM|j
||Ledbetterjiuggesiea;inej3ͣrequest to interv^nf In the appeal,!
^a move'thitwould allow the localjJ'govemment 'to' prMpntjtestliinoni^
^opposing the Incinerator before the!
Fadmlnl3tratlve;l*wiudge>ho2vUllideclde the casejQHMtMMIHRBThe DNR conf>misaloneftaldne«
legislation' known as.the^Compn
' hensive". SoUd Waste! Mtnsgement
?Act.Klll.be a"%|toUllyjnew:toorjL[local government* can .use^ln'.thej
; future; to • prevent^entrepreneurg'from lislng controversial tethnqlo' gles for waste dbposalJjMtHMffiilL
.The^leglslatlonJ^reqifi^tfl^»V
H
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ragamst incinerator pl^
H[lncineralol
|ByCt«yl.amb«rtlRTheTlniesf
FHall County commissioners are headed loiS^:legal. inferno after considering an ordl-l^ance. that would ban the ,importatlot\ o{biomedical Wastes and effectively IclU plans.','for > commercial inclnerat9r on May Driye^:an Atlanta'attorney said Tuesday ,^(^[{^|||ggjS^The ordinance takes aim 'at alltjTJes of?^wastes but la clearly designed to scuttle plana*;for a proposed medical waste incinerator in J'south-HaU •;County.tV;Commissioners ͣ are's: scheduled to vote on the ordinance June 1 l.j£SJt^^Reprcscntatlves of Enviro-Solutlorta Inc^..formerly Mlndls Incineration Corp., promise.'^Ito fight the ordinance In court. And, in tSͣ letter; to 5f'county':, commissioners, V John'^Blackmon.'the attorney hired t<x represent?ithe}.company.'.Jwarned • o|-i^'aerioua legal-yconsequences";should'the board.sign.thejfordinance into law.:^iy^^^^jl^^j;g{|i^^>The ordinance prohibits the dbpMa] of^'.Imported hazardous,; toxlc.or, infectious ^
^wastes in Kail County, It is part of a two-|[pronged icommission iattack ^ against^^the.i company's Incineration plans,J|^jiAfjw|tflPgThe commission also has'inltlated rezoningtproceedlngi on company land that.would |^force Enviro-Solutions to convince electedji orndala here of the need for the Incinerator.jH^ Several opponents of the Enviro-SolutionS?plans' In'; Hall -County ' spoke ^ during ͣ theJ^'commission meeting.;They say they hav^^more than 6,000 signatures of area, residents JSTwho-are against ilhe^cofistructionjlof:^the.?
;lnciner»tori^_^^^__^ ^__^agj;And, in TSf^electiotTyear'J^^ least"^two!^commissioners have worked openly to'pre^lyent the Envln>-Solutions lndnerator.|j|g^j;i think the Hall County Commisslon'has'done about everything we can do to keep tlds"'ItlUhg away,'^ Commissioner Lou Stargel toldt Incineration opponents j^I think this (ordl-iEnance) gives Hindis •jne3sage|£We, don't]l^antyou. _       _    '   __^___.J_|CommlMloneP3an?'Mentmet also Jias^oiI the idea of importing wastes into Hall]{County^forbtdnention.''~jBIac]ano(rto1d MinmtsddneraTuesda]%ralnanci$>rfail[j!hi8htyjiispeil^     said \i\t'SdnTrat^ddaTcUenKi)Topo9^5*''"''*4S3a" ^.Improve Hfll County^a.envlronmenE
ͣ{Contifwd trotn P>ff> IBlji , ͣͣ ͣ-- __ _    .„     ___5iemoveitojclns " f romJS thie'smol^^forreionlng from aiTagricultural tol;tacks|s|^|^^|^^SinlHill!iKi^ industrial deslgnatiqn for flvel_;'My clKSwma*oluU5n!Wat5crt^ to a recydfiigcenteri?roblem^BIackmon said.'addingflt «!f'» at theintersectlon of FuU-Jthatithe^mpahyi plans to forgefenwwer Ko" ^^ "»y Priv«.|khead with construction and willSvCo'nP'nX2 "f"'^/. ͣ"'o""revleA^urts^ined legal oeUpns Iff pUns~then^foi^the4lndnet»tor,lKi^c<Jmm^iri-T»sS^th^iar^hlch'rwo«W**iin»^rast^^n2j{|^|iK|^^Kj|||i^g|^dgutsidcGainesvUteJUl"'"Wi"
—. ͣ• jrtjK«~.Ji^    ͣ-. ͣ^jSo. ." -#sS[the area tne company eouja drawjn.lSpff-UieJpnitedj^Sutes'^flfromfor.vw^^ ' 'merica^not South Africa; and">ea« strong 5pposiUon to the^dol^vejthejtght to express—"-^ - -Vilves to bur commissioners;^IJUianHall, fbundcf of Ukewaicn,«j,pjrtng at the GeorgiaM'nytranmentalfgrouptlnlHaUtc^tter In eoniunctlon with appltjcation'^foriatate^ periBita^allowing
^ve^e^igm to exprcM our.»;j,d^.t^,urf,cevuntUithia^Aprili'3 .our,con m_teloners,^saldl^heiiShe compmy held rpubUeiiHall, founder o t h ®i ^,  Mountain*'
epTcaent( ^uttUwwSgveekolutloMBiifirSi
HaUJCoiing^
Sof18891
"'^.'jvEtis dil:*\K5lj2S;'tJiSliEi-'
idneratii
01ie:Geor^t)epartmehf%{^atral Resoiin^'denled thifEontpany
pemlt for^th« InUtietatw'at tiuttmi^Enviro&lutiohs has sii\Mi
(ppUed with the Dl
iH^'
^'tisMiajD' mm^' ^
Q^^:^Mi^*M!^^^<iMkLl^'.^-^^
